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Abstract

Although NMR is a versatile technique, the low values associated with
nuclear spin polarization provide inherently weak signals. A novel sys-
tem to perform temperature-jump dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)
has been designed and developed at the University of Nottingham, with
the aim to enhance this signal and improve the sensitivity of the NMR
experiment.

This system utilizes a bespoke helium flow cryostat, located within
the bore of a superconducting magnet, to achieve temperatures down to
1.75 K for high levels of polarization to build up on an electron spin popu-
lation. This high level of polarization can then be transferred to a nuclear
species of interest using microwave irradiation, while remaining at low
temperature, allowing the weak signals associated with NMR to become
enhanced.[1] Following ample nuclear polarization build-up, a powerful
mid-IR laser is used to rapidly bring the sample to ∼300 K, ensuring
the spectra benefit from the line narrowing associated with liquid-state
NMR. An Er:YAG laser with a wavelength of 2.94 µm has been chosen
for this as it couples energy directly into the vibrational modes of hy-
droxyl groups present within the sample.

The rapid heating mechanism underpins the success of this exper-
iment twofold. Firstly, performing the temperature-jump in a shorter
time period preserves a greater signal enhancement. This needs to be
done carefully as too much heating will obliterate the sample, destroy-
ing the signal. Secondly, a temperature-jump without dilution of the
sample, as occurs in dissolution DNP, allows sample recycling to take
place. This opens the technique up for otherwise unavailable applica-
tions, such as multidimensional correlation spectroscopy with repetitive
excitations.[2] Development of the cryo-system, heating mechanism and
NMR probe, alongside preliminary experiments and calculations, suggest
that this technique should greatly improve the sensitivity of the liquid
state NMR experiment.

[1] A. Abragam and M. Goldman “Principles of Dynamic Nuclear Polarisation” Rep. Prog. Phys.
41 (1978)
[2] J. H. Ardenkjær-Larsen et al. “Increase in Signal-to-Noise Ratio of > 10,000 Times in Liquid-State
NMR” PNAS 100 (18), (2003)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Temperature-Jump Dynamic Nuclear

Polarization

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful tool employed across

various fields of physics, chemistry, biology and medicine. By carefully

applying a couple of magnetic fields to precisely interact with the inherent

magetic spins present within a sample (see section 2.1.1) the technique

is capable of non-invasively providing information about the local molec-

ular environments and fundamental physical properties of a specimen.

Although the information that these experiments provide is invaluable,

and a number of extremely successful and commonplace methods rely on

the phenomenon, NMR has an inherently low sensitivity due to the small

interaction between most nuclear spin species and an applied magnetic

field. This has traditionally limited NMR to systems with high spin den-

sity (such as nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the human

body) or experiments which take many averages over a long period of

time.
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Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is a method of overcoming the

low sensitivity of the NMR experiment by manipulating the spin vector

of the electron, which has a far greater interaction with the applied mag-

netic field, and subsequently tranferring any polarization enhancement

onto the nuclear spin population via the hyperfine interaction using mi-

crowaves (see section 2.1.2). An additional boost in sensitivity can be ob-

tained by taking the spin system down to cryogenic temperatures, where

the lower thermal energy allows a higher equilibrium spin polarization to

be achieved. This has led to a number of experiments performing cryo-

genic DNP prior to a swift temperature rise (rapid-∆T DNP), allowing

for the collection of signal enhanced liquid-state NMR. While many of

these experiments employ a hot solvent to bring about the rapid temper-

ature rise, diluting the sample and denying any further experimentation,

temperature-jump dynamic nuclear polarization (TJ-DNP) aims to per-

form the rapid temperature rise without sample dilution or destruction.

This then opens the method up to a wider range of applications, such as

multidimensional spectroscopy.

This thesis will begin with a brief history of NMR, noting key ad-

vances and innovations for the experimental method, and will lead into

modern, state of the art DNP experiments and the various ways in which

research groups around the globe are increasing NMR sensitivity. Al-

though the fundamental theory required to understand the NMR exper-

iment will be detailed later, in section 2.1, this will provide the context

required for the specifics of the TJ-DNP experiment at Nottingham to

be introduced, alongside important applications, and showcase how the

project extends upon previous work. Following on from this, the chapter

will end with an outline of the thesis to come.
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1.2 History of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

1.2.1 Early Magnetic Resonance

In the early 20th Century the field of physics began to use the idea of

quantum theory to solve a number of problems unexplainable using classi-

cal mechanics. One such problem was that of the discrete absorption and

emission spectra of atoms. Although quantum theory could address this

there was still an issue of unaccountable line splitting in high resolution

spectra which needed further explanation. [1] Atomic beam experiments

were used to establish the existence of the electron spin and associated

electon magnetic moment, with sensitive beam deflection experiments

allowing Stern and Gerlach to further identify the electron magnetic mo-

ment. [2] In their famous work, now called the Stern-Gerlach experiment,

a beam of collimated silver atoms discretely split in the presence of an

external electromagnetic field, an observation indicating a quantized an-

gular momentum associated with the valance electron of the silver atom.

Stern was later awarded a Nobel prize for physics for this work. [3]

The nuclear magnetic resonance experiment itself was born at Columbia

University during the 1930s, through the work of Rabi. [4–6] A pioneering

experiment involved a beam of LiCl which was passed through a strong,

constant magnetic field. The addition of a smaller oscillating field, per-

pendicular to the first, showed a dip in beam intensity at a particular

frequency, corresponding to the Larmor frequency of the nucleus under

test, and the work contributed to the presentation of the Nobel prize in

physics to Rabi in 1944. [3]
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1.2.2 Advances Through the Years

More sophisticated experiments followed Rabi’s molecular beam work,

with numerous contributions and advances steering the NMR experiment

towards the many uses it has today. In 1946 the NMR absorption of

a large piece of parrafin wax was predicted, observed and reported by

Purcell, Torey and Pound at Harvard, demonstrating NMR in bulk ma-

terial. [7] At the same time Felix Bloch was working on a set of equations

to describe the time evolution of the nuclear magnetization underpinning

the NMR experiment. [8] Both Bloch and Purcell shared the Nobel prize

for physics for this continued work into NMR. [3] Following this, Packard

and Arnold noticed the temperature dependent nature of chemical shift

in an NMR spectrum due to hydrogen bonding in 1951 [9] and Herman

Carr began work, alongside Purcell, into measuring inherent relaxation

parameters of NMR signals to provide insight into a number of different

physical parameters of the samples. [10]

In 1953 Overhauser predicted that a small change in electron spin

polarization would give rise to a far greater change in nuclear spin po-

larization, [11] later coined the Overhauser effect. This was met with a

great deal of criticism from renowned physicists of the time [12] but was

confirmed by Carver and Slichter later that year by observing an en-

hancement of the nuclear magnetic resonance signal in metallic lithium

produced by the electron spin population. [13] This discovery is particu-

larly notable as it may be considered to mark the birth of DNP. The first

13C spectra were collected in 1957 independently by both Lauterbur [14]

and Holm, [15] with results that displayed appreciable signal-to-noise de-

spite the low natural abundance of the isotope. Commercially available

NMR spectrometers became available in the early 60s through Varian. [1]
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In the 1970s Raymond Damadian noticed that the proton NMR sig-

nals received from healthy and cancerous tissue differed and designed

a system allowing him to investigate this in patients. [16,17] Meanwhile,

Lauterbur at the State University of New York produced the first 2D NMR

image of a test tube [18] and Richard Ernst proposed Fourier transform

techniques for the acquisition of MR images. [19] Damadian completed his

imaging system in the late 70s with the help of Goldsmith and Minkoff

and the first images of tumors in animals [20] and MRI scans of the human

body were achieved, [16] albeit with slow acquisition times. Peter Mans-

field was able to develop the theoretical framework of this method and

developed echo-planar imaging at the University of Nottingham, [21,22] al-

lowing images to be produced in seconds and forming the basis of rapid

MR imaging.

NMR has since become an incredibly important tool in the fields of

physics, chemistry and medicine. The dependence on the chemical shift

and nuclear magnetic resonance on the local environment of the spins has

allowed advanced experiments to be designed so as to investigate their

molecular surroundings, providing structural information and physical

properties of the system. [23] The technique may commonly be used for

chemical analysis of unknown samples, to follow reactions and to track

specific molecules during interesting chemical dynamics. Magnetic res-

onance imaging has also been developed to play an invaluable role in

the clinical environment as a diagnostic tool, with the contrast between

healthy and diseased tissue providing a non-invasive method to investi-

gate the human body. [24] Advances are constantly being made, reducing

the time taken to create an image, improving contrast between tissues of

interest and reducing scanning artefacts. [25]
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1.3 Modern Experiments

1.3.1 Limits of Conventional NMR

Although NMR is successfully used to realize the techniques high-

lighted at the end of 1.2.2, this is largely possible because the systems

are well suited to the needs of NMR, or because scientists are willing to

expend long periods of time studying other, less suitable systems. For

example, MRI is only such a capable diagnostic tool because the proton

spin density of the human body is sufficiently high. [26] If the system un-

der test were to have a far lower spin density, then far larger periods of

time would be required, averaging the signals received, to increase the

strength of the useful information in the spectrum in comparison to any

randomly generated background noise. [27] One of the key areas of active

research in the field of NMR is to boost this inherently low sensitivity,

brought about by the weak interaction of the nuclear spin with an applied

magnetic field. [28]

1.3.2 Increasing Sensitivity

The sensitivity of an NMR experiment is described using the ratio

between the amplitude of the NMR peaks (Psignal) to that of the back-

ground noise of the system (Pnoise). This is called the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR), and is defined in equation 1.3.2.1.

SNR =
Psignal

Pnoise

(1.3.2.1)

This expression indicates that, in order to increase the SNR, either the

random background noise needs to be reduced or the absolute signal

intensity of the true NMR signal needs to be increased.
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Performing an experiment in liquid-state as opposed to solid state

will increase the sensitivity and subsequent resolution of the NMR ex-

periment, as the rapid molecular motion present in a liquid will average

dipole-dipole interactions, narrowing the spin resonances. This effect

can be achieved in a solid-state sample by performing Magic Angle Spin-

ning (MAS), by which samples are spun about an axis at an angle of

θm ≈ 54.74◦ to an applied static field at kHz frequencies. This averages

the strong chemical shift anisotropies and dipole couplings associated

with the solid-state sample and dramatically increases the resolution of

the experiment. Repeated measurements will also increase the effective

sensitivity of the experiment, as the NMR signal is proportional to the

number of repeated acquisitions, n, while the random noise will scale

with
√
n. However, this method of increasing the SNR is only useful to

a point, as these scaling factors dictate that an experiment with x times

the SNR of a previous experiment requires x2 scans. These long time

scale experiments forbid certain dynamic processes to be investigated us-

ing NMR. Better coil design and electronic decoupling will decrease the

noise picked up by the system, and this will be achieved in the project

by producing low thermal noise coils (this is mentioned in section 5.1.3),

but the TJ-DNP experiment primarily focusses on enhancement of the

true NMR signal.

The strength of the signal induced in the coil, Psignal, after an NMR

excitation is directly proportional to the equilibrium magnetization, M0,

of the sample (which in this case describes the density of the induced

alignment of nuclear spin magnetic moments within the sample).

Psignal = αM0 (1.3.2.2)
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The proportionality factor present in equation 1.3.2.2, α, is dependent

on the coil volume, temperature and filling factor, as well as the quality

and resonant frequency of the detection circuit [29] (section 5.1.3). This

project will assume the parameters affecting α to be fixed by pre-existing

experimental conditions (such as the size of the sample) and the majority

of any enhancement to Psignal will be obtained using the magnetization

term shown in equation 1.3.2.3.

M0 =
1

2
NSγn~P . (1.3.2.3)

In this expression, NS is the number of contributing resonant spins, γn

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclear spins under test and P is the

polarization, a value describing the degree to which spins are aligned

which is fully derived in section 2.1.1, but introduced at face value now

for the introduction of DNP.

Polarization, P = tanh

(
~γB0

2kT

)
(1.3.2.4)

Although NS and γn terms in equation 1.3.2.3 also remain fixed or small

for this project (i.e lower spin density proton or carbon-13 ensembles), it

can be noted that a number of other variables in equation 1.3.2.4 may be

experimentally manipulated. These are namely the gyromagnetic ratio

of the spins upon which polarization is built, γ (which does not have to

be equal to γn), the externally applied magnetic field, B0, and the spin-

system temperature, T . By carefully designing an experiment to take ad-

vantage of these variables, spin polarization may be artificially increased

above the usual Boltzmann level, resulting in subsequently higher NMR

signals.
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1.3.3 Hyperpolarization Techniques

A number of research groups around the world are looking at various

methods to increase the sensitivity of the NMR experiment by artificially

increasing polarization. These often employ application specific tech-

niques to boost the signal where pre-existing experimental conditions

forbid other pathways to artificial enhancement. For comparison with

the TJ-DNP method proposed in this document, a number of hyperpo-

larization methods will be briefly introduced in this section. This will be

far from an exhaustive list, avoiding optical pumping techniques [30] and

methods using chemical exchange (such as CIDNP [31] and PHIP [32,33])

where the mechanisms are restricted to a small group of molecules that

require particular starting conditions.

Utilizing the field and temperature dependences in equation 2.1.1.7

can give a substantial increase in polarization, with methods taking sam-

ples down to the milliKelvin regime in high magnetic fields known as

brute force experiments. Although this method is capable of providing

signals ∼1000 times greater than those attainable under standard con-

ditions, [34] they experience extremely long polarization build up times,

as nuclear spin relaxation becomes inhibited when molecular motion de-

creases at low temperature. While some experimentalists envision this

long relaxation time providing transportable and pure, clinically appli-

cable samples with high levels of polarization, [35,36] others are working

on mediation of spin relaxation effects to drastically reduce polarization

build up time. [34,37,38] Cross-polarization techniques, in which spin species

are used as polarization intermediaries, and low-field thermal mixing have

been shown to decrease this build-up time, using proton reservoirs and

high surface area substrates to encourage this. [37,38] Furthermore, it has
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recently been shown that doping the sample with certain nanoparticles

increases relaxation at such low temperatures, bringing the polarization

build up times for 13C experiments from over a year to only a few tens

of hours. [34]

Dynamic nuclear polarization is a method of artificially increasing

the polarization of a nuclear species above Boltzmann polarization using

the electron spin. This method is not restricted in its application or

to any particular class of molecules, provided the nuclei of interest are

in the vicinity of free electron spins, which can be introduced using a

free radical. The far higher Boltzmann polarization of the electron spin

(see figure 2.3) can be transferred to the nuclear species of interest using

microwave irradiation (section 2.1.2) and an enhanced NMR spectrum

can be realized.

1.3.4 Quantifying Enhancement

Transferring the Boltzmann polarization from the electron spin en-

semble to the nuclei of interest, with gyromagnetic ratio values of γe and

γn respectively, results in the nuclear spin polarization being dramati-

cally increased and enhances the signal, compared to that without DNP,

by a factor εDNP. [39]

εDNP =
γe

γn

(1.3.4.1)

This suggests that performing this transfer will yield enhancements in

the nuclear spin polarization of up to ∼660 times. However, as shown

in equation 1.3.2.4, this effect can be further enhanced by a number of

experimental factors, such as the relative temperatures and magnetic

fields at which polarization and NMR acquisition take place. In this
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case, the total enhancement ε† is updated using equation 1.3.4.2, where

Tx and Bx represent the temperature or field strength at which either

polarization (x = DNP) or NMR acquisition (x = NMR) take place. [40]

ε† = εDNP

(
TNMR

TDNP

)(
BDNP

BNMR

)
(1.3.4.2)

These additional factors suggests that a change in temperature from po-

larization at 1 K to NMR acquisition at 300 K, whilst keeping the field

static, introduces a further enhancement of 300. Combining this with

the maximum enhancement of εDNP provides an overall maximum theo-

retical boost in signal of ε† ≈ 200,000. A swathe of modern experiments,

henceforth called rapid-∆T DNP experiments, focus on DNP at low tem-

perature followed by a rapid temperature rise and NMR acquisition to

benefit from the enhancements available through equation 1.3.4.2. These

also benefit from the increase in resolution associated with the liquid-

state NMR experiment. It should be noted than an additional method

of reporting enhancement is as a percentage of unity polarization. For

example, an experiment can report a liquid-state polarization of 20%

on 13C which, when compared to polarization under normal conditions

(see section 2.1.1), translates to an enhancement of about 250,000. This

stated, care must be taken when translating these results to a realistic

experimental enhancement, as many of these reports are taken at the

point of polarization and are not readily accessable.

Despite dramatic enhancement, a couple of factors contribute nega-

tively to the maximum obtainable enhancement using rapid-∆T DNP.

To begin, although capable of enhancing the absolute NMR signal inten-

sity, these experiments require significant quantities of time to prepare
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and condition the sample. This period of time could otherwise be used

for signal averaging, suggesting a point at which a shorter experiment

with a lower absolute NMR signal intensity would be favourable to a

longer one with a slightly higher signal. As an example, if one of these

experiments took 2.5 hours to cool, polarize and then heat a sample, the

enhancement would have to be greater than that expected if that sen-

sitivity was increased via repeated measurements and signal averaging

for the same period of time (an enhancement that would equate to ∼100

times). Furthermore, while εDNP can simply be measured by perform-

ing an identical experiment with microwave irradiation both turned on

and off, enhancement levels of the rapid-∆T DNP experiment can only

sensibly be measured after a significant fraction of ε† has degraded via

relaxation during the rapid heating stage itself and the sample reaches

the point of NMR acquisition. This factor is made even more crucial

by the fact that relaxation sweeps through a maximum rate during the

temperature rise (see section 2.1.1 and figure 2.5). As a result, although

a set of experimental conditions may predict that a maximum enhance-

ment ε† ≈ 200,000 is theoretically possible, this will never be measured

in practice.

1.3.5 Rapid-∆T DNP

Although the two-fold enhancement in signal strength provided by the

rapid-∆T DNP experiment is impressive, performing the rapid temper-

ature rise on its own, let alone whilst satifying all other criteria required

for DNP, is challenging. Early experiments were born from an attempt

to enhance MRI using Overhauser effects. [41] While these experiments al-

lowed in vivo imaging of tumor oxygenation, limitations in field strength

and radical dosage led to ex vivo work in which the proton spin polariza-
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tion of water was enhanced with the aim to create injectable, biologically

compatible contrast agents. Although opening the door for many exciting

experiments, the enhancements achieved through the Overhauser effect

were small. The idea to polarize molecules of interest at low temperature,

prior to a rapid rise in temperature, change of phase and the creation of

a liquid-state sample at room temperature was conceived just before the

turn of the millennium and, after over half a decade of instrumentation

work, provided promising results to the NMR community in the form of

the dissolution DNP experiment and the report of an enhancement in

SNR of greater than 10,000. [42]

Dissolution Experiments

One of the simplest ways to bring a low temperature sample to ambi-

ent temperature in a short period of time is to inject a hot solvent into the

sample space, a method known as dissolution. This provides a high ther-

mal capacity and well contacting heat source that dissolves the sample in

an efficient manner independent of the polarization temperature. Despite

the success of the technique to bring about a temperature rise and re-

port consistantly significant enhancements ε† of the order of 104, [43,44] the

introduction of the hot solvent dilutes the sample, both reducing the po-

larization concentration of a dissolution DNP experiment and rendering

repeat experiments impossible. This makes dissolution DNP a single-shot

experiment. A large number of groups around the world are advancing

this experiment, improving hardware [45–47] and developing methods to

best utilize the transient signal with multi-coil probes and complex flow

paths. [48] The dissolution DNP experiment is also being combined with

single-scan 2D correlation spectroscopy [49] in experiments reported to

collect enhanced 2D spectra in ∼0.1 s. [40]
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The highly polarized solution is particulary useful in the field of

medicine, allowing detection of molecules that would otherwise be too

weak on the NMR spectrum. MRI compatible samples have been syn-

thesized for use in vivo, [50,51] and work into the extraction of potentially

undesirable radicals has been carried out to ensure samples are clinic

safe. [52] Highly polarized molecules may then be used to observe low

concentration metabolic reactions and identify diseased tissue through

spectroscopy. [53] A particularly powerful example of this is based on the

different metabolization of [1-13C] pyruvate by tumors and healthy tis-

sue. [54] This drove development of portable clinical polarizers [55,56] and

methods to utilize the hyperpolarized samples in vivo. [57] A number

of metabolic pathways are now being highlighted using hyperpolarized

metabolic precursors [58] and liquid-state polarizations as high as 60% are

being reported using polarizers built for clinical applications. [59] Recent

in-human trials have been used to investigate prostate cancer using these

methods [60] with many other in vivo preclinical studies ongoing. [51]

A Temperature Jump Without Dilution

It is also possible, although considerably more challenging, to drive

the same rise in temperature from polarization to liquid-state NMR us-

ing methods that do not dilute the sample. These temperature increases

are employed such that the sample is left in the original state that it was

in prior to cooling, and form the basis of a so called temperature-jump

DNP (TJ-DNP) experiment. Both this method and dissolution DNP

have a lot in common, with experiments relying on low temperature po-

larization of electron spins and microwave driven spin transfer before

the system is brought to ambient temperature for enhanced liquid-state

NMR. While research is ongoing to maximise the information gathered
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from dilute, single-shot dissolution DNP experiments, TJ-DNP circum-

vents these issues via preservation of the sample under test, opening the

door for repeat experiments in situ and more sophisticated NMR tech-

niques.

A number of research groups have begun developing the TJ-DNP

method using various heating mechanisms and experimental configura-

tions to achieve an enhanced liquid-state NMR experiment. Initial ex-

periments at MIT exploited advances in gyrotron technology to show

that experiments could be performed to obtain reasonable enhancements

(ε† for 13C between 120 for glucose and 400 for urea) and allowed sam-

ple recycling. [39] These particular experiments polarized the sample in

a magnetic field of 5 T at 90 K, reporting a solid-state enhancement

εDNP of ∼ 290 on 1H before cross-polarization and a pulse of mid-IR

CO2 laser radiation to bring the sample to ambient temperature. This

cross polarization stage was to build up polarization efficiently, avoiding

the slower spin diffusion experienced during direct 13C polarization. The

timescales associated with these early experiments meant that the exper-

iment could be cycled every 60-90 seconds. This has since been shown

to allow signal enhanced (ε† of ∼100) liquid-state multidimensional cor-

relation spectroscopy to be performed. [61] These impressive experiments

form the basis of the TJ-DNP experiment at Nottingham. Further exper-

iments have investigated the effect of using microwave radiation and di-

electric heating using a switchable microwave source [62,63] that have been

reported to enhance the signal associated with 13C by a factor ε† ≈ 550.

This experiment benefits from the fact that the microwave heating mech-

anism does not require additional hardware close to the sample, but they

build up polarization directly on 13C at 20 K, making them considerably
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longer (∼3 hours). This stated, it was noted that future experiments

could use 1H mediation for a faster experiment. Alternative modern ex-

periments use hot gas to bring about a considerable temperature rise in

small samples [64–66] on the order of 500 ms. This microfluidic volume,

although theoretically reducing the obtainable NMR signal compared to

an experiment with a larger sample, then allows total recycling times to

be extremely short (on the order of a few seconds), with initial enhance-

ments ε† ≈ 100 being reported with the capability of in situ recycling.

This reduction in recycling time can then compensate for the decrease in

sensitivity caused by the small sample size.

1.4 Target Applications

TJ-DNP is capable of substantial enhancements in sensitivity in liquid-

state NMR of small molecules, providing they can withstand the rapid

freezing and thawing processes. The ability to generate enhanced liquid-

state NMR with the possibility of in situ sample recycling lends itself to

a number of experiments, inculding multidimensional correlation spec-

troscopy [23] (nD COSY) which will be the main aim of the experiment.

These experiments explore the magnetization transfer between nuclei of

the same type (homonuclear correlation) or between different nuclear

species (heteronuclear correlation) to evaluate spin coupling, and thus

molecular dimensions and dynamics. While 2D COSY relies on scalar

coupling between spins to highlight neighbours bonded to each other, [23]

2D NOESY (nuclear Overhauser effect correlation spectroscopy) uses the

intensity of the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), which drops off with

1/r6 (where r is the distance between spins), to highlight neighbours in

close proximity that are not necessarily connected through bonds. [67] This
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makes the latter technique particularly useful for determining the struc-

ture of large molecules such as proteins. Performing these experiments

with greater sensitivity allows multidimensional scans with greater SNR

to be realized, increasing spectral resolution, and for this reason they

have already been met with interest from the DNP community.

Notable examples of work in which multidimensional spectrocopy has

been married with DNP include MAS solid-state DNP studies in which

static temperature enhancements εDNP of up to 23 have been reported, [68]

allowing concrete elucidation of protein dynamics and structure [69] and

high-importance studies into biologically relevant areas such as the causes

of Alzheimer’s disease. [69] Despite the impressive nature of these studies

and the commercial availability of MAS-DNP instruments from 400 MHz

to 1 GHz, the technique is suited to solid-state samples and, although

liquid-state MAS proton NMR has been performed more recently, [70] the

experiment at Nottingham could target liquid-state applications involv-

ing other nuclear species. Multidimensional spectroscopy has further

been combined with rapid-∆T DNP without MAS to achieve consider-

ably higher enhancements, involving work at the Weizmann Institute,

utilizing utrafast techniques to obtain enhanced spectra (20% on 13C)

from transient dissolution DNP samples, [40] and the in situ TJ-DNP cor-

relation spectroscopy work of Robert Griffin at MIT. [61] This latter work,

with experimentally realized enhancements ε† reported around 100, will

form the starting point for our experiment.
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1.5 TJ-DNP at Nottingham

1.5.1 Our Novel Approach

Despite previous examples of TJ-DNP achieving significant liquid-

state NMR enhancements and demonstrating the capability for in situ re-

cycling and multidimensional correlation spectroscopy, [61] improvements

to the experimental method are anticipated to boost enhancements fur-

ther. The novel experiment at Nottingham will explore a number of these,

employing polarization at higher field and lower temperature than pre-

viously attempted using TJ-DNP with a novel temperature jump driven

by a mid-IR Er:YAG laser. Although dissolution DNP methods have

been reported using polarization temperatures down at 1.2 K, these of-

ten shuttle the sample between a lower polarization field to a higher NMR

acquisition field, decreasing the enhancement by a factor of ∼3. The ex-

periment at Nottingham will perform polarization and NMR at the same,

high field, using cross effect DNP to overcome issues associated with DNP

at these field strengths. The experiment will also benefit from polariza-

tion mediation and cross polarization using the proton spin to overcome

the lengthy direct polarizaion build up times onto 13C. The experiment

will be designed with multidimensional correlation spectroscopy as a pri-

mary goal, with the ability to recycle the sample for this purpose. As a

result, the heating method employed should be non-destructive. Further-

more any enhancement obtained should be greater on balance than that

expected from unenhanced experiments, repeated and averaged over the

same period of time. Because of this, the time frame for cooling, polar-

ization, heating and re-cooling should be minimal, but the sample should

be kept large enough to benefit from a considerable signal strength in the

first place.
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It is recognized that our experiment, which will reach temperatures

around 1 K, will have a longer cooldown period than previous exper-

iments which reach liquid nitrogen temperature. Despite this factor

threatening to reduce the SNR per unit time compared to other experi-

ments, the overall gain in signal will more than compensate for this. For

example, literature describes a benchmark experiment in which an en-

hancement of ε† ≈100 was achieved using a recycling protocol that cycled

between ∼100 K and ∼300 K and took about 1 minute in total. [61] If this

experiment were to employ a polarization temperature of ∼1 K an addi-

tional enhancement factor of 100 could be realized, boosting ε† to around

10,000. To put this into perspective, the benchmark experiment would

need to be averaged for just under 8 hours to benefit from a comparable

SNR. This suggests that, provided our novel experiment is capable of a

total recycling period on the order of a few hours, a considerable increase

in the available enhancement should be realized.
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1.5.2 Experimental Procedure

The temperature-jump experiment requires a sample containing both

free electron and nuclear spin populations over which the dynamic po-

larization can occur. This sample is placed in a strong, homogeneous

magnetic field at cryogenic temperature, allowing a high level of polar-

ization to build up on the electron spin ensemble. Once polarization has

built up to a significant level on the electron population it can be trans-

ferred, while at low temperature, to a fraction of the near-by nuclear spin

ensemble using tuned microwave irradiation. Because the relaxation of

the nuclear spin occurs over a significantly longer period than the elec-

tron spin, this process may be repeated using microwave pulses, building

up a high level of polarization on the nuclear spin population. After

sufficient polarization transfer and nuclear polarization build-up, the mi-

crowave pulses are stopped and the sample is brought rapidly to ambient

temperature for a liquid-state NMR experiment. This stage needs to be

as fast as possible to ensure that only a small fraction of nuclear polar-

ization is lost due to longitudinal relaxation. Provided the rapid heating

mechanism does not destroy the sample it can be recycled and brought to

low temperature again for further TJ-DNP. This is shown in figure 1.1.

start
cool to
below 3K

polarization
transfer

rapid
heating

high res.
NMR

heating
mechanismmicrowaves

polarization
build-up

1.5-3 hrs 1-1.5 hrs

15-20 mins

0.5-2 secs for proton

recool to
below 3K

liquid state

solid state

liquid
state

Figure 1.1: The temperature-jump DNP experiment featuring sample recycling with
approximate time scales, adapted from previous work. [39]
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1.5.3 Key Specifications

Starting with a sample containing nuclei of interest and a paramag-

netic species, the requirements for the TJ-DNP experiment at Notting-

ham can now be listed.

� A static, homogeneous magnetic field.

� A low temperature environment (below 3 K).

� Microwave irradiation.

� Rapid heating without sample destruction.

� High-resolution, liquid-state NMR.

Other than the hardware required to perform the experiment, there are

also a number of desirable criteria that could be realized to boost the

success of the project.

� The experiment should be cyclic, allowing recycling of the sample

for applications such as multidimensional spectroscopy.

� The time taken for the sample to cool down, both initially and fol-

lowing the rapid temperature rise, should be low so as to maximise

enhancement and recycling capability.

� Any cooling should be stopped during the rapid heating stage.

� A method to document the rapid rise in sample temperature should

be available, without drastically altering the process.

� Any mechanical vibration should be kept low, as it is destructive

to an NMR experiment.

� The hardware should be as modular as possible, allowing it to be

easily built upon in the future.
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1.6 Thesis Outline

Now that temperature-jump DNP has been introduced and put into

a modern context, this thesis will continue to detail progression of the

experiment at the University of Nottingham. This will begin by intro-

ducing the foundations on which this experiment is built, in Chapter 2,

both with regards to the fundamental theory of NMR and DNP and the

hardware already available for this particular experiment. The chapters

following this will then detail the development of the cooling, heating and

NMR stages of the experiment made during the course of this project.

This will begin in Chapter 3 with the design of a bespoke cryostat to

bring the sample down to 1.75 K, presented alongside the reasoning for

the design and development work into creating the low temperature en-

vironment. Chapter 4 describes the amount of heat required to bring

the frozen sample to ambient temperature and suggests a number of

strategies to deliver this energy. Nanoparticle heating and heating us-

ing a mid-IR laser are investigated in further detail, alongside practical

designs to deliver this heating and initial results. This chapter also de-

tails work towards a number of rapid Raman thermometry techniques

proposed to accompany and document the rapid temperature rise of the

sample. Chapter 5 presents work into the design of a bespoke, modular

NMR probe to achieve liquid-state NMR spectra for the TJ-DNP ex-

periment, along with initial results. Finally, Chapter 6 will present an

overview of the project, putting developments into the context of the ini-

tial project aims and the wider field of DNP. This will include a section

highlighting further work and an outlook created by the project.
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Chapter 2

Foundations

The work completed at Nottingham requires a starting point, founded

both on the fundamental theory of magnetic resonance and the hardware

already available to perform the TJ-DNP experiment. This chapter will

introduce both the origin of the NMR signal, along with the appropriate

physics required to understand how a standard NMR experiment can

be enhanced using DNP, and the technologies that already exist in the

laboratory around which any bespoke hardware will be developed.

2.1 Introductory Theory

2.1.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Nuclear and Electron Spin

Fundamental particles are defined using a number of intrinsic physical

properties, such as mass, charge, magnetic moment and spin. Spin is a

discrete, quantum mechanical property able to take integer or half-integer

values, and is represented with an I. This spin has a secondary quantum

number, mI , which describes the z-component of the spin and takes the

values −I, −I + 1, ..., I − 1, I (see figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: The azimuthal projection of the nuclear spin- 12 vector.

Nuclei may possess overall spin, resulting from the spin values of

their constituting particles. These composite proton and neutron spins

arrange themselves such as to minimise the net spin of the nucleus, with

odd numbers of either resulting in a non-zero nuclear spin value. A

magnetic dipole moment, ~µI , is associated with any nuclei where I 6= 0,

the strength of which is proportional to the quantum number ~I and a

characteristic, isotope-dependent gyromagnetic ratio, γI .

~µI = γI~~I (2.1.1.1)

In this expression ~ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π. Much like the

nucleus, the electron possesses intrinsic spin, S = 1
2
. However, unlike

nuclei which are considered to be fixed in space, the electron has an

associated orbital angular momentum, meaning the overall spin depends

on both this and the intrinsic electron spin. The magnetic dipole moment

associated with the electron spin angular momentum, ~µS, can be written

~µS = −g ~e
2me

~S = γS~~S (2.1.1.2)

and is far greater than that of the nuclear spin. [2] The g-factor, g ≈ 2, is

a dimensionless correction factor for the classical treatment of the spins.
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Spin Energy

Protons, electrons and neutrons all possess spin number 1
2
, meaning

that there are two possible secondary quantum numbers, mS = +1
2
,−1

2
,

corresponding to a spin-up and a spin-down spin state respectively. Al-

though a great number of nuclei exist with non-zero spins where I 6= 1
2

these will not be discussed further as they fall outside the initial scope of

this project. The magnetic moment associated with the nuclear or elec-

tron spin experiences a torque, ~T , when placed in an externally applied

magnetic field ~B0.

~T = ~µ× ~B0 (2.1.1.3)

This torque will act to bring the magnetic moment into alignment with

the applied magnetic field and cause it to precess about the quantized

field axis, as indicated in figure 2.2.

z

x y

B0
µ

Figure 2.2: A figure to show how placing a magnetic moment ~µ in an externally

applied magnetic field ~B0 results in a torque which causes the moment to precess
about the z-axis.

The potential energy of a magnetic dipole in an externally applied

magnetic field, ~B0, is given by equation 2.1.1.4.

E = −~µ · ~B0 (2.1.1.4)
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Substituting equation 2.1.1.1 into 2.1.1.4, and using mS = ±1
2
, results in

two allowed energies for spin-1
2

particles.

E = ±γ~B0

2
(2.1.1.5)

These two energies correspond to a parallel or anti-parallel alignment

between the z-projection of the spin and the magnetic field axis. It

follows that the energy difference between these two separate states, ∆E,

is given by equation 2.1.1.6.

∆E = ~γB0 (2.1.1.6)

In the absence of an externally applied magnetic field (B0 = 0), the

energies of the states are equal, meaning they are degenerate and equally

populated.

Polarization

This degeneracy is broken in the presence of an externally applied

magnetic field, as the energy required to align the spin states anti-parallel

is greater than that required to align them parallel, causing a slight dis-

parity between the spin state populations given by Boltzmann statistics.

This imbalance manafests an overall magnetization vector for the sys-

tem, ~M . The ratio of spin state populations is given by equation 2.1.1.7.

Nβ

Nα

= exp

(
−~γB0

kT

)
(2.1.1.7)

In this expression, Nβ and Nα are the number of spins in the anti-parallel

and parallel energy states respectively, k is the Boltzmann constant and

T is the temperature of the system.
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The signal achieved in a standard NMR experiment arises from the

net magnetization caused by this spin state population disparity. The

net polarization, P , is calculated as the the ratio of the difference in spin-

state populations, Nα −Nβ, to the total spin population, N = Nα +Nβ.

P =
Nα −Nβ

Nα +Nβ

=

(
1− exp

(−~γB0

kT

)
1 + exp

(−~γB0

kT

)) (2.1.1.8)

This expression can be simplified to give equation 2.1.1.9.

P = tanh

(
~γB0

2kT

)
(2.1.1.9)

This may be used to calculate the equilibrium polarization for any spin

ensemble experiencing a static field at a particular temperature. For

13C nuclei in a magnetic field of 9.4 T, room temperature polarization

can be calculated with γ = 10.708 MHzT−1 (see table 2.1) at around

8×10−5 %. It is this tiny value that constitutes the main weakness of the

NMR experiment. The polarization levels for a number of different spin

species at varying temperatures has been plotted in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A comparison of the Boltzmann polarization calculated using equation
2.1.1.9 for the electron, 1H and 13C spin. B0 = 9.4 T, with electron polarization
approaching 100% just below 3 K.
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The Larmor Frequency

Magnetic moments precess about the z-axis of an applied B0 field

(thus in the x-y plane) with a frequency proportional to the strength of

the field. This precession frequency is called the Larmor frequency, ω0.

ω0 = −γB0 (2.1.1.10)

Although magnetic moments aligned with the B0 field subtend a small

angle with the applied field, and thus do not experience large precession,

it is possible to manipulate these spin vectors using a second, orthogonal

and oscillating field. If this second field, B1, oscillates at the Larmor fre-

quency of the spins then energy will be added to the system in phase and

their vectors will be tipped into the x-y plane where they will continue

to precess about the z-axis at ω0.

Signal Acquisition

A coil may be coupled to the spin system such that the a current will

be induced as a result of any transverse magnetization vector precessing

in the x-y plane (see figure 2.4).

y

x

t

t

x

y

Figure 2.4: The image on the left represents the magnetization vector precessing
about the z-axis (in the x-y plane), inducing an oscillating current shown on the
right. It should be noted that this figure does not factor in relaxation back to thermal
equilibrium, and the induced signal remains constant.
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This signal will exhibit characteristic frequencies of oscillation de-

pendent on the magnetic field experienced by the spins as they precess

about the z-axis. Spins experiencing slight deviations in field will precess

with an adjusted precession frequency, as can be incurred from equation

2.1.1.10. The overall signal will therefore be a superposition of all spins

precessing at the frequencies corresponding to their own local environ-

ments. This frequency domain information can be extracted from the

oscillating time domain signal using a Fourier transform, which takes

an input in the time domain, s(t), and converts it to an output in the

frequency domain, I(ω).

I(ω) =

∫ ∞
0

s(t)exp−iωtdt (2.1.1.11)

This allows the separate frequency components present in an oscillating

signal to then be evaluated, such that the spin system and spin environ-

ments may be investigated.

Spin Relaxation

In reality, the magnetization precessing in the x-y plane will decrease

as time goes on and the spins return to equilibrium via various relax-

ation processes. This means that the any oscillating signal induced in

the coil will decrease in amplitude with time. This behaviour gives rise

to the name of the signal, the free induction decay (FID). The FID is

both characteristic of the precession frequencies and relaxation pathways

present in the spin system, and can be used to deduce properties related

to these processes. A great number of experiments focus on these relax-

ation parameters, as well as the frequencies of precession, to investigate

matter.
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Longitudinal relaxation, or T1 relaxation, comes about as the magne-

tization vectors precessing in the x-y plane return to thermal equilibrium

along the z-axis of the field. The mechanism for this relaxation depends

on molecular motion, and is therefore temperature dependent. The corre-

lation time, τC, is used to describe the average time taken for a molecule

to rotate by one radian, [71] and is slow in solids and fast in ambient liq-

uids. Effective relaxation occurs when the molecular motion is on the

order of the spin precession frequency, ω0. This results in a very strong

relaxation, damaging to the NMR signal, as a sample rises from 0 K to

300 K, as shown in figure 2.5.

T1

Temperature, T

ω0τC =1

ω0τC >1> ω0τC <1<
Solid Ambient Liquid

x

Figure 2.5: A plot of T1 as a function of temperature, T . Longitudinal relaxation,
which is destructive to the enhancement of the DNP experiment, is fastest at the
temperature x where ω0τ0 = 1.

Transverse relaxation, or T2 relaxation, is caused by local magnetic

spin environments introducing deviations to individual spin precession

frequencies, resulting in a dephasing of the coherent magnetization. In

reality, field inhomogeneity and spin mobility mean that, as the magne-

tization vectors move into areas of varying field strength, this dephasing

occurs faster with a time constant T ∗2 . This makes this spin-spin relax-

ation a rapid and irreversible mechanism of relaxation.
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2.1.2 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

Dynamic nuclear polarization is the process of transferring high levels

of polarization from an ensemble of electrons to nuclei of a lower gyro-

magnetic ratio using microwave irradiation. This artificially increases the

polarization of the target nuclei and subsequently the sensitivity of an

otherwise weaker NMR experiment. Understanding this method of sig-

nal enhancement requires an in depth description of the system formed

by these interacting ensembles and an idea of the time scales over which

these interactions take place, which will be presented in this section.

The Electron, the Nucleus and the Overhauser Effect

Considering a pure and isolated quantum system formed by an elec-

tron spin, S, and a nuclear spin, I, both with spin 1
2
, produces four dis-

tinct spin states of the form |mSmI〉. These states can be labelled using

αx and βx to denote a spin-down or spin-up particle respectively, giving

the four pure eigenstates |βSβI〉,|αSβI〉,|βSαI〉 and |αSαI〉, illustrated in

figure 2.6.

E

βSαI
βSβI

αSαI
αSβI

ħωS

ħωS

ħωI

ħωI

ħ(ωS-ωI)

ħ(ωS+ωI)

Figure 2.6: An energy diagram of the 4 pure eigenstates associated with a coupled
electron-nucleus spin pair. Electron or nuclear spin flips may be performed state to
state by irradiation with a suitable energy (~ωI for a nuclear spin flip (blue) and ~ωS

for an electron (red)). The conservation laws of quantum mechanics make the zero
spin flip ~(ωS +ωI) and double spin flip ~(ωS−ωI) transitions very unlikely to occur.
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Single spin flip transitions are driven by energy matched to the Lar-

mor frequencies of the particles and, as a result, higher energies are asso-

ciated with spin flips in greater B0 fields. This energy may be provided

by lattice phonons, causing spontaneous relaxation of the states, or ex-

ternal radiation. The selection rules of quantum mechanics constrain

transitions between the states to be energy conserving single spin flips,

and thus do not allow direct electron-nuclear spin exchange. Polarization

transfer from electrons to nuclei is made possible due to cross relaxation,

mediated by molecular motion of the spin ensemble in a fluid or mo-

bile electrons in metallic solids (such as lithium in the famous proof-of-

principle experiment, [13] mentioned in section 1.2), and has recently been

reported in insulating solids using MAS DNP. [72] Polarization via cross

relaxation of species in this manner is known as the Overhauser effect.

The Solid Effect

Molecular motion and rotation are more restricted in the solid-state,

and the Overhauser effect is not the dominant method of DNP (unless

the solid has highly mobile electrons). In this case, dipole-dipole inter-

actions that would otherwise be averaged out by the motion introduce

additional mixing terms to the pure spin eigenstates of the system, with

the corresponding eigenvectors:

|a〉 = p|βSβI〉 − q∗|βSαI〉

|b〉 = p|βSαI〉+ q|βSβI〉

|c〉 = p|αSβI〉+ q∗|αSαI〉

|d〉 = p|αSαI〉 − q|αSβI〉

(2.1.2.1)

where p and q represent the probability of the spin flip taking place,

adopting values p ' 1 and q � 1 (but still greater than zero).
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These perturbations now introduce a non-zero probability of an otherwise

forbidden spin flip taking place. Although there is a non-zero probability

for these spin flips to occur, single spin flips are still far more likely due

to the fact that q is much smaller than p. Using an external energy

source tuned to the double quantum transitions (microwave regime) will

drive these less likely electron-nuclear spin transitions. This microwave

frequency also needs to be higher for systems exposed to higher B0 fields.

DNP
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3) Relaxation 4) Polarization Enhancement
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Figure 2.7: A figure to show solid effect DNP between an electron and nuclear
spin system in a low temperature solid. To begin the spins are polarized with a
Boltzmann distribution (1). Forbidden quantum transitions may then be irradiated
with microwaves to equalize the populations between either |a〉 and |d〉 or |b〉 and
|c〉 (2) before the artificially populated high energy states relax (3). This boosts
the population of either spin-state |c〉 or |d〉, such that an increased NMR population
difference is present (4). This process may be repeated using the fact that the electron
spin relaxation is far faster than that of the nucleus.

The high Boltzmann polarization of the electron is transferred to the

nuclear spin ensemble by double quantum transitions driven by tuned

microwave radiation. Since the longitudinal relaxation of the electron
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spin is much faster than that of the nuclear spin, ∼103 s−1 and ∼10−3 s−1

respectively, [73] the electron spins return to equilibrium far quicker than

the nuclear spins. This allows spin polarization to be pumped from the

electrons to the nuclei, generating a highly polarized nuclear ensemble

within the sample. This process, shown in figure 2.7, is known as the

solid effect [74] and is the primary source of polarization enhancement

when microwave irradiation ωMW is applied at the electron-nuclear zero-

or double-quantum transition (ωMW = ωS ± ωI). This mechanism relies

on a coupled electron and nuclear spin that is isolated from other spins

such that their resonance profile is narrow, and on short electron T1

times, allowing the spins to be recycled and the polarization to build up.

It should be noted that the efficiency of the solid effect DNP process

scales with ω−2
I , rapidly decreasing with increasing magnetic field. [74,75]

In reality it is likely that electrons and nuclei in the sample are coupled

to many other spins, resulting in additional DNP pathways.

The Cross Effect and Thermal Mixing

The cross effect relies on electron-electron-nuclear interactions, where

the condition for polarization transfer is such that the resonant frequen-

cies of the two electrons must be separated by the Larmor frequency of

the nucleus, as shown in equation 2.1.2.2.

ωI = |ωS1 − ωS2| (2.1.2.2)

This condition may be experimentally realized by introducing free radi-

cals with broad and inhomogeneous electron resonances or by introducing

specific biradical molecules with fixed electron separations. [76] Provided

this resonance condition is matched, polarization may be built up on the
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nuclei of interest at a rate that scales with ω−1
I . This makes the cross

effect the dominant DNP mechanism at higher field strengths, [77] and of

particular interest to this project where the magnetic field of the spec-

trometer is 9.4 T. In the case that many electrons and nuclei interact a

thermodynamic model is used to describe the polarization transfer. This

is then known as thermal mixing, using interacting ensemble baths with

defined spin temperatures. [78,79]
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Figure 2.8: An adapted [80] figure to show cross effect DNP in a three spin system.
The energies of the levels are in the form |mS1 mS2 mI〉. The opposite signs of
the nuclear spin population differences achievable using this method introduce both
positive and negative enhancements.
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2.2 Established Technology

The TJ-DNP experiment at Nottingham requires large scale hardware

to be designed to fulfill a number of experimental conditions. Where

possible, this design will build off of existing technology and use hardware

already available. This section will introduce the requirements of the

DNP sample, the microwave bridge used for the experiment and the

NMR spectrometer around which the TJ-DNP experiment will be built.

2.2.1 Sample

While it is true that a temperature-jump DNP sample requires cou-

pled electron and nuclear spins to be present, the exact requirements

for the system are experiment dependent, and the sample needs to be

designed with extra considerations in mind. This results in a more com-

plicated sample which matches additional criteria, allowing a highly po-

larized nuclear spin ensemble to be realized.

Free Radical

It is possible to utilize the free electron of a number of radicals, atoms

or groups of atoms with at least one unpaired valance electron, which may

be dissolved within a solvent for DNP purposes. A number of stable rad-

icals have been developed for use as polarization targets in DNP [81,82]

which tend to use atomic screening to harbour stable paramagnetic cen-

tres. The choice of radical depends on the experiment, with each designed

to offer a spin system and EPR lineshape that is optimized for a partic-

ular DNP mechanism. This lineshape depends on a number of factors,

such as the g-factor and orientation dependence of the electron, with

the effective resonance being broadened and influenced by local fields.
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Narrow, homogeneously broadened lineshapes can be expected from free

radicals with high levels of symmetry around the electron, giving more

isotropic g-tensors. This symmetry also ensures orientation dependent

interactions average out any effects that do arise from any g-anisotropy.

Wider, inhomogeneously broadened lineshapes can be obtained using free

radicals with lower levels of symmetry, resulting in orientation dependent

spin resonance profiles. Examples of two radicals used for DNP with dra-

matically different g-anisotropy values are shown in figure 2.9.

TEMPO Trityl

Figure 2.9: The structure of two commonly used stable radicals for DNP. TEMPO,
with a high level of g-anisotropy, shows a broad and inhomogeneous EPR lineshape,
whereas Trityl exhibits a narrow, symmetric linewidth due to the symmetry of the
molecule and isotropic g-tensor of the free electron.

Certain DNP mechanisms dominate under certain conditions, with

the solid effect prominent when the EPR linewidth is small compared

to the nuclear Larmor frequency, and both the cross effect and thermal

mixing prominent when the EPR linewidth is larger. The symmetric

structure of Trityl makes it a strong candidate for solid effect DNP, [83]

whilst the less-symmetric environment of the nitroxide TEMPO makes

it suitable for cross effect and thermal mixing DNP. [84] This method re-

quires broad lineshapes to ensure the ωI = |ωS1 − ωS2| resonance condi-

tion is matched, with inhomogeneous profiles reducing cancellation effects

caused by both the positive and negative enhancements shown in figure

2.8. The difference in the electron Larmor frequencies can be physically
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altered to match the nuclear resonance condition by either changing the

concentration of the radicals within the sample or by introducing sec-

ondary, strongly-coupled paramagnetic centres. This latter method, per-

formed by synthesizing biradicals (figure 2.10), allows the conditions for

DNP to be carefully matched by tailoring the length of the molecule, and

thus the electron-electron dipolar coupling. [76,82]

Nitroxide Biradical

Electron Separation

Figure 2.10: The electron distance of the nitroxide biradical can be tailored for spe-
cific applications, matching the electron-electron dipolar coupling to the experiment.

The choice of free radical depends upon the experiment and dominant

DNP mechanism driving the polarization enhancement, as well as price

and availability. It is also possible to use mixtures of the two to optimize

the experiment. [85,86] This experiment will aim to use the water soluble

biradical TOTAPOL to utilize the cross effect present at the high fields

used for this project and to mirror similar TJ-DNP experiments. [39] This

biradical is already widely used to study nucleic acids and proteins, and

has been shown to give high enhancement at low concentrations. [87]

Nuclei of Interest

The main nuclei of interest for this project is carbon-13 (13C), al-

though the proton (1H) will also be useful during initial testing. As can

be seen in table 2.1, the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron is far greater

than that of both the proton and carbon-13 resulting in a maximum

enhancement in polarization of ∼660 and ∼2600 respectively.
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Spin Gyromagnetic Abundance (%) Relative Sensitivity

Ratio (MHz/T) (Const. B0)

e− 28024.953 n/a 658.203

1H 42.578 99.985 1.000

13C 10.708 1.070 0.252

Table 2.1: A table of NMR relevant data for the electron, proton and carbon-13.

Although the DNP enhancement associated with 13C is large, it is

necessary to factor in the time taken to polarize these nuclei, as this

build up time varies across species. For the case of 13C it has been shown

that polarization build up from the electron spin population to that of the

proton spins, followed by cross polarization to the carbon nuclei builds

up polarization far faster than direct polarization transfer, [80] and will

be performed in this experiment. Although 13C has a far lower natural

abundance, it allows specific labelling of complex molecules, creating a

powerful gateway into biologically relevant studies. Samples for these

early TJ-DNP experiments will be prepared with high concentrations of

small, 13C-labelled molecules, such as 13C-urea, which will be polarized

via cross polarization from the 1H spins also contained in the sample.

Glassing Agent

It is important that the sample forms a glass at low temperatures,

rather than a crystalline solid, as crystallization causes various com-

ponents of the solution to aggregate, decreasing polarization transfer

efficiency. [88] Glycerol, a viscous hydrocarbon displaying a number of

hydroxyl groups (C3H8O3), has been chosen for this particular exper-

iment as its hydroxyl group rich structure is useful during the rapid

heating stage chosen for this project (see section 4.4), and also for its

bio-protective nature. [89] This latter aspect is useful for the protection
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of larger, more biologically relevant samples from the rapid freezing and

thawing processes of TJ-DNP. Once past the initial development stage of

the experiment a mixture of 60/30/10 (vol%) of d8-glycerol/D2O/H2O

can be used, colloqially referred to as “DNP Juice”, which has been

shown to form an optimal glass for the DNP experiment. [90] It is worth

noting that some molecules with paramagnetic centers, such as pyruvate,

can themselves be used as glassing agents. [91]

Sample Volume

The sample used for this TJ-DNP experiment will be held within the

homogeneous region of the NMR spectrometer using a sapphire sample

cup (section 4.4.4). The volume of the sample will be dictated by both

the rapid heating mechanism chosen for the experiment and the NMR

electronics. In order to more rapidly bring the sample from∼1 K to 300 K

the volume needs to as small as possible, requiring less energy to heat

up less mass (equation 4.1.1.1) and allowing faster diffusion of energy

throughout. This requirement is also imposed by a lack of space within

the spectrometer bore, coupled with the fact that additional hardware

also needs to be implimented. However, the NMR signal is proportional

to the number of contributing spins within the sample, and so a higher

volume of sample would exhibit a higher NMR response. These factors

will be balanced by using about a millilitre of sample, so that it is small

enough to be heated rapidly, fits comfortably in the available space of

the spectrometer bore but also gives a sensible NMR signal. To couple

effectively to a laser heating mechanism, the sample will be in the form

of a cylinder 4 mm in diameter and 4 mm in height, giving an overall

volume of ∼0.2 ml at ambient temperature.
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2.2.2 Superconducting NMR Spectrometer

It is possible to achieve high magnetic fields by forming electromag-

net sets using superconducting wire. Cooling this wire below a critical

temperature allows the material to carry large currents with effectively

no resistance, generating intense and stable magnetic fields. Because

the material exhibits no resistance, the windings can be charged and,

provided they are kept below their critical temperature, keep field once

disconnected from the power supply. Because this method allows high,

precise magnetic fields to be realized it is a method popular for generating

the fields used in NMR, and is often used for spectrometers which keep

the windings below critical temperature by submerging them in baths of

liquid helium. To stop this helium boiling off rapidly these baths are, in

turn, cooled using liquid nitrogen and subsequent super-insulation within

a vacuum space.

The static magnetic field used for this project is provided by an un-

shielded Magnex Scientific 400 MHz spectrometer with a wide-bore di-

ameter of 152 mm and extended supports which increase the clearance

below the instrument to just over a meter (1050 mm). The spectrometer

has a highly homogeneous isocenter located 485 mm up the bore of the

instrument, and the field strength of 9.4 T allows near unity polariza-

tion of the electron spin population below 3 K (using equation 2.1.1.9)

which is a temperature achievable using liquid helium cryostat technol-

ogy. The corresponding electron Larmor frequency at this field strength

is 263 GHz, for which microwave generation and transmission solutions

exist and can be purchased readily.
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Although this spectrometer has a wide bore, the passage is restricted

to 70 mm towards the base of the instrument by a set of shim coils. These

are included to provide tunability of the static magnetic field via the

application of external current and increase field homogeneity. Although

these secondary coils impose a considerable reduction to the workable

space within the spectrometer bore, the inclusion will ensure that any

field inhomogeneity caused by hardware added into the spectrometer bore

to facilitate the TJ-DNP experiment can be corrected, allowing higher

resolution NMR to be achieved. The schematic diagram presented in

figure 2.11 shows the spectrometer annotated with key dimensions for

peripheral hardware design.

152 mm

70 mm

1561 mm

485 mm

1050 mm

Spectrometer
Body

Shim Insert

Spectrometer Legs

Homogeneous Region

Liquid Nitrogen
Bath

Liquid Helium
Bath

Superconducting
Magnet Coils

 ∅

 ∅

Figure 2.11: This schematic diagram shows the Magnex Scientific 400 MHz spec-
trometer, including the most notable dimensions for hardware design for the instru-
ment.
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Unlike a variety of modern spectrometers, which use additional fields

to actively shield the lab environment from stray magnetic flux, the 9.4 T

spectrometer used for this project is unshielded. This means that there

is a magnetic field present within the lab, shown in figure 2.12, that

could attract ferromagnetic components brought too close and effect the

function of magnetic equipment. As a consequesnce, magnetic equipment

such as vacuum pumps and computers cannot be kept within a few meters

(∼5 m) of the magnet.
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Figure 2.12: The axially symmetric stray field plot of the 9.4 T spectrometer
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2.2.3 Microwave Bridge

Circularly polarized microwaves need to be guided into the NMR

spectrometer to drive the DNP effect in a frozen sample. Delivery of

these microwaves, from synthesis to the top of the NMR spectrometer, is

achieved using a microwave bridge designed and built by Thomas Keating

Ltd. and these were installed and tested with the help of Kevin Pike.

Microwave Synthesis

High frequency, microwave radiation is generated for DNP applica-

tions in a couple of ways, depending on the experimental application.

While gyrotron technology is capable of producing powerful beams of

microwaves for DNP experiments [92] the generation is expensive and of-

ten requires additional cryogens. Alternatively it is possible to use small

scale, inexpensive oscillator technology to generate RF signals which can

be passed through a series of electrical manipulators to provide frequency

tunable, low-power output radiation in the microwave regime.

Microwave synthesis for this project is shown in figure 2.13, and uses

an 8-20 GHz Frequency Synthesizer (Virginia Diodes, VA, US), controlled

with LabVIEW, to generate frequencies around 16 GHz. This is then

fed through a wideband microwave amplifier (Mini-Circuits, NY, US),

boosting the signal by 18 dB. This then travels through a directional

coupler, such that the signal can be monitored, before passing through a

fan-cooled, high power multiplier (Spacek Labs, CA, US), doubling the

frequency of radiation. After initial doubling the signal passes through

a Virginia Diodes multiplier chain, featuring 3 more doublers, giving an

overall frequency multiplication of 16. This signal is then coupled to the

microwave bridge using a Gaussian horn.
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8-20 GHz VDI
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Figure 2.13: A schematic to show microwave generation, amplification and multi-
plication.

This generates a beam of tunable microwaves at around 263 GHz with

a power measured using a THz power meter to be 47.2 ± 0.1 mW and

an absolute output deviation of 0.1 mW over an hour.

Quasi-Optic Divergence Correction

When using systems in which the wavelength of electromagnetic radi-

ation is comparable to the dimensions of optical components, diffraction

effects become significant and degrade the propigating wavefront. This

is the case when using radiation of 263 GHz. To overcome the effects of

beam divergence from the source, the microwave bridge employs curved,

refocussing mirrors along the beam path. [93] If these mirrors are placed

at 45◦ to an oncoming diverging beam, they refocus the radiation into

a waist further down the microwave path (figure 2.14). From this waist

the beam will begin to diverge again, requiring periodic inclusion of the

mirrors to transmit the beam longer distances (see figure 2.18).

Beam
WaistTransmit

Original
beam frontFlat

Mirror
Flat
Mirror

Curved
Mirror

Curved
Mirror

Diverging
Converging

Figure 2.14: A diagram to show how curved mirrors are employed on the microwave
bridge used for this project to refocus diverging microwaves.
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Signal Isolation

An isolator is included on the microwave bridge to protect the radi-

ation source from any reflections and reduce standing waves along beam

length. This is built using a 45◦ Faraday rotator in conjunction with

two wire-grid polarizers, [94] in a configuration shown in figure 2.15. Mi-

crowaves entering the isolator from the source experience a Farady ro-

tation of 45◦ before passing along the rest of the bridge with little loss.

However, any reflections that re-enter the isolator experience an addi-

tional 45◦ rotation, adjusting them such that they are deflected along a

different path to a sheet of roughly textured radar absorbing material

(RAM), [95] which acts as a beam dump. This offers a measured isolation

of ∼30 dB.

Source

Quasi-
OpticsVertical

Polarizer

45o

Polarizer

45o Faraday
Rotator

Pi
Pi

Pr

Pr

Pr
To Beam Dump

45o

Pi

Figure 2.15: The microwave isolator used for this project, created using a planar 45◦

Faraday rotator sandwiched between two wire-grid polarizers at 45◦ to one another.
Pi indicates the polarization of the incident microwaves and Pr indicates that of the
back reflected radiation.

Circular Polarization of the Microwaves

To most efficiently couple the microwaves to the spin system within

the spectrometer requires circularly polarized microwave irradiation. [96,97]

This increases the effective strength and homogeneity of the field-matter
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interaction and allows specific spin states to be addressed and manipu-

lated. Circular polarization is created for this project using a Martin-

Puplett interferometer [98] on the microwave bridge. This uses a wire-

grid polarizer to split an incoming beam of linearly polarized microwaves

into two, orthogonal components, which are directed along two different

paths before reflecting back from a roof mirror and recombining. If the

path lengths are equal, the recombination produces microwaves with an

identical polarization to those entering the system, as there is no phase

difference between the two components. Introduction of a path length

difference imposes a phase difference that manifests itself as circular po-

larization of the recombined microwaves [99] (see figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16: A schematic of a Martin-Puplett interferometer, showing how circularly
polarized microwaves can be generated by splitting a linearly polarized beam into
two, orthogonal components and allowing them to travel different distances prior to
recombination. [99]
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By introducing a path length difference to the interferometer, with an

additional wire-grid polarizer placed after recombination such that the

horizontal and vertical components of the microwaves were separated, a

power meter was used to locate and lock the point at which there was cir-

cular polarization of the beam. This was achieved when the power of the

split horizontal and vertical components was equal, shown in figure 2.17.

The wavelength associated with the periodic path length differences at

which there was verification of circular polarization was measured to be

1.14 ± 0.01 mm, corresponding to a frequency of 263 ± 2 GHz, as ex-

pected.

Figure 2.17: A figure to show the measured power of the vertical and horizontal
components of the microwave beam as the path length difference is changed on the
Martin-Puplett interferometer. The points at which the fitted curves cross give the
arbitrary path lengths which generate circular polarization of the microwaves.

Microwave Bridge Schematic

A schematic of the microwave bridge is presented in figure 2.18, show-

ing the location of all of the microwave optics. The irregular shape of

the bridge allows the microwaves to be delivered to the open bore at the

top of the NMR spectrometer, passing between the cryogenic liquid feeds

constraining the space above the superconducting magnet.
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Figure 2.18: The microwave bridge used for this project, with microwave transmis-
sion indicated in purple. An orange reflection path is also indicated, which is used to
measure various transmission and polarization characteristics of the table.

The surface of the microwave bridge is divided into cells 125 mm by

125 mm, designed for easier distancing and placement of the refocusing

optics, and the compact nature of the bridge means that the longest side

measures 1000 mm. The interlock shield shown in figure 2.18 was added

in house at a later stage and is designed such that no laser radiation can

escape the instrument during the rapid heating stage of the TJ-DNP ex-

periment. The power of the microwaves was measured as 31.6 ± 0.1 mW

at the entrance to the NMR spectrometer, giving the transmission loss

through the microwave bridge itself as 1.74 ± 0.03 dB at 263 GHz.
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Figure 2.19: A schematic to track the polarization of the microwaves as they pass
through the microwave bridge. The red trace indicates the polarization of transmitted
radiation, while the blue indicates that of the reflected microwaves.

Details of the microwave polarization are indicated in figure 2.19 for

reference, with the components on the bridge the same as those labelled

in figure 2.18.
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Chapter 3

The Variable Temperature

Insert (VTI)

Building on the hardware described in section 2.2, design of an exper-

iment to match the conditions required for the TJ-DNP experiment can

begin. The first thing that this requires is a bespoke, low-temperature

cryostat in which to allow an electron spin ensemble to reach near unity

polarization (see figure 2.3). As this instrument will be inserted into the

bore of the NMR spectrometer to realize both a low temperature envi-

ronment for polarization and an ambient temperature environment for

NMR spectroscopy, the cryostat is hereafter referred to as the Variable

Temperature Insert (VTI).

This VTI has been designed at Nottingham, following initial discus-

sions with Thomas Keating Ltd., ICE Oxford and Jonathan Cole, and

numerous technologies were considered before the final instrument de-

tailed in this chapter was decided upon. Technical drawings were cre-

ated by Jonathan Cole and the instrument was manufactured at Thomas

Keating Ltd. during a period of academic placement at the company.
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3.1 Cryogenics

3.1.1 Liquid Helium

Liquid helium (4He) has a boiling point of 4.22 K, [100] far lower than

any other element in the periodic table, and is used for a number of low

temperature applications. The liquid is available by the Dewar, all be

it expensively, making it a costly but suitable liquid to experimentally

realize single digit temperatures via immersion. Total immersion of the

sample in helium is not realistic in this case, as a rapid heating stage

would not be possible, and alternative methods of cooling are required.

3.1.2 Sub-Helium Temperature

It is possible to use a high throughput vacuum pump to reduce the

pressure above a bath of liquid helium and reduce its temperature below

4.22 K via evaporative cooling from the surface. The reduction in vapour

pressure above the bath effectively lowers the boiling point of the cryo-

genic liquid, allowing particles with high enough kinetic energy to escape.

This then reduces the mean kinetic energy of the remaining helium, low-

ering the temperature. Temperatures down to ∼1 K may be reached

using this method, [101] but about 50% of the bath must be evaporated

away and the remaining helium must be well thermally isolated from any

surroundings. An alternative to evaporative cooling is to use isenthalpic

expansion (otherwise known as Joule-Kelvin expansion) of the helium at

low temperatures. [102] This method forces an expanding substance to per-

form work against its own internal forces, and can cool helium provided

it is below an inversion temperature to begin (43.2 K). [101] This expan-

sion can be realized using a needle valve, which is a high impedance,

controllable orifice, feeding into a low vacuum space.
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Helium does not form a solid when taken down to absolute zero at

atmospheric pressure, as the molecules have a zero point energy higher

than the weak van der Waals interaction that would otherwise bond them

together. [101] Despite this, the liquid does transition into a new phase,

known as helium-II, below a critical temperature λC of 2.17 K. This

helium-II can be described as two completely mixed, yet separate and

entirely non-interacting fluids, helium-I and superfluid phase helium. [103]

While helium-I is simply the proportion of the helium-II exhibiting

properties identical to those above λC, superfluid helium behaves quite

differently and gives helium-II some extraordinary properties. 4He is a

boson, allowing the matter to occupy identical quantum states and con-

dense into a common lowest energy level when enough energy is extracted

from the system. [104] Thus, as helium is cooled past λC, ordering amongst

the ensemble increases (as per the third law of thermodynamics) and a

proportion of the matter enters a mutual ground state, creating superfluid

helium. This phase has zero viscosity (ηs = 0) and zero entropy (Ss = 0).

The remaining fraction of helium-I is distributed amongst various higher

energy states and retains the original properties of the matter above this

point. Below ∼1 K helium-II becomes almost all superfluid. [101] In the

absence of viscosity, the superfluid component of helium-II covers any

surface with which it comes in contact with a thin film a few atoms

thick. [105] This film rapidly evaporates, cooling the surface as it does so,

but increasing the vapour pressure above the liquid helium.
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3.1.3 Cryostat Technology

Bath Cryostat

It is possible to reach temperatures down to the boiling point of liquid

helium on the surface of a large metallic mass, held within a vacuum

space, in thermal contact with a bath of liquid helium. The helium bath

is fed as it boils away, cooling the mass in turn. Although these systems

cannot be used to reach temperatures below the boiling point of helium,

and will not be used for the TJ-DNP experiment, this type of cryostat

was used during testing of the Raman thermomter detailed in section 4.7.

Continuous Flow Cryostat

Cryostats can also be built which are cooled directly by a feed of

cryogenic liquid from a Dewar, with the instrument dropping in temper-

ature as the liquid boils away within the space. This spent helium is

then removed via a vacuum system and recycled. This technology allows

control of the temperature within the space by adjusting the flow of he-

lium through the instrument, and is capable of realizing temperatures

below the boiling point of helium by carefully manipulating the helium

feed and the vacuum properties of the inside of the space.

Continuous flow technology is relatively simple and inexpensive, mak-

ing it a strong contender for the TJ-DNP experiment at Nottingham. By

implimenting an intermediate, low temperature helium reservoir within

the cryostat space the cooling power of the intrument can be increased.

Furthermore, a system of high impedence capillaries in conjunction with

a powerful vaccum system could be used to promote Joule-Kelvin expan-

sion and comfortably reach temperatures around 2 K.
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Closed Cycle Cryostat

It is also possible to create a cryostat using much the same technology

and reaching similar temperatures to the contuous flow design by using a

cold head and internal recycling system, effectively reducing helium con-

sumption to zero. These systems are often refered to as ‘dry’ or cryogen

free cryostats, as the technology removes the need to siphon cold liquid

helium into the system. Although this instrument would drastically re-

duce long term running costs and possibly circumvent issues associated

with an impending helium shortage, a number of factors make this tech-

nology unsuitable for this experiment.

Firstly, although a dry system removes the need for a continuous flow

of helium while performing an experiment, the costs of the instrument

itself is expensive (about 5 times that of the continuous flow cryostat).

On top of the costs of keeping the dry system running, such as powering

the cold head inside, any long term saving provided by this technology

would not be realized until a number of years of continuous use. For

prototyping a novel instrument the option is therefore not sensible. A

couple of practical considerations also make the dry system less desirable

for TJ-DNP. Vibrations associated with the running of the cold head,

used to regenerate liquid helium, are destructive to high resolution NMR.

Although discussions were held during the early stages of design to pro-

pose a bellows system that would greatly dampen these vibrations, this

idea was dismissed as an unnecessary complication compared to other

designs. It was also decided that, were anything to go wrong with the

dry system, diagnostic work and rapid turnover fixes would be harder to

perform when compared to a continuous flow system.
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3.2 Practical Considerations

A number of important practical aspects need to be kept in mind

while designing the VTI for this project. The majority of matter at

low temperature behaves very differently to that at room temperature,

often impacting mechanical or thermal properties of the bulk material

and making it unsuitable for use. The instrument therefore needs to be

designed such that it can reach and withstand sub-helium temperatures,

is well thermally isolated from the lab space and such that any chosen

materials interfere as little as possible with high-resolution NMR.

3.2.1 Low Temperature Matter

Expansion and Contraction

As the mean kinetic energy of the particles that comprise matter

increases, so does the molecular movement and subsequent length and

volume of that material. Around room temperature this relationship is

described using the expression

∆L = αL∆T (3.2.1.1)

where α is the coefficient of linear expansion of a material of length L, and

is material specific. While most materials have a small α value (usually

of the order of ×10−6 K−1), [100] and small specimens do not exhibit large

changes in length when taken through moderate temperature changes,

longer examples exhibit more drastic changes in length. It should also be

noted that the fractional change in length due to thermal contraction de-

creases below liquid nitrogen temperatures, as the effect becomes highly

non-linear. [101]
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Using the spectrometer bore length from section 2.2.2 and the temper-

ature dependent coefficicient of linear expansion quoted for SS-316L [106]

(the stainless steel that will be used primarily for this project due to

its superior low temperature properties and low magnetic susceptibility)

the maximum change in length caused by a cooldown can be calculated.

Between 300 K and 1 K this can be estimated at ∼6.5 mm. Although

this change is not large compared to the overall length of the bore, this

change may be significant enough to introduce strain within the VTI (as

the cryogenic space will be at a dramatically different temperature to

the outer body of the instrument) and could move the sample out of the

homogeneous region of the spectrometer.

In reality the extent to which the VTI changes in length will be much

lower than that originally estimated, as the entire length of the instru-

ment will not be at 1 K. It is expected that only a very small region of

the interior of the VTI will reach the lower temperature range required

for TJ-DNP, with the temperature increasing swiftly as it is measured

further from the sample space. Furthermore, the sample is held in place

using a bottom-loaded probe which is, in the majority, made from the

same material as the VTI (SS-316L) and is about 0.4 times the VTI

length. Because the VTI will be fixed in place at the top of the spec-

trometer, translating a decrease in length as an increase in sample height

with respect to the spectrometer, and the probe is attached to the base of

the VTI, translating a decrease in length as a decrease in sample height

with respect to the VTI, any contraction and expansion should be largely

cancelled out. With these two factors in mind, the real change in sample

height brought about by any change in temperature can be estimated to

be below 1 mm, and is thus considered negligable.
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Material Weakness

Metals, from which the majority of the hardware for this project will

be made, may experience changes in ductility and strength when brought

to lower temperature. These changes arise due to the trapping of atoms

within crystal cells, subsequently decreasing the occurrence of interstitial

and vacancy defects within the lattice. [107] The creation of these imper-

fections at higher temperatures ease the transport of dislocations within

the bulk material, allowing the metal to yield at lower levels of applied

stress than a perfect crystal and exhibit higher ductility. [108] Some metals

remain ductile at lower temperatures because their crystal lattice geom-

etry introduces a greater number of available slip planes through which

dislocations may move. [107]

Flexible plastics and rubbers, which are ductile at room tempera-

ture, may become brittle at low temperatures. The long-chain polymers

that comprise these materials experience reduced mobility as the ther-

mal energy and molecular motion within the system decreases and van

der Waals forces become dominant. [109] This loss in ductility often means

that the internal stresses introduced by thermal contraction are enough

to crack and shatter these materials. Teflon (PTFE) is an example of a

plastic that remains ductile at low temperature, as the fluorinated arms

of the long-chain polymer continue to contend with the van der Waals

forces that would otherwise become dominant as the thermal motion

decreases. [110]
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3.2.2 Thermal Isolation

In order to build a cryostat capable of reaching temperatures around

1 K, the sample space within the instrument needs to be well thermally in-

sulated from the laboratory. There are three mechanisms of heat transfer

that therefore need to be minimized within the space, namely conduction,

convection and radiation.

Conduction

Thermal conduction is the transfer of heat through a medium via di-

rect particle interaction, with more energetic particles transferring their

energy to less energetic ones, bringing the system towards thermal equi-

librium. If there is a temperature difference T along a length x of a

material, then thermal collisions will cause heat to flow from warm to

cool at a rate given by dQ/dt.

dQ

dt
= −kAdT

dx
(3.2.2.1)

Here the constant k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, a mate-

rial dependent coefficient dependent on density, [111] and A is the cross-

sectional area through which heat can flow. In a gas it is the particles

themselves that transfer heat, whereas more restricted solid structures

rely on phonons and, in the case of electrically conducting metals, elec-

trons. This means that metals are usually good conductors of heat (and

subsequently poor thermal insultors). Equation 3.2.2.1 suggests that

heat flow via conduction into the sample space can be reduced by either

reducing the cross-sectional area in contact with the system, A, or by

using materials with lower values of thermal conductivity, k.
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Convection

Convection is the transfer of heat via a bulk fluid flow and is the prod-

uct of both heat conduction through the particles of the fluid and the

transport of the fluid itself, often through heating processes. Although

convection does not occur within a solid, it may be a relevant heat trans-

fer process if a fluid is in contact with the solid surface. The rate at

which heat is transferred via convection may be given by Newton’s law

of cooling [112]:

dQ

dt
= −hAdT (3.2.2.2)

where h is a density dependent coefficient of convective heat transfer,

and all other variables have the same meanings as equation 3.2.2.1. In

order to reduce convective heating processes acting upon a sample in the

case of the TJ-DNP experiment, surrounding gases will be evacuated so

as to decrease their concentration and reduce h.

Radiation

Conductive and convective heat transfer is absent within a perfect

vacuum, as there is a void of matter which can carry thermal energy, and

both k and h are equal to zero. Using an evacuated space is therefore

a good way of thermally insulating two separate objects. In reality it is

impossible to achieve a perfect vacuum or to suspend a system (in our

case) such that it does not contact its surroundings, and both k and h

are not equal to zero. Even in a perfect vacuum the mechanism of ra-

diative heat transfer is still present, caused by the oscillating motion of

energetic matter creating electromagnetic waves which permeate through

the vacuum.
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The rate of this radiative heat transfer is governed by

dQ

dt
= εσA(T 4

high − T 4
low) (3.2.2.3)

where ε is the emissivity of the material and σ = 5.67 × 10−8 Wm−2K−4,

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. [111] This miniscule value for σ means

that radiative heat transfer is weak unless the difference in temperature

between two surfaces, Thigh and Tlow, is very large. This stated, radiative

heat transfer becomes the dominant mechanism of heat flow in systems

where conductive and convective flow have been minimized using high

vacuum spaces.

Reducing Heat Inflow

The cryostat bore will be surrounded by an Outer Vacuum Chamber

(OVC), effectively stopping thermal conduction and convection through

the walls of the instrument by bringing k and h close to zero. To re-

duce heat flow into the system where physical support of the sample

is required, and contact is necessary, careful material selection is re-

quired such that thermal conductivity k is as low as possible. For this

reason low-temperature materials such as MacorTM, PTFE and PEEK

(polyether ether ketone) [100] are used alongside low-temperature, non-

magnetic stainless steel (SS-316L). [113] To further decrease thermal con-

duction through the hardware, macroscopic breaks are introduced to im-

pede heat flow through the bulk material. This introduces cross-sectional

area reductions along the path where the two materials do not perfectly

match, subsequently restricting the flow of heat into the space (see figure

3.1). A thermal boundary resistance is also associated with any material

interface, [114] such that the heat transport is reduced.
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of how the microscopic cross-sectional area through
which heat is transferred is reduced in reality by a boundary.

Radiation shields are used in vacuum spaces to reduce radiative heat

transfer, usually comprising of a metallic sheet, that acts as a thermal

anchor point between the warmer surfaces of the space and the low

temperature region. If one shield is used, at ∼50 K for example, the

radiative heating into the cold space becomes reduced by a factor of

(295/50)4 ≈ 1200. Mylar super-insulation may also be used as a radi-

ation barrier, but must not contact the vacuum walls. An additional

practical reduction in radiative heating can be brought about by altering

the emissivity of the cold surfaces of the VTI. For a black body ε = 1,

but for a well polished, metallic surface it is possible to reach values

of ε = 0.01. Expanding upon equation 3.2.2.3 to include two surfaces

a and b, [101] where εa 6= εb, it is possible to see how polishing the in-

side surfaces of the cryostat, thus reducing emissivity the ε, can decrease

radiative heat flow into the space.

dQ

dt
= Aσ(T 4

a − T 4
b )

(
εaεb

εa + εb − εaεb

)
(3.2.2.4)

This is the reason that commercial cryostats tend to be highly reflective

on the inside and the reason why the VTI for the TJ-DNP experiment

at Nottingham will have a highly polished internal space.
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The conduction of heat down the shaft holding the sample can be

calculated using the thermal resistance of the material, R.

R =
L

k
(3.2.2.5)

where L is the length of a shaft with thermal conductivity k. If the shaft

is assumed to be a hollow tube, with an outer diamter of 8 mm and an

inner diameter of 6 mm (as proposed in section 5.3), the heat flow into

the system can be calculated using equation 3.2.2.6.

dQ

dt
=
−A(T2 − T1)

R
(3.2.2.6)

For the case of a 600 mm long shaft made entirely from SS316L stainless

steel, with one end at room temperature and the other at 1 K, a heat

flow of 0.86 W can be estimated. This acts against sample cooling, but

aids the heating stage. This conduction can be reduced by making the

shaft out of a material with a lower thermal conductivity, or making it

from a number of materials. The flow down a composite shaft can be

evaluated using equation 3.2.2.7.

dQ

dt
=
−A(T2 − T1)∑n

mRm

(3.2.2.7)

where the thermal resistances of the multiple materials, Rm, add to-

gether. Using the same stainless steel shaft as before, but replacing

100 mm at the colder end with MacorTM, the composite steady-state

heat flow down the entire shaft is dramatically reduced to 0.26 W. This

idea is adopted in the design for the NMR probe to reduce conductive

heat tranfer into the cold space (section 5.3.2).
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3.2.3 Magnetic Susceptibility Matching

It is important to have a highly homogeneous magnetic field for high

resolution NMR, as any magnetic field inhomogeneity introduces differ-

ences in the individual Larmor frequencies of the nuclear spins, broad-

ening the precession distribution and subsequently the linewidth of the

NMR signal. Placing an object with a different magnetic susceptibility

into a perfectly homogeneous magnetic field introduces field gradients,

as shown in figure 3.2, as a consequence of the conservation of Maxwell’s

equations across materials. These distortions in the magnetic field de-

stroys the field homogeneity.

homogeneous magnetic field distorted magnetic field distorted magnetic field

Figure 3.2: A diagram to illustrate magnetic field gradients induced when an object
with χ 6= 0 (shown in grey) is placed in a perfectly homogeneous magnetic field. The
central image is for a medium with χ < 0, with the right hand image showing the
case for χ > 0. The distortions are at their most severe in the regions highlighted in
blue and red.

This problem is particularly notable for this project, as a great deal

of additional hardware is placed into the homogeneous region of the spec-

trometer. Where possible, materials with magnetic susceptibilities that

differ as little as possible to the vacuum space (∆χ = 0) are chosen to

minimize homogeneity degradation (see table 3.1). This is difficult when

using metals, and austenitic stainless steel types (low-temperature, non-

magnetic nickel alloys) such as SS-316L and SS-321 have been chosen to

minimize this effect.
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Material Susceptibility

Difference (∆χ)

Water 1.26 ×10−7

Quartz 2.96 ×10−7

Sapphire 3.70 ×10−7

SS-316L 0.03 - 0.09

SS-321 1.75

Carbon Steel (Standard) ∼100

Table 3.1: A table of some ∆χ values (from vacuum) for materials used for this
project. [100,113,115] Although the ∆χ value for SS-321 is much higher than that of
SS-316L, the latter is harder to weld when thin walled, [113] and so may not be used
for some applications. The value for carbon steel is also presented to highlight the
suitability of SS-316L and SS-321.

3.2.4 Insertion

A limitation not shown in the magnet schematic is that concerning

the space above the spectrometer, used to insert the cryostat. With

an initial clearance above the magnet of just over 1000 mm, a number

of complicated cryostat designs were developed which introduced breaks

in the instrument (such that it could be inserted in two parts), with

flexible cryogenic and pumping lines. These designs were dismissed as too

complex, and the clearance above the spectrometer was increased to just

over 2000 mm by reconfiguring ventilation in the roof space and raising

the ceiling. The nature of a top loading instrument also restricts pumping

access on the lower part of the shaft as there can be no protrusions, such

as vacuum flanges, from the cryostat. This restriction can be overcome

by designing peripheral hardware that fixes onto the bottom of the VTI

after it has been loaded.
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3.3 Vacuum Pumping

High throughput pumps are used to prepare the VTI for use, flow

helium through the instrument and facilitate Joule-Kelvin expansion at

low temperatures. To avoid nitrogen or moisture freezing in the VTI

during cooling, air first needs to be evacuated from the space using a

vacuum pump. If this is not done, gases will condense and subsequently

freeze as the instrument drops past their respective boiling and melting

points. Although this may not cause an issue in some open parts of the

instrument, solid formation in capillaries could result in blockages, and

freezing in any small defects could cause system failure. The same pumps

used to evacuate the air are then used to operate the continuous flow he-

lium cryostat by drawing the cold fluid through the VTI. This is done at

a speed such that the instrument is continuously cooling, with warming

and expanding helium being removed from the system immediately.

The manner by which gas particles flow through a system when being

pumped upon is a function of the system pressure, pumping hardware

and mean free path of the particles. [116] Most pumps displace a fixed

volume per unit time, [117] described by a pumping speed, which depends

heavily on the pressure of the system being evacuated. [118] If the mean free

path of the gas is significantly lower than the overall system dimensions

the flow is considered viscous. Conversely, if the path is larger than the

system dimensions the flow is considered molecular, in which collisions

with the system walls occur more frequently than those with each other.

An intermediate flow regime exists between these two flow types in which

a mixture of viscous and molecular flow is exhibited. A system exhibiting

viscous flow can be pumped on easier than that exhibiting molecular

flow. [119]
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A pumping line is used to connect the vacuum pump to the system

to be evacuated, as fixing the pump directly to the vacuum space is often

implausible. As a result of wall friction within these lines, an associated

flow resistance will reduce the pumping ability of the system. [120] An ef-

fective pumping speed for the pump can be described in terms of the

resistance of any pumping lines and the pumping speed at the inlet of

the pump, [119] and this will always be decreased by the nature of the con-

necting pumping lines. While viscous flow can be pumped on relatively

easily, the ability to pump on a gas exhibiting molecular flow is indepen-

dent of pressure and depends more on wall collisions. This means that

it is important to keep the diameter of the pumping line large, and the

length short, in order to pump on low pressure vacuum systems. [120] To

ease the fact that the available cross-sectional area with which to pump

is reduced by the NMR hardware and magnet bore, pumping is available

from the top and bottom of the cryostat.

For this particular project a large roots pump (RUVAC WAU 501,

Leybold Oerliken, UK) is used with a nominal throughput of 505 m3/h to

achieve high throughput pumping. This pump is initially roughed using

a 70 m3/h pump (DUO 65M, Pfeiffer, Germany) until the pressure in the

system reaches less than 40 mbar. The pumps are connected in series,

with an output that returns the thermally spent helium to the University

liquefaction service. To reduce acoustic noise, and because they cannot

be kept close to the spectrometer because of the high magnetic field

strength, the pumps are located outside and connected to the system

using a 6 meter pumping line with an inner diameter of 75 mm. A

smaller pump may be connected to the OVC of the VTI if continuous

pumping on this space is needed.
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3.4 The VTI Design

3.4.1 Cooling Strategy

As a result of the arguements in section 3.1.3, a continuous flow,

wet cryostat was chosen for this TJ-DNP experiment. This design uses

a helium Dewar and a high throughput pump to draw helium through

the sample environment, cooling it in the process. The VTI design for

this experiment also introduces a small reservoir of helium between the

continuous flow inlet and the sample space, called the 4 K pot, ensuring

that a constantly replenished supply of liquid helium is available nearer

the sample space, reducing the effective distance between the sample and

the cryogenic helium and improving the cooling power of the instrument.

To achieve the most efficient helium flow into this reservoir, the helium

feed is protected by a vacuum jacket and a counterflow of cold helium

gas [121] (shown in figure 3.3).

Liquid
Helium In

Spent Helium
Gas Counterflow

Fins

Outer Vacuum JacketOuter
Vacuum

Jacket

Head On Side On

Liquid
Helium 

In

He Gas
Out

He Gas
Out

Figure 3.3: A schematic to show a counterflow helium line. [101] Fins may be added
to increase the surface area over which the line is precooled.

This design requires a number of additional features in order to reach

sub-helium temperatures. A number of strategies to reach temperatures

below 4.22 K have been introduced in section 3.1.2, including evaporative

cooling above the surface of a bath of helium and cooling via Joule-Kelvin

expansion. The first of these strategies is unsuitable for directly cooling

the sample used in this experiment, as it would require the sample to be
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submerged in liquid helium, making rapid heating more difficult. Despite

this, evaporative cooling can be implimented by pumping on the helium

reservoir in the 4 K pot. It is this pumping that forms the counterflow

of the helium feed. Cooling via Joule-Kelvin expansion can, however, be

implimented using a high-throughput pump and by introducing a con-

trollable, high-impedence pathway bewteen the 4 K pot and the sample

space. This is realized in this TJ-DNP experiment by connecting the

4 K pot to the sample space using two capillaries controlled using nee-

dle valves. An additional heat exchanger, built using a mass of copper

with an interdigitated internal structure (see figure 3.4), introduces fur-

ther impedence to the pathway, ensures the helium remains cool as it is

drawn to the sample and allows an easily controllable, constant stream of

helium to be produced. The helium then expands from an axially sym-

metric annulus of fine holes onto the sample. It should also be noted that

any helium sprayed onto the surface of the sample in the highly evacu-

ated sample chamber will further be evaporatively cooled. These cooling

strategies have been isolated in figure 3.4, which is a heavily simplified

diagram of the VTI.
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Figure 3.4: A schematic to show a simplified cryostat design which may be proposed
to form the foundations of the rest of the TJ-DNP experiment.
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3.4.2 Thermometry

To monitor the temperatures inside the cryostat a number of cryo-

genic temperature sensors are implemented (Cernox CCS, Lakeshore,

US). These small sensors allow accurate temperature readings at values

down to around 1 K, without introducing a large heat load to the system

under test. The current applied to obtain a measurement using these

devices is small to avoid heating effects, and calibration is performed to

ensure that any heat that is generated and dissipated to the surround-

ings during read out is corrected for. These sensors are used to monitor

the sample space, internal 4 K helium pot, heat exchanger and vacuum

chamber radiation shield, fixed in place using a thermal paste to increase

thermal contact, as shown in figure 3.5 (except at the sample space,

where it is fixed using cryogenic tape). The locations of all sensors are

highlighted in both figure 3.4 and 3.7.

Figure 3.5: An image to show the Cernox temperature sensor adhered to the internal
heat exchanger on the VTI using thermal paste.

These sensors give an indication of sample temperature and provide

important information that allows both effective control and diagnostics

of the instrument during operation. It should be noted that a fifth sensor

was fitted to the outer radiation shield of the VTI, but was later removed

and reassigned as the temperature reading did not change dramatically

during the cooldown.
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3.4.3 The Dummy Probe and Waveguide

A dummy probe and dummy microwave insert were built to initially

test the VTI, as work on the NMR probe and microwave insert had not

yet been completed during initial testing and the cooldown procedures

needed to be realistic. This dummy hardware had to match the char-

acteristics of the real NMR probe and microwave guide as closely as

possible, built from similar materials of similar dimensions. The dummy

waveguide was made out of a hollow copper tube 1000 mm long with

an inner radius of 14 mm and an outer radius of 16 mm. A bespoke

T-junction, shown in figure 3.6, was required to couple the waveguide to

the non-standard connections of the VTI and allow pumping access.

Figure 3.6: A CAD representation showing the custom T-junction which was used
to insert the dummy waveguide into the VTI while also allowing pumping.

The dummy NMR probe was made from a stainless steel tube 850 mm

in length, of outer diameter 8 mm and inner diameter 6 mm. This tube

was fixed in the center of a KF40 blanking plate and fed through a 4-way

KF40 vacuum connector which allowed both high throughput pumping

and thermometry using a Fischer connector and a Cernox sensor at the

tip of the shaft. Triangular baffles, just shy of the 25 mm internal diam-

eter of the VTI, were fixed periodically along the length of the shaft to

keep it centralized but not restrict pumping.
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3.4.4 Bespoke VTI

An annotated schematic (figure 3.7) of the VTI can now be presented,

alongside an adapted technical drawing (figure 3.8) and photograph (fig-

ure 3.9), to clearly show both the inner workings and critical dimensions

of the instrument. The positionings of the ports at the top of the VTI

are such that the instrument avoids the cryogenic feeds at the top of the

NMR spectrometer.
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Figure 3.7: A schematic diagram of the VTI. The helium inlet annulus is higher
than the sample plane as pumping from the base draws cold helium downward, a
factor that was observed experimentally during testing stages. This schematic does
not feature any dimensions, as these are included in the adapted technical drawing.
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Figure 3.8: An adapted technical drawing of the VTI, showing key dimensions in
millimeters. The drawing is not to scale.

The adapted drawing in figure 3.8 shows the minimum installation

height to be 1819 mm. A heat sink is shown at the base of the instrument,

despite being peripheral to the VTI, which is described in more detail

in chapter 5 as it is designed to protect the NMR probe from cryogenic

damage. The radiation shields have been hidden in the figure so as to

allow the inner workings to be visible, but the four mounts can be seen

along the length of the instrument upon which these are fixed.
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The outer casing of the VTI could be removed to expose the inner

workings of the instrument, as shown in figure 3.9. This image shows the

central cooling shaft against a backdrop created by half of the inner ra-

diation shield. Although this inner shield was removed during operation,

due to the belief that it was contacting the 4 K pot and disabling the

instrument (hence why there are also PTFE windings between the two

to thermally insulate them - this is described further in section 3.7), an

outer radiaition shield remained in place surrounding the cold space. The

helium feed can be seen to enter the 4 K pot, where liquid helium is able

to collect prior to being pulled through a capillary and heat exchanger

system and onto the sample via manipulation of a pair of needle valves.

Figure 3.9: An image to show the inner workings of the cryogenic space of the VTI.
Any temperature sensors are attached on the opposite side of the hardware shown.
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3.5 VTI Positioning

Although the VTI dimensions were designed to match the NMR spec-

trometer, such that the sample was situated in the homogeneous region

of the magnetic field, the practical design includes a removable collar at

the top of the instrument to allow fine adjustment of this distance. This

allowed any mismatch between the instruments to be corrected using a

cheap, peripheral solution, rather than the instrument requiring serious

adjustment. The correct VTI height within the spectrometer bore was

investigated using NMR of distilled water. The strength of the axial

z -gradient was changed, causing the NMR peak of water to shift if the

sample was not in the center of the gradient (figure 3.10).

z

z

Figure 3.10: Applying a gradient along the z-axis results in a frequency shift of the
NMR signal if the sample is not centred, due to the asymmetric spin response. Using
this effect allows the vertical position of the sample to be checked.

Incremental steps in the VTI height were tested, showing that the

frequency shift was minimal (and the sample was in the homogeneous re-

gion of the magnetic field) was when the VTI was rasied 28 mm higher in

the bore (see figure 3.11). These investigations were performed at ambi-

ent temperature, with calculations performed in section 3.2.1 indicating

that the sample height would remain relatively invariant of any change

in temperature as the VTI sample temperature decreases towards 1 K.
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Figure 3.11: A plot to show the extent by which the NMR signal shifted when the
z -shim was changed by a constant value. The error in frequency shift accounts for
the width of the NMR line and that in distance is a standard measuring error.

A collar with a fixed height of 28 mm was designed and built to fit

around the VTI (figure 3.12), keeping it at the correct height and allowing

reproducible and accurate sample loading at room temperature.

Figure 3.12: A CAD representation of the spacer designed to artificially raise the
sample with respect to the static magnetic field by lifting the VTI up by 28 mm
within the spectrometer bore.
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3.6 Microwave Delivery

The microwave bridge described in section 2.2.3 was designed to de-

liver circularly polarized microwaves to the top of the NMR spectrometer

used in this project, and is only part of the microwave hardware required

to succesfully deliver the radiation to the sample for DNP. To ensure that

the microwaves are able to efficiently continue the journey to the sam-

ple contained within the VTI, the microwave bridge has to be carefully

aligned with the top of a waveguide inserted into the instrument.

The Waveguide

A stand-alone, 1 m long metallic waveguide is used inside the VTI

to transmit the microwaves with as little loss as possible, featuring a ta-

pered end which couples the radiation effectively into the sample. [96,122]

This waveguide was made by Thomas Keating Ltd., has an inner ra-

dius of 12 mm (overmoding the waveguide, as this value is considerably

greater than the wavelength of microwaves) and features characteristic

corrugations down the entire inner length, specified in figure 3.13. [92] This

reduces standing waves and eddy currents in the surface of the metal, [123]

decreasing ohmic losses and improving tranmission. [124]
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Figure 3.13: A cross-sectional schematic of the corrugated waveguide, featuring
characteristic dimensions for efficient microwave transmission.
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Furthermore, the propigating Gaussian mode (HE11) may be thought

of as a superposition of the transverse electric and magnetic modes (TE11

and TM11 respectively) propigating together. These travel at different

speeds in a smooth waveguide, distorting the radiation profile and hin-

dering microwave irradiation. [96,125]

TE11 TM11 HE11

+ =

Figure 3.14: A schematic to show the superposition of the transverse electric
(TE11) and transverse magnetic (TM11) modes to create a propagating Gaussian
mode (HE11).

The waveguide features a TPXTM window at the top, exhibiting low

loss in the millimeter regime, [126] to form a hermetic seal. To measure

transmission loss through the waveguide, and because the hardware could

not be tested ex situ, a small roof mirror was required at the end of the

waveguide to reflect the radiation back out of the VTI and overcome

the fact that a power meter could not be placed at the sample location.

This roof mirror was designed at Nottingham to clamp onto the end of

the waveguide and the power meter was used to measure the power of

the reflected microwaves, with any additional measured loss associated

with the inclusion of the waveguide. It is necessary to note that the raw

value for this loss should be at least twice the true value, as the radiation

travels along the waveguide twice (transmission and reflection). These

investigations allowed a further loss of 1.18 ± 0.02 dB to be associated

with microwave delivery along the corrugated waveguide.
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Microwave Table Alignment

To support the microwave bridge above the magnet a precision alu-

minium support was built in-house. This system allows the table to slide

freely into place during an experiment, at which point it may be fixed us-

ing a clamp, and be moved out of the way otherwise. A set of adjustable

nuts (one at each corner), supporting the microwave bridge on its sliding

mount, were used to adjust the angle and vertical position of the table.

A spirit level was used to keep the bridge horizontal, while the nuts were

adjusted in turn such that the center of the curved mirror face directing

the microwaves downwards was 250 mm above the TPXTM entry window

of the waveguide. This ensured entry to the waveguide at the middle of

the microwave beam waist.

Once at the correct height, lateral positioning of the microwave bridge

was performed using a bespoke roof mirror, again designed at Notting-

ham, placed at the top of the waveguide. This reflected microwaves back

from the top of the spectrometer and into a power meter monitoring the

reflection arm of the microwave bridge (see figure 2.18 and 2.19). Iter-

ative adjustments to micrometers controlling the position of the bridge

in both the x and y-axis were made until a maximum power of reflection

was measured, indicating that the microwaves were perfectly incident in

the center of the roof mirror and all incident radiation was reflected back

along the microwave path. This stage was completed with help from

Kevin Pike of Thomas Keating Ltd., and once the optimum microwave

table position was identified the micrometers were locked in place.
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3.7 The Cooldown

Full testing of the VTI took about 6 months, with a number of leaks

during the early stages of validation slowing progress. The leaks were

identified by a loss in OVC vacuum integrity as the inner space of the

instrument began to reach low temperatures, followed by a subsequent

raise in this temperature as the expanding helium in the OVC caused

thermal bridging. Visual inspection, mass spectrometry and partition

testing were all employed to locate the leakages, one-by-one, and have

them sent off for repair. Because the leaks were only apparent at low

temperature it was not possible to locate them all with certainty at once.

Initial Testing

Initial testing was performed at Thomas Keating Ltd. prior to ship-

ping, using the limited equipment available there. These tests used the

dummy NMR probe as the real probe had not been built. This con-

sisted of a hollow steel tube with a temperature sensor on the end where

the sample would sit and involved a rudimentary cooldown procedure by

which the helium Dewar was pumped on through the instrument. These

tests, results of which are shown in figure 3.15, showed that the VTI

was capable of reaching temperatures down to ∼40 K after a period of

5 hours if left under these conditions. A repeat experiment was per-

formed to ensure the same results were obtained, reaching the same base

temperature after 4 hours. Noting this plateau, an external pressure was

applied to the helium Dewar, forcing more cryogenic helium to enter the

instrument. This reduced the minimum temperature to ∼10 K, at which

point it was decided that testing should continue in Nottingham, where

both the pumping power could be increased and the sensing equipment

was more advanced.
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External pressure
applied during
2nd cooldown

Figure 3.15: Initial testing of the cryostat at Thomas Keating Ltd. using a small
pump to draw cold helium through the instrument. Both experiments show a similar
base temperature plateau of ∼40 K, indicated using a dotted line and believed to
be higher than expected due to peripheral hardware limitations. The point at which
external pressure was applied during the 2nd cooldown is indicated.

Experimental Procedure

The cryostat was transported to Nottingham University and testing

was continued. Again, this used the dummy probe and sample sensor,

but the equipment at the university meant that a clearer idea of the tem-

peratures and pressures inside the instrument was available. These early

cooldowns yielded differing results, depending on the procedure used to

control the instrument. For example the first test comfortably reached a

temperature of ∼10 K, but took 9 hours to do so, and subsequent runs

only reached ∼ 40 K with no signs of further decrease, albeit in shorter

times. These drastic differences were a result of inexperience with the

novel instrument, and as the cooldowns continued certain actions were

linked to internal VTI behaviour and an optimal cooling procedure was

converged upon. The method allowing the lowest base temperatures to be

realized in the shortest time was when the entire instrument was opened

(all needle valves, etc.) and an initial blow through with cold helium gas

from the Dewar chilled the inner space. The effects of this can be seen in

figure 3.16. The pressure within the sample chamber was monitored and
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kept at ∼40 mbar, ensuring cool helium gas was spent within the sam-

ple environment before extraction. As the VTI cooled and the pressure

dropped, action was taken to counter the change. It may also be noted

that, once the inner space began to drop significantly in temperature,

cryopumping caused the pressure in the OVC to drop.

Figure 3.16: A comparison of two initial cooldowns, one with the needle valves
closed to begin (left) and the other with them open (right). Although the cooling
time of the 4 K pot is shorter when the valves are closed (as the helium remains in the
pot for longer) the overall base temperature achieved achieved is higher. The dotted
orange line indicates the temperature of the radiation shield.

Once the inner space was cooled and liquid helium began to form in

the internal 4 K pot the needle valves could be closed and the VTI used in

Joule-Kelvin mode. This stage was difficult to control, requiring practise

to respond suitably to slight changes in the sample environment using

the valves that govern the inflow of helium. Fluctuations in temperature

were caused by improper response, shown in figure 3.17, with the helium

pot filling (a) and the needle valve being opened (b). If the valve was

not carefully opened it would deplete the reservoir, cooling the sample

rapidly but only briefly. The cooling then stops (as helium is depleted)

and the temperature increases again as the pot fills. In this case the

needle valves must be closed (c) and the 4 K pot allowed to replenish.

Care must then be taken to match the emptying of the pot, caused by

opening the needle valves, with filling.
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Figure 3.17: A plot (left) to show how the core temperature could fluctuate within
the cryostat with poor control of the needle valves. The mechanism for this fluctuation
(right) is explained in the text.

VTI Modification

The function of the VTI itself was also improved by inspecting the

inner workings. For example, it was noted was that the helium inlets,

delivering liquid helium to the 4 K internal pot, were in thermal contact

with the bulk of the instrument. This was causing the cooldowns to take

a longer time and a PTFE spacer was built to insulate the inlet (see

figure 3.18) which immediately reduced cooldown times by ∼60%.

Figure 3.18: An image to show the helium feed in thermal contact with the radiation
shield support (left) which was causing slower cooldowns than expected. This was
improved by introducing a PTFE jacket around the helium feed (centre and right).

Further to this, the inner radiation shield was seen to loosely touch

the outside of the 4 K pot. Initial efforts to wrap the 4 K pot in PTFE

wire had no discernable effect, and so the inner radiation shield was

removed completely, along with the superinsulation in the vacuum space
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(figure 3.19). The cooldown was repeated, including the outer radiation

shield for protection against radiative heating, this time reaching a single

digit base temperature in 2 hours.

Figure 3.19: An image to show the Mylar superinsulation causing thermal bridging
between the inner workings of the VTI and the outer radiation shield.

Dummy Probe Cooldown

Following VTI modification and development of the cooldown proce-

dure, a temperature of ∼2 K was achieved in 2.5 hours using the dummy

probe (figure 3.20). No attempt was made to hold this temperature

stable, but rather it was used as a benchmark to allow the project to

progress using the real, bespoke NMR probe (detailed in Chapter 5).

*

Figure 3.20: A cooldown to show success of the VTI using a dummy probe. The ‘*’
shows control to overcome fluctuations in core temperature, which started up again
later on. A base temperature of ∼1.9 K was achieved at the end of this cooldown,
measured using a multimeter due to readout complications at the lowest values. The
outer radiation shield (dashed orange line) is still cooling at the end of the experiment.
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Cryoleaks

At this point it was noted that the primary cooldown stage was unable

to drop below ∼50 K, frosting was seen on the helium feed of the VTI

and vacuum integrity in the OVC was lost. These indicators suggested a

leak, possibly caused as the instrument reached the lower temperatures

using the dummy probe. Cryogenic leaks through any micro-cracks and

pits in welded joints would have been further damaged as the cold helium

expanded into the vacuum space of the OVC (a visible example is shown

in figure 3.21). These leaks were found using helium gas and mass spec-

trometry, before the VTI was marked and sent for repairs. This process

was repeated a couple of times, as the cryogenic nature of the leaks made

them both difficult to fix and validate. Eventually the instrument was

able to reach the low temperatures previously obtained without showing

evidence of leaking and the cooldowns could continue.

Figure 3.21: An example of a small leak found by filling the VTI bore with helium
gas and using a mass spectrometer to detect where it was escaping along the shaft.

Final Performance

Once all cryogenic leaks were fxed the variable temperature insert

was shown to reach a base temperature of ∼1.75 K in under 2.5 hours,

and was subsequently held steady for a period of 15 minutes. Figure 3.22

shows the cooldown in which this base temperature was achieved.
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Figure 3.22: An example cooldown in which a stable base temperature of ∼1.75 K
was achieved after 2.5 hours. The pressure in the bore was kept stable at 40 mbar over
‘#’, after which helium purges were used to increase and then decrease the helium in
the bore (*). At ‘+’ the needle valves were closed, showing a raise in heat exchanger
and sample temperature but a steady 4K pot reading, as expected.

It may be noted that the temperature readings bottom out at 2.55 K

due to the limiting range of a readout box that was used with them, and

to measure the lowest temperatures a multimeter and manual calibration

with a curve was used. This cooldown was repeated, to ensure that the

conditions were reproducible, and a base temperature of 1.76 ± 0.02 K

was recorded for longer than 10 minutes (see figure 3.23).

Figure 3.23: Two figures to show the lowest, stable temperature achieved using the
cryostat. The figure on the left shows the raw temperature traces, with that on the
right showing the calibrated sample temperature.
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Chapter 4

Rapid Heating

Following sufficient transfer of electron polarization to the nuclei of

interest at low temperture using the microwave system describd in section

2.2.3, a rapid temperature rise is required to bring the sample to ambient

temperature for NMR spectroscopy. This temperature rise needs to be

rapid, so as to preserve as much nuclear polarization as possible, and

must not destroy the sample.

4.1 Heat Required

4.1.1 Melting

It is possible to calculate the amount of heat energy required to bring

about a temperature rise in the sample using equation 4.1.1.1. The

amount of heat energy, Q, required to bring about a change in tem-

perature ∆T is dependent on the specific heat capacity Cp and mass m

of the sample.

Q = mCp∆T (4.1.1.1)

If the sample experiences a phase change, an additional quantity of

heat will be required to account for this. To melt the frozen sample
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considered in this project, a term for the latent heat of fusion, LF, needs

to be included, which describes the heat required to bring the sample from

solid to liquid state, without a raise in temperature. It should also be

noted that the specific heat capacity Cp is dependent on temperature. [100]

This means that, when simulating the energy required to bring about a

change in temperature for a realistic sample, it is necessary to evaluate

the heat required to bring about temperature changes in different regimes

separately, as the specific heat values of water and ice differ substantially.

For the purposes of the TJ-DNP experiment in Nottingham, equation

4.1.1.1 can be written in the form of equation 4.1.1.2.

Qtotal = (mCpI(∆TI)) + (LFm) + (mCpW(∆TW)) (4.1.1.2)

Here, CpI and CpW are the average isobaric heat capacities of ice and

water from ∼20 K to 273.15 K and 273.15 K to 300 K respectively [100]

(with ∆TI = 273.15 − 1 and ∆TW = 300 − 273.15) and take the values

CpI = 1.28 kJ/kgK and CpW = 4.19 kJ/kgK. This choice of CpI is as-

sumed fair as there is a linear dependance between Cp and temperature

once the water freezes. The mass of the sample will depend on the vol-

ume, with initial calculations using a sample of the dimensions defined in

section 2.2.1 (a cylinder of height 4 mm and base radius 4 mm). Making

the assumption that 1 litre of water has a mass of 1 kg, the heat required

to bring a sample of pure water from 1 K to 300 K, undergoing a phase

change as it does so, can be estimated around 50 J.

In reality, 40:60 water-glycerol will make up the majority of the sam-

ple, and will be used during simulations as a dummy system. Although

the inclusion of glycerol to water introduces a glass-phase transition at
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low temperature, this transition does not require an associated enthalpy

of change, as the molecular movement inside the mixture simply becomes

frozen. This stated, confirmational changes in the ensemble mean that

the heat capacity is drastically reduced below this transition. [127] Despite

these changes in heat capacity, the thermal behaviour of the mixture has

been shown to behave similarly to that of a pure water sample. [128]

The compound specific heat of a homogeneous mixture of n materials

has been experimentally found [129] to follow equation 4.1.1.3.

〈Cp〉Mix =
n∑

m=1

〈Cp〉mXm (4.1.1.3)

Where a material m with an average heat capacity 〈Cp〉m is weighted

by its concentration within the mixture, Xm. Values for the density and

specific heat capacity of glycerol across the limits of equation 4.1.1.2 were

found such that the mixture could be evaluated [100,130] to give the heat

required to bring the compound mixture from 1 K to 300 K. The sample

mass was amended so as to account for substituting 60% of the water

with glycerol. These calculations confirm that a similar amount of heat

energy, ∼45 J, is required to bring the mixed 40:60 water-glycerol sample

from 1 K to 300 K. This amount of energy can be delivered using a 30 W

laser, if delivery is perfect, in 1.5 seconds.

4.1.2 Heat Sinks

Although an amount of heat energy required to heat the sample has

been estimated, heat sinks will exist that will redistribute this heat energy

to the sample surroundings that must also be considered. The nature of

the VTI detailed in Chapter 3 means that the primary heat sinks in the
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system will be caused by heating of the sapphire sample holder by the

heated sample and radiative heating from surfaces within the vacuum

space. Heat sinks through the hardware supporting the sample in place

will be neglected, as the sample cup will be assumed to be thermally

isolated from the probe shaft.

The heat energy required to bring the sapphire sample cup (sec-

tion 4.4.4) from ∼1 K to room temperature can be calculated using

equation 4.1.1.1. This energy will be provided by the sample itself, rather

than the laser, as the cup is mid-IR transparent, and the thermally con-

ductive properties of the sapphire [100] ensure heat diffusion through the

sapphire occurs on the same time scale as sample heating. This was cal-

culated to be ∼22 J, and is of the same order as the energy required to

heat the sample. Furthermore, once hot the sample will radiate into the

surrounding cryostat via equation 3.2.2.3. Although there is a large tem-

perature difference between the sample and the surrounding walls of the

VTI during the rapid heating stage of the experiment, the small surface

area of the sample means that, using an emissivity for water of 0.98, [100]

the heat flow from the sample via radiation can be calculated as 0.03 W.

This value is far smaller than the any heat supplied by the laser and can

be neglected.

These considerations mean that, for a sample under the conditions

prescribed by this TJ-DNP experiment, additional heat energy is needed

to warm up the sample container. This energy can be added to that

required to heat the sample alone to give an overall energy requirement

of ∼70 J. Using a 30 W laser the sample and cup can be brought to

ambient temperature in just over 2300 ms (2.3 seconds).
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4.1.3 Limitations

This experiment requires a large amount of heat energy to be deliv-

ered to the sample during the heating stage of the cycle, and the delivery

will be as localized as possible to ensure the process is rapid. Although

a high amount of energy may need to be delivered to the sample in a

short amount of time to achieve this, care must be taken to ensure it is

not destroyed.

As described in section 3.2.1, an increase of temperature in a mate-

rial usually brings about an increase in dimension. Although the sample

used for this experiment will not significantly change in volume over the

TJ-DNP temperature range, due to both its small volume and small

coefficient of cubical expansion β = 3α, localized small-scale expansion

may still cause problems. Significant heating from one side of the sample

while the other remains comparatively cool, as will be proposed, may

induce thermal cleavage, an effect by which macro- or micro-fractures

manifest from local volume changes. [131] Although this may help to melt

the sample overall, this effect may also reduce conduction through the

sample and damage surrounding hardware.

Similarly, extreme heating of one side of a trapped solid may deposit

heat energy into the sample such that melting and subsequent vaporiza-

tion occur on one side before the energy can diffuse through the medium.

This generation of an expanding gas below a frozen mass, and continued

absorbtion of radiation by the vapour, could cause the sample to dis-

lodge from the sample container and NMR coils and stop the TJ-DNP

experiment.
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4.2 Heating Methods

A number of heating mechanisms exist which could deliver the energy

calculated in section 4.1 in the desired time, and the modular nature of

the hardware, along with the modification capability of the NMR probe,

allow these all to be considered and introduced more easily. This project

primarily explores the ability to heat the sample using the interaction of

certain nanoparticles with visible light (section 4.3) or a high powered,

mid-infrared laser (section 4.4), however a number of additional heat-

ing methods warrant mention, as they could help the rapid temperature

jump. These mechanism should not destroy the sample, should perform

the temperature jump in a short period of time and should allow swift

cooldown of the VTI after heating for experimental recycling.

Hot Gas

Hot helium gas could be introduced into the sample space, temporar-

ily flooding the environment and bringing the entire space to a higher

equilibrium temperature, resulting in a rapid temperature increase of the

sample. The gas could easily be introduced via small diameter gas lines

which would be closed during the cool down stages of the experiment

and opened when required. The heat introduced using this mechanism

could be increased by using gas of a higher temperature, although helium

should always be used as it can be easily pumped out and will cause no

freezing problems when the system is cooled again. This heating is sim-

ilar to that used in a dissolution DNP experiment, except the use of gas

avoids dilution and allows sample recycling. Although this method of

heating seems promising, the hot gas would not locally heat the sample

and would cause a considerable rise in temperature throughout the VTI,

reducing the temperature cycling capability of the instrument.
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Microwave Irradiation

Although molecular rotational modes in the sample into which mi-

crowaves couple energy are frozen out at the lower temperature range of

this experiment, [132] this already available energy source could be used as

the jump progresses to speed up the heating process. Section 1.3.5 men-

tions work using microwaves to bring about considerable temperature

jumps using dielectric heating [63] and, although the temperature range

for this work (TDNP = 20 K) is not as large as that proposed in this

project, it demonstrates the use of microwaves as a possible additional

heating mechanism during the latter stages of this temperature raise.

Resistive Heating

Passing a current I through an element with a resistance R(T ) causes

Joule heating with a heating power P calculated using equation 4.2.0.1.

P ∝ I2R(T ) (4.2.0.1)

This method of heating could be easily implemented by introducing a

length of wire to the sample space through which a high current could be

passed. Having said this, the temperature dependance of the resistance

of regular electrical conductors causes their resistance to decrease with

temperature, [101] meaning this method of heating becomes more difficult

at the low temperatures associated with the TJ-DNP experiment. To

overcome this, cryogenic heaters are available, made out of materials with

high resistance at low temperature, such as NichromeTM, ConstantanTM

and ManganinTM. [133] The applicability of this heating method relies on

the elements not interfering with the NMR electronics or introducing

field inhomogeneity that degrades the resolution of the NMR spectra.
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4.3 Nanoparticle Heating

4.3.1 Plasmonics

Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) arises due to the elec-

tromagnetic interaction of light and matter when the wavelength of the

incoming radiation is comparable to the physical dimensions of a metal-

lic medium. Incident electromagnetic radiation causes deformation of

the free electron environment within the metal which will establish a co-

herent, propagating charge density if the incident photons couple to the

natural oscillation of the electron cloud. On a large, flat metallic surface

this surface plasmon polariton manifests as a plane travelling wave (fig-

ure 4.1, left). If however the physical dimensions of the metallic medium

are of the same order as the wavelength of the incoming radiation, as

may be found for nanoparticles or structured surfaces, the resonance is

confined to the surface conduction electrons of the metal and manifests as

a localized standing wave (figure 4.1, right) which generates heat. This

occurs in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum for gold and

silver nanoparticles, with a spectral response that can be tuned by ma-

nipulating a number of physical parameters, allowing heat to be coupled

directly to such a system using a specific visible frequency of light.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagrams illustrating the propagation of a surface plasmon
polariton (left) along a large, metallic surface and the standing wave induced in an
ensemble of nanoparticles by localized surface plasmon resonance (right) [134].
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The exact spectral response of the nanoparticles depend on a number

of physical parameters, [134] such as the particle radius a, morphology of

the nanoparticles (expressed using a shape factor χ which is equal to 2

for a sphere) and material from which they are made. Their dielectric

environment also effects their response, making nanoparticles that exhibit

LSPR good candidates for a number of sensing applications. [135]

Ext(λ) =
24π2Naε

3/2
0

λln(10)

[
εi(λ)

(εr(λ) + χε0)2 + εi(λ)2

]
, (4.3.1.1)

where εr and εi are the real and imaginary parts of the nanoparticle di-

electric function and N corresponds to the number of nanoparticles in

the solution.

Nanoparticles of different shapes have different spectral responses,

with spheres exhibiting sharp, material characteristic resonances, tetra-

hedrons having more broadband responses and nanobars displaying a

characteristic heating frequency as a function of particle length. [136] A

great range of nanoparticle morphologies are available, each offering

slightly different optical behaviour. [137] Nanoparticles may also be syn-

thesized and attached to various biologically relevant molecules for bio-

sensing purposes. [135] These functionalized molecules could be included

in the DNP sample to increase plasmonic effects and provide sample in-

formation. Whether heating is provided by a nanoparticle suspension

held within the sample or a nanoparticle layer on the surface of the sam-

ple cup, it is possible to turn nanoparticle ensembles, when irradiated

with light of the correct frequency, into efficient nanoheaters. [138,139] This

would require an optical path into the sample space through which visible

frequencies of light could pass.
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4.3.2 Nanoparticle NMR

Introducing metallic nanoparticles to an NMR sample creates mag-

netic susceptibility mismatches at the metal-sample boundaries. As de-

scribed in section 3.2.3, this will lead to unwanted magnetic field gradi-

ents which decrease magnetic field homogeneity and degrade the NMR

experiment. A known concentration of gold nanoparticles (1016 parti-

cles ml−1, as this is the upper limit of nanoparticles per volume before

aggregation of the particles prohibit the LSPR effect) of varying sizes

(5 nm, 12 nm and 30 nm in diameter, all with good optical response)

were suspended in water to investigate how their inclusion impacted the

relaxation characteristics of the sample.

Using pure water as a control, an inversion recovery experiment was

performed to investigate T1 relaxation and a spin echo experiment was

performed to investigate T2 relaxation. The inversion recovery experi-

ment varies a time delay τd between initial magnetization (M0) and NMR

acquisition (see figure 4.2) in which the magnitude of the magnetization

vector M(τd) decreases through spin-lattice relaxation, allowing a value

for T1 to be extracted [140] using the equation 4.3.2.1.

M(τd) = M0

(
1− 2exp

(
τd

T1

))
(4.3.2.1)

T2 relaxation was simply investigated by observing the reduction in the

magnetization M(t) as a train of spin echoes was collected, [140] with the

magnetization decreasing from a value of M0 as the time t increased due

to spin-spin relaxation mechanisms.

M(t) = M0exp

(
−t
T2

)
(4.3.2.2)
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of the inversion recovery experiment. A π pulse is
applied to invert the spins (2) and a time period τd is allowed to elapse, reducing
the magnitude of the magnetization vector through spin-lattice relaxation (3). A π/2
pulse is then applied which brings the spins into the x-y recording plane (4) and the
remaining magnitude can be measured.

Experimentally speaking, the magnetization of the samples was im-

aged and represented using a grey-scale pixel value, with lighter pixels

representing regions of higher magnetization (figure 4.3). Regions of pix-

els were then assigned to different nanoparticle samples and MATLAB

was used to calculate magnetization values using the average grey-scale

value for each sample tube.

Figure 4.3: An NMR image of the spin magnetization within the sample space,
indicated by pixel brightness. The image to the left was taken before relaxation
mechanisms were allowed to drastically reduce the magnetization, while the image
on the right shows the decreased magnetization after 1.5 seconds. The axes simply
indicate spatial co-ordinates.
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The results from the inversion recovery experiment, shown in fig-

ure 4.4, indicate that the inclusion of the nanoparticles at concentrations

of 1016 particles ml−1 does not drastically alter spin-lattice relaxation.

The T1 value for water was calculated from this data at around 1175 ms,

while that of the nanoparticles ranged from 1172 to 1177 ms (all data

presented in a summary table 4.1).

Figure 4.4: Experimental results from the inversion recovery experiment.

To investigate the effects of the nanoparticles on the spin-spin relax-

ation of the sample, equation 4.3.2.2 can be written in the linear form

of equation 4.3.2.3, allowing T2 to be extracted from the gradient of a

straight line graph, shown in figure 4.5.

log

(
M(t)

M0

)
= t

(
1

−T2

)
+ c (4.3.2.3)

This method to calculate T2 was only useful for the first 15 data

points, as the SNR of the results decrease drastically as the echo train

subsides, and this is translated as a large error in the processed data.

This was used to calculate a T2 value for water of 594 ms and show that

the inclusion of nanoparticles altered this value by a maximum of 100 ms

(see table 4.1).
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Figure 4.5: The linear data from the spin echo experiment.

From these experiments, the changes in T1 and T2 relaxation brought

about by the inclusion of gold nanoparticles was measured to be small,

with the relaxation constants for pure water similar to all three experi-

mentally tested solutions. These are summarized in table 4.1.

Channel T 1 (ms) T 2 (ms)

Water 1175 ± 8 594 ± 7

5 nm Nanoparticles 1174 ± 8 546 ± 6

12 nm Nanoparticles 1177 ± 9 648 ± 6

30 nm Nanoparticles 1172 ± 8 694 ± 7

Table 4.1: A table to summarize the relaxation constants measured for a selection
of nanoparticle solutions and compare them against water.

This suggests that any susceptibility mismatches introduced by the

nanoparticles would not sufficiently alter the TJ-DNP NMR experiment.

Having said this, there is still concern for using them in a DNP driven

experiment as it is unknown whether the inclusion of the metal nanopar-

ticles will affect the overall DNP effect.
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4.3.3 Nanoparticle Heating

In parallel to the experiments to investigate spin relaxation effects of

the nanoparticles, their usefulness as heaters was also investigated. To

begin, the wavelength at which gold nanoparticles strongly absorb inci-

dent radiation was calculated using equation 4.3.1.1. Gold was chosen

due to its bio-inert nature and the fact that it has a LSPR resonance

falling within the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Pub-

lished constants were used [141] to calculate the real and imaginary compo-

nents of the dielectric parameter for gold, and the extinction cross section

was simulated for 30 nm nanoparticles using MATLAB (see figure 4.6),

showing that visible light of wavelength ∼530 nm couples effectively to

the nanoparticles and may be used to heat a sample containing them.

Figure 4.6: A plot of the extinction cross section, directly relating to radiation ab-
sorbed, against wavelength of incident radiation for 30 nm diameter gold nanoparticles
in water.

The rate of energy supplied by a laser to a nanoparticle ensemble,

Qnano, can be found using equation 4.3.3.1. [138] This factors in the power

of the laser, I, the absorbance of the nanoparticle solution, Aλ, and an

efficiency factor, η (which is considered close to 1 for gold nanoparticles).

Qnano = I(1− 10Aλ)η (4.3.3.1)
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The absorbance Aλ can be further defined using equation 4.3.3.2, [138]

where lopt is the length of the optical path, C is the molar nanoparticle

concentration (with an upper limit of around 1016 particles ml−1) and

Ext(λ) is the extinction coefficient.

Aλ = Ext(λ) · loptC (4.3.3.2)

The value of Qnano can be calculated as a function of incident laser power,

using a realistic value for Aλ = 0.0217 as quoted in the literature, [138] to

give an indication of the possibility of heating using gold nanoparticles

in the sub-second time period desired. Using equation 4.3.3.1, it can be

shown that a laser power of 1.5 W (the power of the 532 nm LSPR exci-

tation source) would provide just over 0.07 W of heating energy, which

is negligable when compared to the 67 J required to bring the sample

to 300 K calculated in section 4.1. Aλ could be raised by increasing the

nanoparticle concentration, but the calculations performed so far use the

limit at which the nanoparticles begin to aggregate, causing degradation

of the LSPR itself.

The temperature rise ∆T per second caused by the nanoparticles can

be estimated using equation 4.3.3.3.

∆T =
Qnano

mCpW

(4.3.3.3)

where CpW is the heat capacity of the sample with mass m (using the

same values as those in section 4.1). This confirms that, at just over

0.15 Ks−1, any heating caused by the nanoparticles is tiny and the mech-

anism can be discounted as unsuitable for TJ-DNP.
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4.4 Mid-IR Radiation

The primary heating mechanism chosen for this novel system is a high

powered laser module, coupling energy directly into the sample via the

resonance between the laser source and the fundamental vibration of the

atomic bonds within the specimen. This directly manifests as vibrational

energy in the target molecules, [142] which subsequently diffuses as heat

through the material via interactomic collisions.

4.4.1 Laser Heating

Laser Irradiation

The wavelength of the laser for this experiment has been chosen to

couple to the fundamental vibrational modes of the hydroxyl groups

abundant within the sample, [143] which exhibit resonances between 3100

and 3500 cm−1 at ∼300 K. [144] It should be noted that these resonances

are temperature dependent, [145] narrowing in absorption bandwidth and

falling in vibrational frequency as the temperature lowers from ambi-

ent temperature to ∼20 K. This drop in vibrational frequency equates to

∼100 cm−1 which, along with the broadening at higher temperature, does

not pose an immediate problem and should still allow excitation with the

laser within the temperature ranges of the TJ-DNP experiment. [146]

The laser chosen for this project is a diode-pumped, Er:YAG laser

module (3mikronTM DPM-30, Pantec Biosolutions, Liechtenstein), which

emits an over-moded Gaussian beam with a precise wavelength of 2.94 µm

(3401 cm-1) and a maximum average output power of ∼30 W. This max-

imum output is limited by the controller, with a maximum pulse length

of 250 µm and repetition rate of 1000 Hz. The nature of the module also
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allows lower output powers to be realized by manipulating laser pulse

parameters, such as pulse frequency and length, as shown in figure 4.7.

This is done using an interface on a laser control unit (LCS-30300, Pantec

Biosolutions, Liechtenstein).

On

Off

On

Off

On

Off

200 μs

Repetition Rate: 400 Hz Output Power: 30 W

200 μs

Repetition Rate: 200 Hz Output Power: 17 W

100 μs

Repetition Rate: 400 Hz Output Power: 11 W

Figure 4.7: A figure to show how manipulation of the laser pulse parameters alter
the power of the output radiation. It can be noted that halving the repetition rate,
for example, does not half the output power. These results are obtained with a 200 A
supply to the controller.
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The fact that the laser output power does not scale linearly with

parameters such as repetition rate and pulse length suggests that output

power in not uniform accross the pulse. Doubling the pulse length from

100 µs to 200 µs, while keeping the repetition rate constant, increases the

average power output by a factor of ∼3 suggesting a non-linear build up

of power across the pulse (indicated in figure 4.8). Furthermore the fact

that doubling the repetition rate, from 200 Hz to 400 Hz for example,

increases the power output by a factor of ∼1.5 suggests that there is a

non-binary switch off of the laser power and a dead time before the next

pulse.

On

Off

200 μs

Repetition Rate: 400 Hz Output Power: 30 W

Figure 4.8: A figure to show how manipulation of the laser pulse parameters alter
the power of the output radiation.

The average output power has a strong dependence on the current

supplied to the laser module, which requires 200 A to realize the nom-

inally quoted output values indicated in figure 4.7. Investigation of the

output power of the laser as a function of the current supplied is pre-

sented in section 4.6, where it was noted to affect experimental results.

The laser module is cooled using distilled water, circulated using a dedi-

cated unit (P310, Termotek, Germany).

Although the laser module can be interfaced such that the output is

controlled by a computer, exposure for this experiment is controlled with

a gas-driven shutter (see figure 4.9) which allows the laser module to

stabilize prior to exposure. The shutter uses a gas powered actuator to
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move a high power beam dump in and out of the beam path. Electronic

solenoid valves are not used as the system is located within the region of

high magnetic field, underneath the NMR spectrometer. The speed at

which this shutter functions is dependent on the gas pressure delivered

to the actuator, with higher speeds resulting in a faster shutter time but

more vibration through the system as the beam dump is moved. This

technique allows millisecond switching of laser irradiation and a sturdy

mounting system featuring foam damping strips (see section 4.5) reduce

vibrations such that the NMR is not affected.

Figure 4.9: A figure detailing the function of the laser shutter system. Two 3-way
valves are electronically operated in unison, conversely with one another, allowing the
gas operated actuator to be driven and relieved at the same time.
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Bench Top Tests

Once in possession of the laser module, a number of proof-of-principle

experiments were performed on dummy samples of water to ensure that

the system could heat the sample as required. As a primary investigation,

small blocks of ice 20 mm in length were placed in the laser path and

exposed to various powers of mid-IR radiation. The time taken for the

laser to melt through the ice was recorded and used to get an idea of how

fast our samples should melt. The current supplied to the laser was set

to the maximum 200 A, so as not to inhibit output power, and a range

of exposures from around 2 - 30 W were tested. It can be noted that,

although the melt times do decrease as laser power increases, this effect

begins to plateau towards the higher available powers (see figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10: A graph to show the decrease in the time taken to melt through 20 mm
of ice as the laser module output power was increased. Each data point is an average
of three measurements, with the error in melting time equal to the standard deviation
of these readings.

Periodic peaks and drops in the melt times can also be seen, initially

thought to be due to the mixture of pulse parameters (such as pulse

length and duty cycle). These paramteres were grouped to see if a pattern

could be seen, but the results showed no correlation.
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The plateau in melt time as the output power was increased was ini-

tially believed to be associated with heat transport through the ice as

higher powers are deposited, however a number of additional observa-

tions were noted which may have an effect on the final experiment. To

begin, an increase in beam diameter was seen as higher powers were de-

livered, perhaps as the beam quality dropped and subsequent divergence

increased. This then melts a larger volume of ice, requiring more en-

ergy and subsequently taking a longer time. Another possible reason for

the plateau was observed when documenting the process with a video

camera, as shown in figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: A collection of stills from an experiment in which ice was melted using
a 20 W Er:YAG laser beam. The stills have been labelled with the time elapsed from
initial irradiation, allowing the dynamics of the melting process to be discussed.

Although these investigations showed that the radiation has an im-

mediate effect on the ice, boring cleanly about 10 mm into the solid after

2 seconds, this process slows at around 5 seconds. At this point bubble
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formation can be noted within the tunnel, suggesting the melting process

is producing liquid which is not ejecting quickly enough, absorbing the

laser power and being vaporized. This prevents the solid beyond it from

melting through direct laser exposure. This is further evidenced by the

still taken at 8 seconds, in which a large vapour cloud can be seen to

burst through the roof of the tunnel after substantial heating. After this

stage the liquid is less restricted and can flow away, allowing the laser

to continue melting the solid, finally boring through the specimen. This

increases the overall melting time to 17 seconds, although the laser melts

through half of the material in about 2 seconds. This may not be an

issue in smaller specimens, such as those used for TJ-DNP.

Beam
Dump

Sample

Figure 4.12: Images taken using a thermal camera during an ice boring experiment.
The image on the left shows the set up, with an ice specimen in front of a beam dump,
and the image on the right shows the center of the ice tunnel, as it is being bored,
reaching a temperature of 50 K above melting point.

The times experimentally observed for the ice to melt were compared

to the enthalpy of fusion, using the laser output power, and calculated

to correspond to a requirement of over twice as much energy as theory

predicts. This excess energy can be attributed to the laser heating the

escaping, melted liquid, raising the temperature by 50 K in places (as

shown in figure 4.12). The fact that this heated liquid was in thermal

contact with the bulk ice would also include heat sink processes to the

experiment, slowing it further.
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To get an idea of how the laser might affect the smaller sample, the

melt times were scaled down with the change in volume of the melted

ice (from the cylinder with a depth of 20 mm and a diameter of ∼6 mm,

bored during the bench-top tests, to the sample dimensions described in

section 2.2.1). This indicated that it would take ∼1.5 seconds to melt

the TJ-DNP sample (shown in figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: A simulation of the expected melt time for a realistic sample size,
from ice at 0◦C to liquid at room temperature, extrapolated from experimental data.
The errors in melting time here are a propigation of the standard deviation noted in
figure 4.10 combined with a number of errors due to experimental assumptions (such
as the true volume of ice melted, for example).

Although this data shows a melt time under 2 seconds for the sample,

this is only associated with the energy delivered to overcome the heat of

fusion of the sample, rather than a rise from 1 K to 300 K. To take

the investigation further, ice samples 20 mm in length were immersed in

liquid nitrogen (at 77 K) prior to 27 W laser exposure. This raised the

experimental melting time by 32 s ± 2 s overall, translating to a further

second to melt the small TJ-DNP sample. This total melt time of ∼2.8 s

to bring the sample from 77 K to liquid state is not substantially different

to that predicted theoretically in section 4.1, and would allow molecules

with relaxation lifetimes on the order of seconds to be used for TJ-DNP.
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4.4.2 Beam Manipulation

Transmission of Visible Light

Light propagates through matter with a speed lower than that through

a vacuum, meaning that a light ray incident on a transparent medium

at an angle θi 6= 0◦ to the normal will change propagation direction.

This phenomenon, called refraction, allows electromagnetic radiation to

be manipulated and directed towards specific targets. Refractive media

can be shaped in such a way as to create lenses, components that, when

placed axially in a beam of light, act to direct all incident parallel rays

towards a particular point, or focus. This is done by introducing an axi-

ally symmetric, varying propagation angle using a radius of curvature. A

number of simple beam operations are made possible using these lenses,

summarized in figure 4.14, allowing complex optical paths to be designed.

In the following examples, all lenses are assumed to be thin (such that the

thickness of the components does not contribute to the focal length) and

free of aberration by assuming the small angle approximation θ = sinθ.

A collimated laser beam of radius ri may be focused to a spot at

distance x = f using a lens with a focal distance f . The minimum

possible spot radius of the focused beam, ro is limited by the divergence

of the original beam, θi, through the law of optical invariance expressed

in equation 4.4.2.1.

riθi = roθo = constant (4.4.2.1)

In a reciprocal manner, a diverging point source may be collimated by a

lens placed a distance f away from it. It should be noted that no point

source is infinitely small, and will have a radius ri. This then limits the

collimation of the output beam in accordance with equation 4.4.2.1.
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Lenses may also used to create a real, magnified image at a distance so

of a source of radius ri, provided si 6= f . In this case the magnification,

M , can be found as

M = − si

so

=
ri

ro

(4.4.2.2)

This relationship dictates that, for an optical system to provide a specific

magnification, there is only one position along the optical axis at which

a single lens can be placed.

It is possible to manipulate the radius of a collimated laser beam using

two lenses. Expansion of a beam of radius ri and divergence θi using a lens

with a negative focal distance, −f1, will create a virtual image of radius

rv at the distance x = f1 on the source side of the lens (see figure 4.14).

A second lens with a positive focal distance f2 can then be placed x = f2

from the virtual image, creating a propagating, collimated beam with a

new radius ro = θvf2. The law of lens reciprocity allows a beam to be

both reduced in diameter or expanded by this technique.

Figure 4.14: Schematic diagrams to illustrate the various ways in which lenses may
be used to manipulate the characteristics of a beam of light.
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Limitations of Lenses

In reality, optical components are limited in their ability to focus to

a fine point by their manufacture, aberration (introduced as θ 6= sinθ)

and alignment (over long distances it becomes difficult to retain a precise

optical axis). The lenses are also designed for use with flat wavefront radi-

ation, whereas the laser used for this project has a Gaussian beam profile

which creates a spherical wavefront as the beam propagates. While the

radius of curvature of this wavefront tends to infinity at small distances of

propagation, at longer lengths the effective focal characteristics of lenses

could change, although these effects are minimal in the mid-IR regime.

4.4.3 Mid-IR Materials

Figure 4.15 shows a number of materials could be used to deliver

Er:YAG laser radiation at 2.94 µm with minimal attenuation. [147–149]

wavelength (nm)
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000

silica

sapphire

fluoride glasses

hollow core

chalcogenide glass

heavy metal halide

Figure 4.15: Suitable materials for the transmission of 2.94 µm radiation. [149] It
can be seen that sapphire, fluoride glasses and hollow core transmission methods may
be considered as materials for this application.

Fluoride glasses are able to transmit mid-IR radiation (∼0.4 - 5.0 µm),

and are commonly used to make both lenses and optical fibres, capable

of ∼95% transmission over a couple of metres. Although these stan-

dard fluoride glass optics are inexpensive, readily available and may be
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anti-reflection coated to give better transmission, the materials, such as

fluorozirconate and fluoroaluminate, are comparatively more fragile than

other glasses, making fluoride glass fibre optics particularly fragile. An

alternative medium for mid-IR transmission is sapphire, with a working

wavelength range of ∼0.2 - 4.0 µm. Sapphire components are not only

stronger than fluoride glass equivalents, but are also used in microwave

applications due to their high microwave transmission. [115] However, sap-

phire is far more expensive and has a slightly lower transmission for mid-

IR radiation than fluoride glass. This means that, although sapphire

fibre optics may be stronger, the lower transmission make them less de-

sirable for long path length applications. Finally, hollow core fibre optics

and larger diamteter, mid-IR waveguides could be used, bearing in mind

that a hermetic window will be required as the delivery is into a vacuum

space. All optical components chosen for laser delivery must be able to

cope with high powered mid-IR radiation. For this reason anti-reflection

coated components are chosen where possible, capable of transmitting

more than 95% of the beam (such as magnesium fluoride and barium flu-

oride). Where microwave irradiation is also expected, sapphire is used.

4.4.4 Sample Containment

A small sapphire cup was designed to hold the sample, capable of both

mid-IR and microwave transmission. Sapphire was chosen for this cup

because it is both microwave and mid-IR transparent, [115] allowing both

DNP and mid-IR heating, and has a magnetic susceptibility close to that

of the surrounding environment, [100] minimizing mismatches within the

NMR space. The properties of sapphire are superior to quartz where mid-

IR radiation is also used. Custom sample cups were then made (Impex

GmbH, Germany) to allow two sample sizes, with cylindrical diameters
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of 3 or 4 mm and lengths of 4 mm, to be used. Two designs were chosen

for more control over heating. The cups were closed by a small, tightly

fitting lid, and all surfaces normal to the laser and microwave radiation

were polished to maximize transmission of radiation.

Figure 4.16: Both saphhire sample cup designs, shown next to a 2p coin for scale.

Although the sapphire lids are tightly fitting, they are not vacuum

tight. This causes problems during the initial stage of the experiment

in which the sample environment is evacuated, causing the sample to

out-gas and overcome the tightly fitting lid, escaping into the VTI. To

overcome this, initial out-gassing of the sample decreased the amount of

gas dissolved therein, and the sample was frozen prior to loading. This

freezing measure was only partially succesful, as the typical loading time

of the NMR probe was of the order of minutes, meaning that any pre-

frozen sample likely had time to melt before pumping could begin. The

sapphire container was also wrapped using Teflon tape, holding the lid

on during pumping. Teflon was chosen because it is NMR and microwave

transparent, however no tape could block the laser path as it would ab-

sorb the radiation and burn. Practically speaking, wrapping the cup

so as to substantially improve its vacuum characteristics, while not ob-

structing the laser path, was not possible. Accordingly, the experimental

procedure includes an additional out-gassing and pre-cooling stage.
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4.4.5 Laser Delivery Options

An optical path must be developed to deliver the high output power of

the laser module across a moderate distance (∼2 m) to the sample within

the VTI. This path needs to minimize losses associated with a long optical

path length as well as allowing accurate alignment and direction of the

beam such that it is incident on the small target at the end of the path.

This path must also translate the horizontal output of the laser module

into a vertical laser beam, as the sample is contained within the vertical

bore of the spectrometer.

Optical Fibre

A fibre optic system may be used to deliver the radiation to the sample

within the VTI, and could use a single fibre, focused onto the surface of

the sample, or a number of fibres directed onto different points on the

sample to achieve the temperature jump in a shorter time as shown in

figure 4.17.

sample sample

single fibre illumination multi-fibre illumination

Figure 4.17: A schematic to show how multiple mid-IR transmissive fibres may be
used to heat more of the surface of a sample and subsequently bring about a more
rapid temperature raise.

Attenuation of the beam as it travels through the fibres can be mini-

mized by choosing a high transmission material, and directing the beam

becomes trivial. Furthermore, rare-earth doped fluoride fibres are being
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developed to improve transmission of this radiation via optical amplifica-

tion. [147,150] Although delivery using this method seems ideal, a number

of considerations rule out the use of fibres for this experiment. To begin,

focussing high powered laser radiation into narrow fluoride glass fibres

causes plasma formation and damage to the entry interface itself, [148]

subsequently hindering future transmission. Although composite optical

steppers or hollow tapers can be used to minimize these entry effects, [151]

sending high power laser radiation along long, fine fibres will still cause

damage, as there will still be significant energy absorption along the

length of the fibre.

Directing the beam from the horizontal output of the laser module

up and along the vertical bore of the cryostat will require the fibre to

bend through 90◦. Although the space available underneath the mag-

net permits large radii of curvature outside the spectrometer, once inside

the VTI any curvature allowing access to the top side of the sample will

need to be on the order of millimetres. Not only is the transmission of

mid-IR radiation through fibre optics degraded by lower radii of curva-

ture, [152] but the low temperature mechanical properties of the materials

may cause problems. Although fluoride glasses have low losses associ-

ated with radii of curvature in the centimetre regime [151] they becomes

brittle at low temperatures and will fracture if curved. [148] The likeli-

hood of this is lower for sapphire fibre optics, which may also bend to

smaller radii of curvature, [153] but will still become brittle and break at

the lowest temperatures used in this experiment. One solution to permit

mid-IR transmitting fibres to bend at lower temperatures with less risk

of breaking may be to reinforce the fibres using other materials. [152]
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Free Space Transmission

Free space transmission of the beam, using readily available optics,

may also be used to deliver the laser beam to the sample space. This

method is cheap and relatively straight forward, but becomes more dif-

ficult the longer the path length. Firstly, uncontrolled divergence of the

laser beam must be avoided, as this reduces the power per unit area of the

beam as it propagates forward. Divergence can be limited using a single

collimating lens, ideally creating a parallel beam that retains laser power

and maximizes heating of the sample. This can be practically achieved

with a lens with a focal length at the beam aperture, l1, collecting the di-

verging laser radiation from the source and preserving it. This beam may

then be reflected 90◦ using a mirror such that a perfectly vertical laser

beam is incident on the sample inside the spectrometer. A gold-plated

mirror with a high damage threshold may be chosen to reflect mid-IR ra-

diation with low loss. If necessary, the damage threshold requirements of

the mirror may be relaxed by choosing an initial collimating lens with a

longer focal distance, allowing the laser to diverge in a controlled manner

and lowering the power per unit area just enought to protect the optics.

To maximise energy transfer to the sample, the beam may be focused

to a point using a focussing lens, l2. An issue lies in the fact that the

sample is located ∼500 mm up the bore of the spectrometer, and needs

to be supported by a long tube inside the VTI. The length of this sup-

porting tube, along with the focussing properties of the second lens, limit

the power that can be delivered to the sample (see figure 4.18). If an

additional lens, l3, is placed between l2 and the sample then a parallel,

vertical beam may be created with a reduced diameter which depends on

the focal distance of l3. This reduction in diameter increases the power
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per unit area of the beam, matching it to the dimensions of the sam-

ple and avoids losses associated with the tube supporting the sample, as

shown in figure 4.18. A final aperture will be required to pass the beam

into the evacuated space of the VTI.

100%

35%

Figure 4.18: An illustration of how a long tube preceding the sample can drastically
cut the light deliverable using a single lens. To overcome this a second lens may be
used.

Any slight misalignment in this free space delivery introduces huge

losses, amplified by the tiny target size at the end of the optical path.

To improve alignment, high precision machining of the optics holders

and beam path allow lenses, apertures and mirrors to be held exactly

in place. Some lenses (such as l3) need their positions along the beam

axis finely adjustable to ensure the beam diameter is correctly matched

to the sample. Furthermore, if the mirror is not correctly aligned then

the beam will not be reflected by 90◦ and will subsequently miss the

sample. Because misalignment is likely, due to the degrees of freedom

associated with the reflection, the gold-plated mirror may be mounted

on an adjustable plate, allowing fine control of tilt and yaw, as well as

translational position.

Mid-IR Waveguide, Ø>5 mm

Mid-IR waveguides with macroscopic dimensions may also be used to

direct high powered Er:YAG radiation with losses less than 0.2 dBm−1, [154]

with transmisison increasing as the diameter of the waveguide is in-
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creased. [155] Specifically, laser attenuation, L, is inversely proportional

to the cube of the core diameter, d.

L ∝ 1

d3
(4.4.5.1)

These waveguides comprise of a thin-walled glass or metallic tube, onto

the inside of which is coated a highly reflective material, [156] such as gold

and silver. [157] Furthermore, they have been shown to exhibit low losses

even when bent to radii of curvature in the centimetre regime [158] and,

accordingly, may be useful to direct the horizontal beam from the laser

module into the VTI. Using a moderate waveguide diameter (∼1 cm) also

homogenizes the beam which may aid sample heating. [131] This method

has been previously reported for mid-IR delivery for TJ-DNP. [39]

Free-space transmission may be used outside of the magnet, allowing

the beam to reflect 90◦ up through a mid-IR transparent aperture and

a hollow, plated waveguide may be used inside the VTI. The inclusion

of this waveguide in this space may not introduce a large heat load,

but must also not be damaged by exposure to low temperature. This

method could be used alongside a single magnifying lens to project the

laser aperture to the diameter of the waveguide opening (illustrated in

figure 4.19). This allows divergence of the laser module to be neglected,

providing the beam does not widen considerably prior to magnification.

Lens Waveguide
Laser

Sample

Figure 4.19: A magnifying lens may be used, alongside a coated waveguide, to allow
low loss transmission of mid-IR radiation into the sample space.
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4.5 The Heating Path Design

4.5.1 Delivery Schematics

Disregarding complete fibre optic transmission of the mid-IR radia-

tion as unsuitable at low temperatures, a couple of delivery systems may

be proposed. Figure 4.20 shows a free space laser delivery system that

accounts for the divergence of the laser module by collimating the beam

early on using a lens focussed onto the laser aperture, before refocussing

and defining a beam diameter for sample irradiation using a lens pair

after reflection into the VTI using a mirror. This method of delivery will

be called the triple lens path, as it uses 3 lenses.

Laser 
Module

Lens1Mirror

Lens2

Magnet

VTI
Sample

Lens3

f3
f2

f1Shutter

Actuator

Beam Dump

Bird's Eye View

Safety Shield

~
1
0
0
0
 m

m

~1000 mm

Window

Figure 4.20: A schematic diagram to show the delivery of the laser beam from the
source to the sample. Lensx has a focal length f x. Path lengths are shown to be
approximate due to the ability to adjust these values, and a bird’s eye view of the
shutter system has been included for clarity.
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This triple lens system benefits from the fact that manipulation of

the second lens pair allows the beam diameter to be matched to that

of the sample, and collimation of the beam increases the cross sectional

area of the radiation which reduces damage to the mirror. However, the

high number of lenses increases transmission loss along the path and the

likelihood of misalignment, and the divergence of the laser module needs

to be known exactly for the laser to be precisely matched and delivered

to the sample. The design will be such that triplets of lenses can be

easily switched out for varying sample sizes. This method uses an anti-

reflection coated, high transmission fluorinated glass window to form a

vacuum seal between the VTI and laboratory space.
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Figure 4.21: A schematic diagram to show the delivery of the laser beam from the
source to the sample using an example magnifying lens. Path lengths are shown to
be approximate due to the ability to adjust the set up and, again, a bird’s eye view
of the shutter system has been included for clarity.
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Alternatively, a hybrid free space/hollow waveguide method may be

used, as shown in figure 4.21. This method benefits from simplicity,

with only one magnification lens to match the beam to the waveguide

entrance, but the waveguide inside the VTI must not exhibit significant

transmission loss or heating from the radiation. To maximize transmis-

sion an entirely separate waveguide that can be inserted into the sample

support, with an internal diameter of about 4 mm, can be used. Again,

this method uses a planar anti-reflection coated, high transmission fluo-

rinated glass vacuum window.

4.5.2 The Laser Path

A system was designed such that both laser delivery systems (that

using three lenses and that using a single magnifying lens) could be put

together and tested with the VTI with little modification. The back-

bone for this design consisted of a non-magnetic, alluminium supporting

beam which could be connected at variable height to the legs of the spec-

trometer. This support can be clearly seen in figure 4.22, which shows

the hardware underneath the spectrometer to deliver mid-IR radiation.

A spirit level could be used, alongside adjustable legs further along the

support, to ensure that the laser beam was horizontal.

Onto this support was built, again using non-magnetic materials, an

encolsure for the laser module featuring access for water cooling and a

high current power supply, followed by the gas powered laser switch. A

45◦ prism with an external coating of gold is used as a mirror, as the

precise angles of the prism ensure the beam is directed vertically up the

bore of the VTI. This is attached to a small ThorLabs tilt and yaw table

such that precise direction of the beam is achieved using micrometers.
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Figure 4.22: An image to show the hardware in place underneath the spectrometer
for delivery of mid-IR radiation to the sample space inside the VTI.

Lenses are included into the design using ThorLabs lens holders. A

space for the initial collimating lens is included within the narrow gap

between the laser shutter and laser module box, and caging was included

within the enclosed lens pillar after the mirror to precisely locate the final

lenses that adjusted the beam diameter to that of the sample. These lens

locations are highlighted in figure 4.23. For details of the laser waveguide

once inside the VTI see chapter 5.

Figure 4.23: An indication of the lens locations and beam path through the hard-
ware. To modify this path to allow single lens magnification the two matching lenses
are removed and the collimating lens is swapped out for a magnification lens.
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4.5.3 Laser Safety

Because the laser radiation used for the rapid heating mechanism is of

such a high power, invisible to the naked eye and couples to vibrational

bonds in water (and therefore the human body), careful containment of

the beam is required to prevent injury. A custom enclosure is used to

contain both the optical path at the base of the spectrometer (figure 4.24)

and also to ensure no radiation escapes from the top of the instrument

(indicated in figure 2.18 of section 2.2.3). This system is fully inter-

locked, such that removal of any of these enclosures stops laser exposure

immediately.
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Figure 4.24: An image to show the interlock casing on the laser path. All casing is
designed such that it cannot be removed without tripping an interlock switch, turning
the beam off.
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4.6 Infrared Path Results

Laser Power

Although the laser module was designed such that it was able to

function under the effects of high field, the laser controller had to re-

main outside of the stray field. This increased the distance between the

controller and the module which, in turn, reduced the current supply

to the source to 160 A rather than the maximum 200 A used for initial

experiments. Attempts to use higher capacity cable did not increase the

current supplied to the module. This issue is not believed to be due to

field effects under the magnet as the change in behaviour was first noted

while testing the increased distance outside of the field, prior to instal-

lation. A power meter was placed immediately after laser output, and

the effects of the reduction in current on the laser output was investi-

gated, shown in figure 4.25. These investigations indicated a reduction in

maximum radiation power from ∼30 W to ∼19 W due to the increased

separation between the laser module and controller. Work continued into

the optical path despite this issue.

Figure 4.25: A figure to show the loss of laser power as the current supplied to
the module is reduced. The inability to raise the current above 160 A is a direct
consequence of increasing the distance between the controller and laser head. The
legend shows the nominally quoted power at 200 A.
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Beam Divergence

Measures of the laser divergence angle were performed to ensure that

the beam was behaving as expected and to give full control over the

beam. These measurements were performed by measuring the diameter

of the laser spot using a high resolution thermal camera at varying dis-

tances from the laser aperture. When set to maximum output power, the

divergence of the laser beam was measured as 1.26◦, in agreement with

specifications. Trigonometry could be used to calculate that, for optics

with a diameter of 25 mm, any components further than ∼500 mm from

the laser aperture would not collect all of the mid-IR radiation as the

beam would have diverged too much. This was verified using a power

meter with a diameter of 25 mm at different lengths along a beam of

constant output as it propagated (figure 4.26). This result showed that

all light could be collected if optics were placed in the first 500 mm of

the beam path.

Figure 4.26: A graph to show how divergence of the laser beam decreases the power
collected by 25 mm diameter lenses placed more than 500 mm down the optical path.

It could also be noted that divergence increased with power, suggest-

ing that a free space transmission solution that worked across all output

powers was not achievable.
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Transmission Characteristics

All windows and lenses were placed in the laser beam to ensure that

their transmission characteristics were as quoted and did not degrade the

power delivery of the path. All showed transmission greater than 96%,

suggesting the total maximum loss Lmax through n windows and lenses,

Lmax = 0.96n, would not exceed 85% in any proposed system.

4.6.1 The Triple Lens Path

Work first began testing the triple lens optical system which colli-

mated the diverging beam for free space transmission, before reducing

the beam diameter to match the sample diameter.

Alignment

This method of delivery requires precise beam alignment along an

optical path, performed using ThorLabs caging and tested using a num-

ber of high-capacity, in-house built targets (shown in figure 4.27). This

testing was performed in a dedicated, interlocked dark room with a beam

of radiation with a reduced power (1.9 W) for safety.

Figure 4.27: An image to show an optical alignment target used to ensure that the
laser and any lenses were aligned correctly. The image on the left shows the target
without beam exposure, while that on the right shows the laser exposure on. This
spot size did not grow significantly with time as the target was an effective heat sink.
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Provided the beam passes precisely along the optical axis of the hor-

izontal arm of the optical path, the multiple degrees of freedom of the

mirror may then be used to direct the beam vertically through any fur-

ther optical components to the sample position. This is shown in figure

4.28 as a target is used with vertical ThorLabs caging after the mirror.

The fact that the laser spot is located in the center of the cross as the

target is moved up the vertical caging suggests good optical alignment.

This figure also shows a small laser beam diameter as the target is moved

to ∼2 m from the laser aperture. This is the effective sample location,

and the three lenses have been used to match the diameter of the beam

to the sample within the cryostat. The laser spot can be observed to

heat the high-capacity target to a temperature ∼50 K higher than room

temperature.

Figure 4.28: An image to show the optical alignment target which ensured that any
lenses used on the vertical arm of the laser path were aligned correctly. The picture
on the left shows the laser spot imaged without the second two lenses in place, while
that on the right shows the beam matched to the sample size. This second spot is at
the sample distance.

With the laser beam aligned to the sample space, and a promising rise

in temperature of the target noted, the NMR probe could be attached to

the path with a sample, and realistic heating could be investigated. This

was also done in a dark room for safety.
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Initial Sample Heating

Although heating was observed using the NMR tube and sample (fig-

ure 4.29), the effects were small. High resolution thermal imaging was

used, along with pixel analysis, to measure the rise in temperature of the

sapphire sample cup as a direct consequence of mid-IR laser irradiation

of the sample.

Figure 4.29: Three images of the sample held in the probe tip during heating. The
image on the left is taken before heating begins, that in the center is immediately after
irradiation is begun and the picture on the right shows the sample after 30 seconds
of 1.9 W irradiation.

It is possible to observe the heating effect on the sapphire sample

cup (figure 4.30), noting that these experiments use a limited power for

safety (1.9 W) and a sample in an ambient environment at atmospheric

pressure, meaning that far more heat sink processes are present than will

be within the bore of the VTI.

Figure 4.30: A graph to show the surface temperature of the sapphire sample cup
as a function of exposure time. The sample was irradiated with a mid-IR laser at
1.9 W.
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These experiments noted the sample began boiling away after a period

of about 10 seconds, continuing until the sample was entirely absent from

the cup, a point highlighted in figure 4.30. This suggests that thermal

imagery is not suitable for measuring sample temperature, which is much

higher than the external surface of the sample cup.

Optical Invariance

Despite the apparent success of initial experiments and low atten-

uation recorded through optical components, delivery onto the sample

at the end of the laser path was noted to suffer from significant losses.

One suspect for this low delivery is the law of optical invarience, quoted

in equation 4.4.2.1. Using this expression, it can be inferred that the

product of divergence, θ, and the cross-sectional area of the beam, A,

is constant. Therefore the maximum power that can be delivered to a

sample, Pdel, from a laser with an output power Plaser, is given by

Pdel = Plaser · κ = Plaser
Adel · θdel

Alaser · θlaser

(4.6.1.1)

where Adel and θdel are the area and restricted delivery angle of the

sample, respectively. Figure 4.31 shows how Adel and θdel are restricted

by the three lens experimental set-up (in this case by the long tube

supporting the sample).

laser
tube sample

rlaser rdel
ΩdelΩlaser

Figure 4.31: The ability to supply power to a divergence limited sample becomes
drastically reduced if the angle at which the light can hit the sample is shallow.
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Equation 4.6.1.1 effectively states that, if a laser output module with

an aperture 1.6 mm in diameter and with a divergence of 1.26◦ is used

to irradiate a sample which is sat at the end of a 500 mm tube of inner

diameter 6 mm, a very low fraction of light will be delivered, as κ ≈2 %.

4.6.2 Single Lens Magnification

With the possible limitations introduced by the law of optical invari-

ance and the supporting shaft of the sample within the NMR probe, a

simpler method of laser delivery using a single magnification lens was

investigated, alongside a mid-IR waveguide.

Initial Results

A solution by which the laser beam aperture was simply magnified

onto the entrance to the tube was tested, removing any limitations caused

by the sample support within the VTI. A magnifying lens was placed

within 500 mm of the laser aperture, as dictated by the results of early

divergence experiments, and the beam diameter was matched to the inner

diameter of the supporting tube within the probe. Although the mag-

nified power at the entrance to the tube was measured to be practically

the same as the output power, it was noted that transmission dropped

dramatically at the end of the tube. This was believed to be both due

to the structural breaks inside the supporting tube and the fact that

this testing did not use a specifically coated waveguide, but rather an

unpolished stainless steel tube. To investigate these reductions further,

lengths of stainless steel tube, with an inner diameter of 6 mm, were cut

and polished such that loss of mid-IR radiation down the guide could

be measured. These tubes performed well as waveguides (figure 4.32),

suggesting the breaks in the NMR probe shaft were the larger problem.
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Figure 4.32: Measured power down a length of polished stainless steel tube, with
an inner diameter of 6 mm. The laser beam was magnified onto the end of the tube
as would be expected in an experiment.

The loss down these tubes was dependent on laser power, possibly

due to local heating effects which were seen along the length of the tube

using the thermal camera.

Figure 4.33: A plot to show the dependence of transmission loss along a stainless
steel tube on the laser power that it accepts.

It is likely that these delivered powers will be further improved by a

gold coating inside the waveguide, with local heating decreased within

the waveguide and transmission improved. This waveguide could be slot-

ted into the existing laser transmission pathway on the bespoke probe,

circumventing the issues associated with the macroscopic breaks along

the shaft.
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4.7 Raman Thermometry

Documenting the rapid temperature-jump will allow the process to be

optimized. However, most thermometry techniques introduce a thermal

load to the sample and experience delays in readout time, making them

unsuitable for use at low temperatures or with fast changes. A less-

invasive, rapid method of Raman thermometry using laser radiation was

developed for this experiment to document the temperature jump.

4.7.1 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy uses inelastic scattering of light, influenced by

molecular vibrations, to deduce information about the underlying physi-

cal properties of a system. Local distortion of the molecular electromag-

netic field caused by incident laser light creates unstable, virtual energy

states from which photons are quickly re-radiated, [159] with any changes

from the original laser energy giving an indication of molecular behaviour.

If the scattering arises only from deformation of the electron cloud then

the change in energy of the re-radiated photons will be tiny and the event

can be described as elastic, Rayleigh scattering. However, if the interac-

tion causes a large change in energy, due to molecular motion, the event

is described as inelastic Raman scattering (see figure 4.34). The change

in energy ∆E of the scattered light is shifted by a frequency νs from the

original frequency, with Raman spectroscopy conventionally using units

of wavenumbers, $, an inverse wavelength (measured in cm−1).

$ =
1

λ
=
νs

c
=

∆E

hc
(4.7.1.1)

It is possible to identify specific chemical groups responsible for Ra-

man shifted photons as the energy change corresponds to characteristic
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Figure 4.34: A diagram showing the basic Rayleigh and Raman scattering tran-
sitions between vibrational levels and virtual states caused by local electromagnetic
field distortions. Further labelling has been given to events that lose or gain energy,
as Stokes and anti-Stokes events respectively.

dynamics displayed by certain molecular environments. As an exam-

ple, the vibrational mode of a hydroxyl bond (O−H) is identified by

the presence of scattered photons within the range of 2850 - 3550 cm−1

manifesting as a broad peak in a Raman spectrum.

4.7.2 The In-House Raman Spectrometer

To build a Raman spectrometer, the sample needs to be irradiated

with an excitation laser before allowing weak intensities of frequency

shifted light to be collected. The physical properties of the excitation

source directly affect the scattering of light, with the scattered power of

light per molecule, P , represented by looking at the oscillating dipole

moment induced by the incident radiation. [160]

P =
8π3α2I

3ε2
0λ

4
=

8π3α2Iν4

3ε2
0c

4
(4.7.2.1)

In this expression, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, α is the molecule

polarizability and all other constants have their usual meanings. The
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dependence of this scattering power on the intensity, I, wavelength, λ,

and frequency, ν, of the exciting laser are important, as these can be

instrumentally manipulated to enhance the Raman signal.

The scattered power scales linearly with incident laser intensity, sug-

gesting higher laser powers will produce stronger Raman scattered sig-

nals. This stated, the price of laser modules increases dramatically as the

power increases, and the high power may cause heating effects on a low

temperature sample. The intrinsically linked wavelength and frequency

dependence follows a fourth power relationship, indicating a necessity for

the wavelength of the exciting laser be kept as low as possible. In reality

this value is dictated by the availability of optics, placing a limitation

on the minimum excitation wavelength. Most systems for Raman spec-

troscopy use 532 nm as an excitation wavelength, as optical components

are readily available and the scattered power is substantial. [159]

Design Specifics

A monochromatic laser source is used for spectroscopy, as any varia-

tion in excitation frequency causes broadening of the Raman peaks. The

addition of a laser line filter after the laser source ensures the excitation

frequency is as narrow as possible. Lenses are then used to focus the

light onto the sample and to collect the light scattered by the sample

onto the spectrometer, increasing the strength of the Raman signal. Af-

ter the light has scattered from the sample a number of filters are used.

To begin, the intensity of the Rayleigh scattered light at room temper-

ature is ∼ 108 times greater than Raman scattered light, [160] so the far

stronger Rayleigh signal needs to be suppressed. This is done using band-

stop filters, or notch filters, reducing the excitation frequency of the laser
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and ensuring that both the anti-Stokes and Stokes regions of interest are

passed. A number of additional notch filters are used along the optical

path to repeatedly suppress the Rayleigh scattered signal such that Ra-

man scattering can be observed. A dichroic mirror, at 45◦ to the beam,

is used to direct the Raman scattered light into the spectrometer, further

isolating the signals and suppressing Rayleigh scattered light. The ad-

dition of a beam dump in conjunction with the dichroic mirrors ensures

that any laser light that passes through the component is extinguished

rather than reflected back into the detection equipment. A complete

schematic for this Raman technique is shown in figure 4.35.
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Figure 4.35: A schematic representation of a Raman spectrometer for Stokes scat-
tered light collection.

The sample is irradiated with a 532 nm, 5 mW laser (MGL-F-532-

5mW, CNI, China) with Raman scattered light collected by a diffraction

spectrometer (iDus and Solis, ANDOR, UK) using an optical fibre. All

optics were purchased from ThorLabs, except for the dichroic mirror and

laser line filter, which were from Laser 2000. These components were
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fixed to an optical table and aligned using ThorLabs optical scaffold. This

instrument was built in an interlocked dark room to reduce background

light, and is shown in figure 4.36.

Figure 4.36: The in-house built Raman spectrometer, stripped of light-shielding (1
- Laser Coupling, 2 - Fibre Optic Coupling, 3 - Laser Line Filter, 4 - Lens, 5 - Dichroic
Mirror, 6 - Notch Filter, 7 - Coupling to Spectrometer itself).

System Validation

The in-house model was tested alongside a commercial instrument

with a sample of a 50:50 water-glycerol. The results, presented in figure

4.37 show that, although the signal strength is far lower in the in-house

spectrometer, the characteristic Raman peaks of the sample can be iden-

tified. A number of different samples were tested, continuing to validate

the in-house Raman spectrometer, but the spectra were averaged over

1000 seconds, providing good analytical information from the instrument

but not showing potential for rapid experiments. The absorption peak

visible when using the in-house spectrometer is believed to be from the

sample holding cuvette and, because it does not interfere with the O−H

stretching signal, is ignored.
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Figure 4.37: Comparison between in-house (above) and commercial (below) Raman
spectrometers. Both scans used a 50:50 water-glycerol sample and comprise 1000
averaged 1 second scans. Peaks of interest have been labelled.

Sub-Second Exposures

Exposure time was investigated to evaluate how quickly the instrument

could acquire useful spectra, with a linear decrease in signal intensity

as this time decreased. This may render the technique unusable, as

exposure times in the millisecond regime are desired to investigate the

sub-second jumps of the experiment. The spectra shown in figure 4.38

show the signature shape of the O−H stretching peak present in the

50:50 water-glycerol sample as the exposure time of the instrument is

reduced, with noise making the peaks difficult to resolve. The broader

peak from 3000 cm−1 to 3500 cm−1 is that expected to shift as a function
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of temperature and therefore needs to be tracked clearly. The stronger

C−H bond signal on the left is not expected to shift.

Figure 4.38: 50:50 water-glycerol Raman spectra focussing on the Stokes region
between 2500 cm−1 and 4000 cm−1, varying short exposure times. The C−H signal
is the narrower peak on the left and the O−H signal is the broad peak on the right.

To overcome the decrease in the signal-to-noise of the spectra, curve

fitting using MATLAB was used to process the Raman data, allowing the

characteristic shifts of the Raman peaks to be identified. This invloved an

initial baseline correction (figure 4.39), isolation of the region of interest

and then removal of background signal, prior to fitting a Gaussian curve

to the characteristic peaks (figure 4.40). This process allows sub-second

exposure times to be used to evaluate sample temperature.

Figure 4.39: The baseline correction for the characteristic 50:50 water-glycerol
peaks.
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Figure 4.40: MATLAB fitted Gaussian curves, from which peak position can be
evaluated. The corrections and fitting shown is for actual data.

4.7.3 Thermometry using Raman Spectroscopy

It is possible to investigate temperature dependent shifts in the spec-

trum brought about by changes in bond properties. [144] For example, the

signal received from the O−H group is a superposition of the separate

signals received from various types of hydroxyl bonds, such as those fur-

ther bonded to different parts of the molecule and those that are not (see

figure 4.41).
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Figure 4.41: A synthetic Raman spectrum representing the Stokes O−H stretching
region for water. Gaussian curves have been fitted (right), representing different bond
types within the molecular environment.

The amplitude of these separate components will be proportional to

the concentration of contributing bond types, which depend on the tem-
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perature of the sample. Measuring certain parameters of the Raman

data, such as the ratio between peak intensities and overall signal shape

evolution, provides a method for calculating sample temperature.

A sample of 50:50 water-glycerol was prepared and placed in a small

cryostat (TK1813, Thomas Keating Ltd., UK), cooled to liquid nitrogen

temperature and subsequently allowed to warm to ambient temperature,

while taking 20 second long exposures (to initially establish proof-of-

principle) with the in-house built spectrometer. This exposure time was

chosen to significantly reduce noise in these early testing stages and was

not problematically long as the cryostat was slow to warm up (∼ 6 hours).

Temperature calibration was performed using an external sensor in the

cryostat space. The O−H stretching peak travels from ∼ 3325 cm−1

at the lower temperature limit to ∼ 3380 cm−1 at ambient temperature

(shown in figure 4.42). This could then be used to calibrate temperature.

This shift is not observed for the C−H stretching band, as expected (see

figure 4.43).

Figure 4.42: Characteristic Raman peak shifting as the sample warmed up to
ambient temperature for the O−H stretching peaks. This shows that the peak does
not shift as a function of temperature below ∼230 K.
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Figure 4.43: The C−H stretching peaks showing no change in Raman shift as a
function of temperature. This data set is from the same experiment as that used to
obtain the O−H data.

Although the peak shift is clear in figure 4.42, an exposure time of

20 seconds does not permit this technique to be used to measure the

rapid temperature-jumps associated with this project. What is more, the

characteristic shifting stops below ∼230 K, possibly due to O−H bonding

becoming uniform and transient bonding being frozen out. While the

signal-to-noise could be improved by improving optics and increasing

the excitation power (although this may then begin to effect the sample

itself), thus allowing smaller acquisition times, the lack of shifting below

∼230 K renders this method inappropriate for the lower temperature

ranges used in this project.

4.7.4 Alternative Raman Thermometry

An alternative method for Raman thermometry was developed to use

the temperature dependent population of the system energy levels, as

described by Boltzmann statistics [159]

Nn

Nm

= exp

(
−∆E

kT

)
, (4.7.4.1)
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where Nn and Nm are the number of molecules in the excited and ground

states, respectively. Using equation 4.7.1.1 it is possible to rewrite this

to include Raman shift νs,

Nas

Ns

= exp

(
−hνs

kT

)
. (4.7.4.2)

The intensity of a specific Raman peak, I, can be related to the number

of molecules responsible for that shift [161] by the proportionality factor

expressed in equation 4.7.2.1, P , where P ∝ ν4.

Ix = NxP (4.7.4.3)

Ix = ANxν
4 (4.7.4.4)

with A a constant relating frequency to P . If Stokes scattering is rep-

resented by (νl − νs) and anti-Stokes scattering represented by (νl + νs),

where νl is the frequency of the excitation laser and νs is the frequency

of Raman shift, we can substitute this for each case into equation 4.7.4.4

Is = ANs(νl − νs)
4 (4.7.4.5)

Ias = ANas(νl + νs)
4 (4.7.4.6)

It follows that

Ias

Is

=

(
νl + νs

νl − νs

)4

exp

(
−hνs

kT

)
(4.7.4.7)

This equation links the intensities of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Ra-

man shifts to temperature. It should be noted that the anti-Stokes signal

is minuscule compared to the Stokes, making this method more difficult

to implement as a thermometry technique.
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Design Alterations

To implement this method of Raman thermometry the in-house built

spectrometer was reconfigured such that the Stokes and anti-Stokes sig-

nals were seperated and fed to individual photon detectors using an ad-

ditional dichroic mirror, shown in figure 4.44. To increase the anti-Stokes

signal the laser power was increased to 1.5 W (in accordance with equa-

tion 4.7.2.1).
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Figure 4.44: A schematic representation of an instrument to measure the ratio
between anti-Stokes and Stokes peaks using photon counting. Dichroic mirrors have
been marked DM. The dichroic mirror splitting the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattered
light could be replaced with an equivalent combination of high and low pass filters to
give the same results.

The signals from these photon detectors were then sent to a DAQ

card and a LabVIEW program was developed to process the information.

The second instrument, shown in figure 4.45, isolates Raman scattered

light from an excitation line before splitting it into Stokes and anti-

Stokes components, measuring the photon counts from each region. This

overcomes problems with the weak signals associated with anti-Stokes
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scattered light by integrating across the entire spectral region. An optical

attenuator (Laser 2000) is used along the Stokes path, such that the

counts are not saturated during a scan of the same time period and the

two are comparable. Although spectroscopic function of the instrument

is lost by using photon counters (PD-050-C0E, Laser 2000, UK), a far

more sensitive tool is constructed for measuring the intensity of anti-

Stokes scattered light. This instrument is again used in a dark room,

and an additional photon counter is used to give a background reading,

as the low counts associated with the anti-Stokes region of the spectrum

render this method particularly sensitive.

Figure 4.45: The in-house built Raman integrator (1 - Laser Module, 2 - Laser Line
Filter, 3 - Dichroic Mirror, 4 - Lens, 5 - Cryostat with Sample, 6 - Bridge containing
Notch Filters, 7 - Photon Counters, 8 - Enclosure).

Rapid Anti-Stokes Thermometry

Simulations and experiments were first performed to establish whether

the anti-Stokes Raman peaks would be too weak to detect using the spec-

trometer at low exposure times. Simulations of ideal anti-Stokes spectra

were generated from in-house Stokes spectra, using equation 4.7.4.7 in
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the form of equation 4.7.4.8. This suggested that methods relying on the

resolution of individual anti-Stokes peaks for temperature analysis, cer-

tainly using the in-house built spectrometer and short acquisition times,

was not an option. Even with lengthy scan times, the anti-Stokes scat-

tered light would be buried in the instrumental noise and manifest as too

weak to detect, which was readily backed up by experimental results in

which the spectra were not observed.

Ias = Is

((
νl + νs

νl − νs

)4

exp

(
−hνs

kT

))
(4.7.4.8)

Following these calculation a method to rapidly deduce sample tem-

perature using spectral integration of both the Raman scattering regions

was developed. The ratio between the Stokes and anti-Stokes signals was

calculated post experiment using raw data collected using the DAQ. The

program collected and saved the photons counted over the Stokes and

anti-Stokes regions, along with calibration temperature readings from

a Cernox sensor and a time signature. Sample temperature was then

directly calculated from measurements of the anti-Stokes and Stokes Ra-

man intensities, [162] using

log
Ias

Is

= A− B

T
(4.7.4.9)

where A and B are constants. The time resolution of the instrument

was tested by lowering the exposure time for an experimental scan and

testing the limits of the photon detectors and DAQ card. Figure 4.46

shows that the counts fall linearly as the exposure time is lowered, until

they reach a value that does not change. This point gives us the smallest

time resolution of the in-house built instrument, at ∼64 ms.
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Figure 4.46: A graph to show the minimum exposure time of the in-house Raman
photon counter.

Photons scattered in the Stokes and anti-Stokes regions of the Raman

spectrum were counted as a sample was slowly cooled and subsequently

warmed up again (shown in figure 4.47), allowing their dependance on

temperature to be investigated. This used a small cryostat (TK1813,

Thomas Keating Ltd, UK) holding a small bead of water in a brass

mount. The slow nature of the temperature change allowed temperature

to be calibrated using a Cernox sensor mounted on the brass.

Figure 4.47: Experimental data taken during a cool down. The Stokes trace is nor-
malized to the temperature data and also displayed, showing the increased response
of this scattered light as temperature decreased.

Equation 4.7.4.9 was then used to plot the ratio between the Stokes

and anti-Stokes data as a function of temperature. This is shown in
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figure 4.48, displaying 4 data sets for a temperature range between ∼77 K

and room temperature (this temperature limit of 77 K is simply imposed

by liquid nitrogen use, and could be tested further with liquid helium).

Although the plots are not linear, as expected, it can be noted that the

data sets follow the same curve. This is made more noteworthy by the

fact that the original Stokes and anti-Stokes counts differed significantly

between experiments, possibly due to sample changes, showing that the

ratio between the two is independent of fluctuations in signal intensity.

Figure 4.48: 4 independent experimental data sets, showing the relationship be-
tween log(Ias/Is) and 1/T .

This characteristic curve can then be used to calibrate temperature

data taken during rapid experiments, where conventional reading meth-

ods would not give true values for the temperature at the sample. This

is done by averaging the 4 curves shown in figure 4.48 and isolating the

two linear sections in the low temperature region (0.005 < x < 0.007

and 0.007 < x < 0.01 corresponding to the ranges between 200 K and

∼150 K and ∼150 K and 100 K respectively) and using the regression

equation as a look-up-table (LUT) for the experimental data. Although

the noise on the readings is significant and data is only present down

to liquid nitrogen temperature, this technique gives a rapid reading of

temperature with little effect on the sample.
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Chapter 5

Liquid-State NMR

5.1 Resonant Circuit

A system to generate a room temperature, liquid-state sample with

a highly polarized nuclear spin ensemble has thus far been described. In

order to realize a high-resolution NMR spectrum, capable of delivering

mid-IR radiation into the VTI, an NMR probe is required.

5.1.1 Coil Geometry

A resonant coil is required to produce a magnetic field B1 normal to

the B0 field produced by the spectrometer, thus manipulating the highly

polarized spin system and investigating the nuclear spin ensemble. The

B0 field is axial to the spectrometer bore and, accordingly, the B1 field

needs to act normal to this (in the x-y plane). A couple of geometries are

available, presented in figure 5.1, with which this field may be realized.

A solenoid coil is a helical, conductive wind that behaves as an induc-

tor when an electrical current is passed through it, with the movement of

the electrons creating a uniform magnetic field within the coil volume. [163]
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While solenoid coils are used for a wide variety of NMR experiments, the

geometry of the system used for this project would mean that the coil

would need to sit horizontally in the spectrometer bore. This would

make irradiation with microwaves and mid-IR frequencies difficult, as

well as causing problems during the cooling stage of the experiment, as

the sample would be obstructed by the coil.

Solenoid Coil Saddle Coil Planar Coil

L
θ

r
B1

B1
B1

Figure 5.1: The three commonly used coil geometries for NMR.

To overcome these issues a saddle coil was used. Saddle coils use

a single closed wire in a specific configuration, whereby θ = 120◦ and

L/r = 4 [164,165] (see figure 5.1), to create 2 separate loops which induce

a uniform magnetic field in the space between them. This permits a

more exposed sample to be used, with mid-IR and microwave access

available from above or below the sample. The exposure of the sample

also lends itself to cooling processes going on within the VTI bore, while

remaining isolated from the thermal mass of the coil and probe. A final

consideration was that of a planar coil, [166,167] although the suitability of

this coil type for this project is limited by containment of the sample and

sample size restrictions. This open nature of the coil may aid cooling,

but the coil will block heating pathways, and the coil only generates a

small slice in which the magnetic field is homogeneous, an issue for the

high-resolution, liquid-state NMR experiment.
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5.1.2 Response

A number of capacitors in series and parallel are used to tune and

match the response of the coil to the resonance of the nuclei of interest

at 9.4 T. [29] A rough value for this response is achieved using a static and

permanent capacitor attached about 1 cm from the coil itself, situated

inside the VTI. This capacitor is chosen to be a surface mount component,

soldered end on to the coil such that any thermal contraction introduces

the least stress to the system. This small inclusion does not introduce too

high a thermal load to the sample space and ensures that the resonance

is coarsely tuned prior to a cooldown.

NMR
Console

Probe

External
Tuning and Matching

Cold
Sample Coil

(Saddle)

Figure 5.2: A circuit diagram to show the basic electronics of the NMR probe.
In reality, low-temperature, non-magnetic semi-rigid coaxial cable is used inside the
probe.

The saddle coil is then connected to a length of low temperature, non-

magnetic semi-rigid coaxial cable (SS 304) running down the laser shaft

sample support. This semi-rigid path is then connected to a hermetic

BNC connector and passed from the VTI to the lab space where a tuning

and matching board, containing two variable capacitors (see figure 5.2),

is used to fine tune the resonant frequency of the coil to the sample. This

board ensures that the resonant frequency of the circuit corresponds to

the nucleus under test and that the circuit is impedence matched to any

connecting lines, [29] usually at 50 Ω. This reduces reflected power and

subsequently boosts the signal strength that can be recieved from the

nuclear species. By including this board outside of the probe it is easy
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to swap out capacitors, adjust the values in real time and protect the

moving parts of the small components from cryogenic damage.

5.1.3 Further Considerations

Equation 1.3.2.2 from section 1.3.2 includes a proportionally factor,

α, by which the measured signal relates to spin magnetization of the

sample. This factor is dependent on a number of contributions such as

coil temperature Tc, coil volume Vc, the resonant frequency of the spins

ωLC, the quality factor of the detection circuit Q and a filling factor ηc.
[29]

α ∝
√
VcQωLC

Tc

ηc (5.1.3.1)

An increase in the value of α will bring about an increase in measur-

able NMR signal, suggesting that the system can be optimized using

parameters of the coil to further improve the sensitivity of the TJ-DNP

experiment. In reality, the resonant frequency, ωLC, is predetermined by

the magnetic field of the spectrometer and the sample under test, and

the volume of the sample (and thus the volume of the coil Vc) has been

chosen to be suitably small (discussed in section 2.2.1) so as to benefit

the experiment during the rapid heating and cooling stages.

The increase in measurable NMR signal brought about by a reduc-

tion in probe temperature has driven the development of commercially

available CryoProbesTM (Bruker). [168–170] These use cryogens to reduce

both Johnson-Nyquist noise and the noise associated with the resistance

of conductive electronics. The probes are capable of increasing the sen-

sitivity of the experiment by a factor of five using liquid helium [171] and

any in-house built DNP probe not cooled using cryogens would need
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to use the results obtainable with this state of the art technology as a

benchmark. This stated, although the coil will be wrapped as closely to

the sample cup as possible, ensuring the value for ηc remains as high as

possible, the circular cross section of the wire will ensure that it remains

somewhat thermally isolated from the sample, allowing it to benefit from

a low Tc value caused by the sample cooling process. Low-temperature,

non-magnetic materials are used for the coil and transmission line (sil-

ver copper and SS 304 semi-rigid coax). The low temperature mechanical

properties of these materials allow them to withstand the low extremes of

the experiment without breakage or dramatic thermal contraction, while

a reduced thermal conductivity reduces heat flow into the space. [100] Non-

magnetic materials that have a magnetic susceptibility matched to the

surrounding environment are desirable and used so as to reduce field

inhomogeneities.
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5.2 Practical Considerations

Although NMR probes are readily available for a number of appli-

cations, this project requires a bespoke probe body to couple to the

hardware developed specifically for use in Nottingham and overcome a

number of complications imposed by the TJ-DNP experiment design.

5.2.1 Heating Path

As well as detecting the NMR signal from the sample, the probe needs

to deliver the mid-IR radiation detailed in Chapter 4 to the sample while

keeping heat flow into the VTI at a minimum. The simplest solution to

satisfy these requirements is to use a long, hollow tube made of thermally

insulating, reflective material. This tube is made from SS-316L for its

superior low temperature characteristics and magnetic susceptibility, and

has an inner diameter of 6 mm and and outer diameter of 8 mm. This

supports the sample in the homogeneous region of the magnet, while

creating a free space path for the laser to be delivered. This shaft may

also allow a gold plated hollow waveguide to be inserted, improving laser

transmission to the sample. An anti-reflection coated barium fluoride

vacuum window, with a transmission quoted to be ∼98% for mid-IR

radiation at 2.94 µm, is used to pass the mid-IR radiation into the evac-

uated sample environment.

5.2.2 Pumping Access

High throughput pumping is required via the NMR probe, as cou-

pling for pumping lines is unavailable on the VTI itself (see section 3.2.4).

This means the NMR probe needs to couple to a large diameter pump-

ing line and exhibit low flow path resistance between this connection and
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the sample space. This is achieved by both integrating a custom high-

throughput vacuum T-junction (shown in figure 5.3) and by minimizing

the bulk probe design, removing all material other than a central laser

shaft and necessary NMR electronics. This shaft supports the sample

such that it is at the right distance within the magnet, but does not

obstruct the flow path. Although this fixes the sample within the ho-

mogeneous region of the magnetic field, the reduction of the probe to a

central shaft increases the likelihood of lateral sample movement, mean-

ing that it could sit off-axis to the magnet bore. Thin baffles are used

periodically along the shaft, 150 mm apart, with a diameter of 22 mm to

match the inside of the VTI and keep the sample centralized. These are

drilled so as to minimize flow path resistance and allow NMR electronics

to run alongside the shaft.

Figure 5.3: A CAD representation of the custom T-junction designed for use with
the bespoke NMR probe to allow high-throughput pumping. This junction features
KF40 connectors, a thinner walled region around which wire can be wrapped for
protective heating and is shorter than stocked components to ease size contraints
(section 5.2.3). Dimensions are given in millimeters.

It is also important that any vacuum seals used in this design are

not compromised by any cooling caused by low temperature helium flow.

Where possible, practical and necessary, knife edge seals with superior

low temperature capabilities [100] are used instead of rubber O-ring seals.
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Indium knife edge seals are used where hardware is joined permanently,

and copper seals are used where components are expected to come apart

on rare occasion. In locations where knife edge seals are not practical,

such as couplings that are connected and disconnected frequently, addi-

tional measures are used alongside the O-ring seals to reduce the risk of

cooling damage. These are realized both in an active and passive manner,

introducing the ability to heat the region or by including heat sinks be-

tween the vulnerable connections and the cryogenic space, respectively.

These methods are illustrated in figure 5.4. These methods can offer

variable amounts of relief by either altering the physical dimensions and

materials of the heat sink or by increasing active heating. Care must

be taken to ensure that the temperature inside the VTI is not raised by

these protective methods.

Tc

Tc

Tc Tc

Tw Tw

No Heat Regulator Active Heating by
Electric Current

Passive Heating by
Increased Surface Area

Figure 5.4: Heat sinks are used, alongside resistive heating, to decrease the chance
of damage to vacuum seals along the helium flow path.

5.2.3 Size Constraints

The length from the base of the magnet to the homogeneous region

of the spectrometer is 485 mm, as listed in figure 2.11, with the shim

hardware increasing the length that the NMR probe needs to be to lo-

cate the sample in the right place by an additional 134 mm. This already

requires a shaft of length 619 mm to be used, but it is from below this
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height that all pumping, heating, NMR and thermometric hardware must

be implimented. Seeing as the height avaiable underneath the spectrom-

eter is 1050 mm, minus the 134 mm protrusion of the shim hardware,

no probe longer than 916 mm will be loadable into the VTI. This upper

limit means that all hardware introduced by the NMR probe must be

included within the remaining 297 mm, a restriction that requires con-

siderable design work to satisfy.

To begin, sheathing components such as the heat sink over the probe

body during loading effectively increases the clearance below the spec-

trometer by removing their length from the base of the cryostat and

adding no extra length to the probe. To further increase this clearance

the probe has been designed such that it breaks apart, with the sections

rejoining after the top has been partially inserted into the VTI bore (see

figure 5.5). Not only does this ease problems associated with clearance,

but also introduces macroscopic thermal breaks to the probe and in-

creases the ability to modify the hardware at a later date. This break is

introduced towards the top of the probe, with a removable probe exten-

sion and probe tip designed to hold the sample cup and NMR coil. This

extension was initially made out of stainless steel, but was updated to

MacorTM for reasons described in section 5.4. A Cernox sensor is fixed

on this tip so as to provide an idea of sample temperature, close enough

to give an accurate indication of the sample temperature while ensuring

the NMR signal and thermal behaviour of the sample are unchanged by

the inclusion. The NMR electronics include a break along their length

in order to allow the probe and tip to be separated. These breaks are

facilitated using small SMA connectors which fit in the cryostat bore

alongside the laser path.
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5.3 The Probe Design

5.3.1 Overview

A 400 MHz proton saddle coil with a diameter of 6 mm and a length

of 24 mm was initially created to fit around the sapphire sample cup,

featuring a 2.4 pF coarse tuning capacitor ∼10 mm below the coil and

external tuning and matching via variable capacitors on a board outside

of the instrument. This was chosen to allow easy testing of the hard-

ware and as a step towards construction of 13C hardware, which requires

another coil to perform cross polarization and probe the species. The

coil and sample are supported in the homogeneous magnetic field of the

spectrometer by a tube with an inner diameter of 6 mm and an outer di-

ameter of 8 mm which features periodic baffles to keep the sample axially

centered within the VTI. A removable extension tube and probe tip allow

precise positioning of the sample, easy modification of the hardware and

insertion under the conditions of limited space. Fine adjustment of the

sample height can be performed by altering the dimensions of the probe

extension. A schematic of the NMR probe is presented in figure 5.5. The

probe base facilitates NMR, thermometry and mid-IR heating, as well as

allowing high throughput vacuum access. A passive heat sink is included

to protect any rubber vacuum seals on the base of the probe from the

flow of cold helium. This sits above a custom built T-junction which

features a thinner walled section for active heating of the column with

resistive wire. To overcome problems associated with the limited space

below the spectrometer, both the heat sink and the custom T-junction

are attached to the probe prior to insertion, rather than to the base of

the VTI. A laser window at the very base of the probe allows delivery of

the mid-IR radiation without compromising the vacuum.
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5.3.2 Probe Schematic

A fully labelled schematic of the NMR probe is presented in figure 5.5

such that all aspects of the design can be clearly identified. Reference

images and technical drawings of the probe can be found in section 5.3.3,

along with dimensions.

Figure 5.5: A schematic of the NMR probe, showing both the top and bottom
sections of the design. The sapphire sample cup sits in a separate probe tip, which
in turn sits on top of a probe extension. This is to ease probe entry, reduce heat flow
into the sample space and to allow for easy iterative alteration of the design. The
base of the NMR probe supports a custom vacuum T-junction and a heat sink. The
heat sink is connected to the cryostat via a knife’s edge seal.
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5.3.3 The NMR Probe

The backbone of the NMR probe itself is a hollow, stainless steel tube

with an inner diameter of 6 mm and an outer diameter of 8 mm. This

tube supports the sample in the homogeneous magnetic region of the

spectrometer and forms a free space optical path for mid-IR radiaition.

At the top of the tube is an extension shaft (figure 5.6), reducing heat

flow into the sample space and allowing careful positioning of the sample,

and an NMR probe tip with a coil and temperature sensor (figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6: An example of an extension shaft for the NMR probe, with all mea-
surements in millimeters. This particular design was made out of Macor to reduce
the linewidths associated with hardware made using stainless steel, an issue that is
documented in section 5.4. The footprint of the extension is shown on the right.

Both of these are removable and adjustable, with the extension screw-

ing into a connector at the top of the shaft and the probe tip being fixed

to the extension in turn by a grub screw.

Figure 5.7: The probe tip, holding the sample cup and NMR coil, is screwed onto
the extension shaft. The image at the bottom shows an older design of the tip, whilst
the updated image on the right shows the final design. The Cernox sensor is attached
using cryogenic tape.
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The coil is then connected to a semi-rigid coaxial NMR transmission

line running along the length of the probe using an SMA connector to the

base of the ensemble, shown in figure 5.8. This base features a heat sink,

90 mm in length, for passive thermal protection of the rubber O-rings on

the NMR probe, and a custom T-junction which has been described in

section 5.2.2. The main probe body features an electronic Fischer port

for thermometry and two possible ports for NMR electronics (for 1H and

13C NMR). A mid-IR transparent window is included in the very base

of the ensemble, kept in place using a flange which couples to both the

free space optical path underneath the spectrometer and the laser safety

interlock electronics.

Figure 5.8: The bottom of the NMR probe, showing the heat sink, custom T-
junction and main probe body. The base of the NMR laser shaft is screwed into the
top of the probe body, such that the T-junction and heat sink do not contribute to
the overall length of the probe.

Because of the inclusion of the extension tip into the modular probe

design, the total length of the NMR probe and the shaft itself does not

need to be precisely matched to locate the sample in the homogeneous

magnetic region of the spectrometer, and simply needs to be loaded into
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the base of the VTI. Figure 5.9 shows the NMR probe base with the sup-

port shaft attached, giving an indication of length. To load the probe, the

NMR probe tip is attached to the extension shaft and lifted temporarily

into the VTI, after which the probe base and shaft can be placed under-

neath them within the bore. The extension shaft can then be lowered

and screwed onto the laser shaft, and the SMA couplings connected to

link the NMR coil to the external electronics. Following this the entire

probe can be inserted into the VTI and the 6 screws connecting the heat

sink to the base of the VTI can be tightened securely. At this stage the

NMR probe is loaded and can be coupled to the optical path, further

NMR electronics and the high throughout vacuum line.

Figure 5.9: The NMR probe assembly showing overall length and appearance. This
diagram shows the assembly without the probe extension and tip attached, as the
probe would be loaded into the VTI.
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5.4 Initial Tests and Validation

Basic Function

The NMR capability of the bespoke probe could be tested once the

VTI had been constructed and installed in the spectrometer, and initial

tests proved the basic function of the probe by comparing the proton

signal received from an empty sample cup and that containing distilled

water. Although a clear water peak could be seen, verifying the ba-

sic function of the probe, the signal experienced broadening and had a

FWHM linewidth of the order of thousands of Hertz. It should be noted

that the preliminary nature of this investigation with a pure H2O sample

will feature excessive broadening through radiation damping. In real-

ity a H2O/D2O mix could be used to suppress these effects and realize

linewidths ∼ 50 times narrower.

water sample

sapphire sample cup

empty coil

Figure 5.10: The first NMR spectra collected using the novel probe. The blue signal
is from an empty coil, the green is from an empty sapphire sample cup and the larger,
red signal is from the cup filled with water. The background signal is believed to be
from cryogenic tape on the probe head at the time, which was later removed. This
investigation into function and NMR linewidth uses an arbitrary reference scale.
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Following this simple test, the current supplied to the external shim

coils was increased in order to compensate for any effects on the field

homogeneity within the bore brought about by the probe, in an effort

to improve the linewidth. This method improved the linewidth of the

pure water peak to ∼150 Hz (∼0.35 ppm), shown in figure 5.11, however

the currents required for this were suspiciously large and other strata-

gies to decrease the linewidth of the spectra by directly improving the

design of the probe were explored. The strong response of the linewidth

to the external shims suggested that the magnetic properties, such as

susceptibility matching, could be improved in the sample space.

FWHM linewidth = 0.36 ppm / 142.49 Hz

Figure 5.11: A figure to show how the linewidth of the water signal from early tests
could be decreased by over an order of magnitude (from ∼8000 Hz to ∼140 Hz) by
applying large shim currents. The large shim currents are also indicated in this figure.

Probe Development

As detailed in section 3.2.3, materials with poorly matched magnetic

susceptibilities degrade magnetic field homogeneity within the spectrom-
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eter bore and broaden NMR spectra. Although efforts were made to

reduce susceptibility mismatching when designing the NMR probe, a

compromise was initially made over the the probe tip extension, which

was made from low χ value stainless steel to behave as a continuation of

the mid-IR waveguide. Replacement of this tip with a ceramic, MacorTM

tip, gave rise to a drastic decrease in NMR linewidth from ∼150 Hz to

∼60 Hz. Furthermore, although this material does not dramatically in-

fluence the illumination of the sample, it does decreases heat flow into

the space, as the thermal conductivity through MacorTM is far lower than

that through the steel. Further investigation found that the semi-rigid

coaxial cable used on the probe was ordered in error and was magnetic.

This meant that field distortions existed close to the coil and, once this

was swapped for non-magnetic cable, a linewidth of ∼8 Hz (∼0.02 ppm)

was achieved.

FWHM linewidth = 0.02 ppm / 8.05 Hz

Figure 5.12: After the stainless steel probe extension was swapped out for MacorTM

and the erroneous transmission line was changed an NMR signal with a linewidth of
∼8 Hz was seen.
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While this linewidth may be decreased further by making a larger

fraction of the the probe shaft from MacorTM instead of stainless steel,

the effects will decrease as distance increases. This experiment may suf-

fer from unavoidable linewidth broadening from the increased hardware

presence within the bore, for which the existing shim coils would not have

been designed. The metallic microwave guide comes close to the sample

from above and the annulus of helium apertures which spray helium into

the VTI is designed to be at a different height than the sample. These

factors create asymmetry around the sample, increasing the spread of

nuclear Larmor frequencies within it and broadening the spectra. As a

result, a peak of ∼8 Hz is a fair linewidth to achieve for this project.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

As this thesis draws to a close, the work will be summarized and

put into context of the original aims and objectives of the project and

immediate avenues for further work will be proposed.

6.1 Overview of the Project

A number of large scale hardware solutions have been designed, de-

veloped and tested so as to meet the criteria to successfully facilitate the

TJ-DNP experiment, including a bespoke VTI to reach temperatures

down to 1.75 K, a mid-IR laser path to deliver heat energy to a low tem-

perature sample within the VTI and a NMR probe such that enhanced

liquid-state spectra can be received from the set-up. Along with a high-

field spectrometer and microwave bridge, these instruments have been

designed to fit together in a manner shown in figure 6.1. All elements

of the experiment were designed with a modular focus, allowing instru-

ments to be easily improved at a later date or other design elements to

be included with little disruption to the system as a whole. The design

allows the helium flow that cools the sample to be stopped during the

rapid heating stage of the experiment.
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Figure 6.1: A diagram to show how all of the hardware aspects of this project come
together.

6.1.1 Summary of System Tests

Low Temperature Environment

A large scale, bespoke cryostat has been designed, called the VTI.

Furthermore, the experimental procedure to reach low temperature has

been improved, bringing initial cooling times down by a factor of ∼4,

achieving lower base temperatures with less liquid helium and ensuring

the VTI is protected against cryogenic leaks. The instrument is capable

of reaching a stable base temperature of 1.75 K in ∼2.5 hours with a
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bespoke NMR probe loaded, and can be held at this temperature for a

time period of at least 15 minutes. This stable low temperature allows

polarization build up for the experiment and the overall timescale for

this cooldown is promising for a TJ-DNP experiment between TDNP of

1.75 K and a TNMR of ∼300 K.

Microwave Irradiation

A microwave bridge has been designed and built by Thomas Keating

Ltd. and installed above the magnet, with the ability to move in and out

of the experimental space and align precisely with the custom microwave

hardware within the VTI. The height and position of the microwave

bridge above the magnet has been measured and fixed to give repeatable

irradiation. Microwave generation and delivery has been tested and doc-

umented, delivering ∼25 mW of stable, circularly polarized microwave

irradiation at 263 GHz to the sample space. This value accounts for the

losses through the system, which were measured to total ∼3 dB (through

both the bridge and the waveguide).

Rapid Heating

Calculations have been performed, considering appropriate sink pro-

cesses within the experimental space, which show that a 30 W, Er:YAG

laser can provide the heat energy required to bring the sample used for

this TJ-DNP experiment from ∼1 to 300 K in just under 2.5 seconds,

a timescale suitable for molecules with moderate relaxation times. This

rapid heating mechanism has been implemented, tested and, although

further work is required to increase power delivery, an optical system

to deliver this energy into the VTI has been established. Initial research

ruled out fibre optics as a suitable method of transmitting such high pow-
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ered radiation into a low temperature cryostat, as mechanical properties,

size constraints and damage thresholds forbid this. Instead, two free

space optical paths have been tested, with overall losses through lenses

and appertures characterized at ∼5% in the best case. A transmission so-

lution involving three lenses was devised, collimating the diverging beam

and directing it up the bore of the VTI using a gold mirror. A further lens

pair could then focus and manipulate the beam diameter such that it was

matched to the sample size. Although some sample heating was achieved,

this method suffered from heavy degradation of the beam with any slight

misalignment and the law of optical invariance suppressed power delivery

along the sample support. Alternatively, a magnifying lens was used to

project an enlarged image of the laser aperture into the VTI, in which

a waveguide could be used to homogenize and direct the beam to the

sample space with low losses. This method was easier to align due to the

reduced optics and shows promise for the rapid heating stage, but was

still being investigated and developed as this project came to a close (see

section 6.2.2 for further work).

NMR Capability

An NMR probe and 1H saddle coil have been developed and tested to

allow mid-IR radiation into the VTI bore, whilst providing high through-

put pumping access, sample thermometry and introducing minimal heat

load into the sample space. This probe has been shown to collect the

NMR signal associated with distilled water, and improvements in mate-

rial choice and probe design have improved the linewidth of the signal

by 3 orders of magnitude to ∼8 Hz. This process has been accelerated

by the modular nature of the design, with the separate probe tip, probe

extension and probe body all offering easy modification.
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6.1.2 Additional Investigations

Raman Thermometry

A couple of Raman thermometry techniques were developed, capable

of remotely measuring sample temperature with little effect on the tem-

perature itself. The results from a home-built spectrometer gave similar

results, albeit with a lower signal intensity, to a commercially available

system, and temperature dependent shifting of the signal associated with

the O−H stretching bond was observed. Although this allowed temper-

ature to be monitored, the shift was noted to stop at the glass phase

transition temperature of the mixture (∼220 K) as the hydroxyl bonds

became frozen in place. To monitor lower temperatures an alternative

thermometry method was devised and built, comparing the minuscule

anti-Stokes signal to the Stokes signal. This allowed rapid (∼65 ms ex-

posure time), remote thermometry between ambient temperature and

that of liquid nitrogen, using a calibration table.

Nanoparticle Heating

Gold nanoparticles, 5, 12 and 30 nm in diameter, were added to water

at a fixed concentration of 1016 particles ml−1 to investigate their effects

on the relaxation characteristics of the NMR experiment. Differences in

the spin relaxation times between samples were minimal when compared

to a control sample of pure water, indicating that they may be included

into the sample without drastically affecting the NMR signal. However,

the ability of these nanoparticles to heat a macroscopic sample using

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) showed any heating effects

caused by the particles to be insufficient for the TJ-DNP experiment at

Nottingham.
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6.2 Areas for Further Work

Due to the vast scale of this project and a number of unexpected prac-

tical challenges and delays during the design and development work, a

full TJ-DNP experiment has not yet been performed. Despite this, con-

siderable progression towards the experiment at Nottingham has been

made and, aside from this central objective, a number of additional in-

vestigations have opened up exciting avenues for further work.

6.2.1 The Temperature-Jump DNP Experiment

The most exciting candidate for further work is completion of the

TJ-DNP experiment itself. At this stage, with the VTI able to reach

1.75 K, the microwaves working, the heating path able to deliver mid-IR

radiation (albeit at a reduced power) and the NMR probe responsive to

the sample, it should be possible to piece all of the hardware together and

perform a TJ-DNP experiment. Ideally this should be put together in

stages, allowing for easier diagnostics when connecting particular aspects

of the hardware. To begin, the 1H probe could be upgraded to a 13C probe

and it should be possible to use the VTI and microwave bridge to observe

solid-state DNP effects and microwave irradiation of the sample. This

would allow polarization build-up times and transition characteristics to

be investigated, validating this initial stages of the system. Once this

experiment has been completed the sample may be irradiated using the

mid-IR laser and a TJ-DNP experiment can be performed. Although the

heating stage of the experiment may be slower than originally desired,

due to issues connected with laser output power, these investigations

should still offer an increase in signal intensity when using molecules

with longer polarization lifetimes.
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6.2.2 Optical Optimization

A succesful design for an optical path was developed, delivering a

mid-IR laser beam into the VTI to couple heat energy into a sample

and cause a notable rise in sample temperature. This stated, the overall

temperature rise was smaller than expected due to a number of exper-

imental complications identified as work progressed, resulting in lower

power delivery to the sample. The first notable issue is associated with

a limited current supplied to the laser head, causing a subsequent drop

in laser output. This was not a problem in the earlier stages of the

project when the laser module was next to the control unit, and was first

observed when the two were separated. Although efforts were made to

contact suppliers and implement high-capacity cables, neither solved the

reduction in maximum current supply from 200 A to 160 A. In order

to continue with the project this reduction was accepted, but noted to

limit laser output power by about a third, a factor needing improvement.

A further improvement to the system would be to use a gold plated

mid-IR waveguide inserted into the NMR sample support. Developments

in this area occurred within the closing stages of the project, leaving lit-

tle time to investigate the benefits of using these components. Testing

was performed externally using polished stainless steel tubes which, al-

though showing promising transmission characteristics themselves, are

suggested to have inferior transmission to gold coated waveguides. [157]

It is believed that this inclusion should introduce an improvement in

transmission by both bridging the macroscopic breaks along the NMR

shaft and through the superior reflective properties of gold, translating

to a more rapid temperature rise for the sample and a greater attainable

TJ-DNP enhancement.
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6.2.3 Temperature-Jump Documentation

The Raman thermometry work that occurred in the first year or so

of the project, although culminating in a rapid thermometry technique

capable of reading temperatures down to 77 K, was not fully tested as

the decision was made to move on to crucial TJ-DNP hardware design

and building stages. Despite this, it would be desirable to observe dy-

namics that would allow the heating process to be better controlled at

a later stage. Further work could develop the second thermometry tech-

nique created during this project, using the ratio between Stokes and

anti-Stokes scattered light, by generating a calibration curve down to

1.75 K and increasing the experimental data set to quantitatively assess

and reduce reading error.

Although nanoparticle LSPR could not offer any significant heating

for the TJ-DNP experiment, the ability for nanoparticles to act as sensors

may allow them to be used for thermometry. [172] Doping a sample with

a moderate concentration of gold nanoparticles could allow signals to be

received back with characteristics dependent on temperature. A possible

drawback to this method may be that, while temperature-jumps on pure

water samples could be investigated this way, the particles may still have

a detramental effect on the DNP experiment. This stated, a dummy

sample of water doped with nanoparticles could be used to develop a

heating stage that could then be implemented for undoped DNP samples.

It has also been shown that a characteristic, temperature dependent shift

may be measured using NMR. [173] This method provides an additional

technique for thermometry that is already in place and easy to observe.

This was not used in the early stages of the project as the instrumentation

with which to perform NMR had not yet been designed or built.
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6.3 Outlook

It has been speculated that, even now, the field of Rapid-∆T DNP is

in its infancy. [44] Experiments that provide such enhancements in liquid-

state NMR may have a great impact in the vast fields of chemistry, bi-

ology and medicine. Likewise, the limitations of the technique are not

yet fully understood, with DNP theory still evolving and hardware being

constantly developed to improve various aspects of the method. As it

stands, implementing these new hardware solutions is not inexpensive or

quick, making it a high-risk, high-reward venture.

Although the full TJ-DNP experiment at Nottingham has not been

performed, this project forms a sturdy platform upon which a little fur-

ther work should yield results within half a year or so. All aspects of the

experimental hardware have been designed, developed and built, with

each separate element tested and documented to function as required.

Results from the tests so far allow quantification of the maximum possi-

ble enhancements achievable using this system over conventional, 300 K

NMR experiments and two characteristics, initial cooldown time and

sample heating time, are primarily responsible for the success of the

experiment. The maximum enhancement from the DNP process itself,

εDNP, given by equation 1.3.4.1 can be calculated as 660 for the pro-

ton and 2600 for carbon-13. This enhancement is further boosted by

performing DNP at low temperature and NMR acquisition at ∼300 K.

Taking the reasonable base temperature of ∼2 K achieved by the VTI de-

signed for this experiment and using equation 1.3.4.2 allows an updated

enhancement of nearly ε† = 100, 000 for the proton and ε† = 390, 000 for

13C to be calculated. Bearing in mind that a conventional, 300 K NMR

experiment would benefit from signal averaging over the course of the
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TJ-DNP experiment, and that the VTI at Nottingham takes 2.5 hours

to reach base temperature (which is by far the dominating time factor),

a conventional experiment could benefit from boosts in signal of around

100 times during this period. As a result it is fair to divide these ε† val-

ues by this factor to make the two methods comparable, giving our novel

experiment a comparitive enhancement of 1000 for 1H and 3900 for 13C

over conventional experiments before heating. It should be noted that

this enhancement will never be realized, as it is that theoretically obtain-

able with an infinitely short temperature jump. The fastest temperature

rise estimated for the hardware used in this experiment was ∼2.5 s and,

with less than 5% total losses through the best optical system adding

only a fraction of a second more, the total melt time can be assumed

to be around 2.6 s. Accounting for spin relaxation and using a molecule

with a T1 on the order of seconds, it would be fair to suggest that ∼40%

of the total enhancement ε† could be preserved, provided NMR acquisi-

tion occured immediately as the sample reached 300 K. This then gives

an overall, substantial and measurable enhancement from our novel sys-

tem, comparable to a conventional 300 K NMR experiment running for

the same period of time, of ∼400 for the proton and ∼1500 for carbon-13.

The intrument developed thus far suggests that, using molecules with

moderate to long relaxation lifetimes, TJ-DNP should be possible using

the system in Nottingham and should improve considerably on the en-

hancement values reported to date. Furthermore, performing this TJ-

DNP on a sample in situ should open the technique up to multidimen-

sional spectroscopic techniques. I look forward to the work that has

gone into this project being built upon to realize an enhanced liquid-

state NMR experiment via TJ-DNP.
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